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PREFACE 

Cooperation in the use of geophysical methods within the framework of the 
agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation in Geology between Finland and the 
Soviet Union began in 1975. The exchange visits paid by Finnish and Soviet scientists in the 
first couple of years provided an overall view of the geophysical exploration methods in use in 
the Baltic Shield areas of each country. In 1977-80 the cooperation was focused on magnetic 
bore hole measurements; the results were published in Finland in 1981 as a collection of 
articles in English entitled "Interpretation of bore hole magnetic data and some special 
problems of magnetometry" in aseries of reports from the University of Oulu. 

As a result of the growing popularity and increasing scope of electrical methods in 
prospecting the theme selected for 1981-85 was "Electrical prospecting methods on the 
Baltic Shield". The work was divided into two phases: 1981-82 - galvanic methods and 
1983-84 - inductive methods; only ground and drill hole methods were included. Each phase 
consisted of introductory reports, field and laboratory visits, quantitative interpretation with 
various methods of theoretical and practical survey data, examination of case histories, and 
comparison of results. The cooperation has made it possible to follow recent developments 
in equipment and methods of interpretation in exploration geophysics in both countries. In 
the Soviet Union the project was undertaken by the Production Geological Amalgamation 
"Sevzap-geologia" (SZPGO), and in Finland by the Geological Survey of Finland, the 
Department of Geophysics of the University of Oulu, Outokumpu Oy and Rautaruukki Oy. 

The results of the cooperation have been published as two re ports in aseries of 
Report of Investigation from the Geological Survey of Finland. Report 73 deals with galvanic 
methods and Report 95 with inductive methods. The undersigned express their gratitude to 
the Geological Survey of Finland, which made it possible to publish the results of the 
cooperation, and to the Finnish-Soviet Commission for Scientific and Technical cooperation 
for their financial support. 

M. Ketola N. Khrustalev 

Key words: geophysical methods, electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, mineral 
exploration, crust, Precambrian, Baltic Shield, Finland, USSR 
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Theory and modelling 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SURROUNDING MEDIUM 
ON THE ANOMAL Y IN INDUCTIVE METHODS OF ELECTRICAL PROSPECTING 

(FROM CALCULATION AND MODELLlNG) 

by 

A. Savin and G. Vargin 

Savin, A. & Vargin, G., 1990. The influence of the electrical 
conductivity of the surrounding medium on the anomaly in inductive 
methods of electrical prospecting (from calculation and modelling). 
Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 8-19, 7 figs. 

Presented are the results of comparing the calculated values 
for the anomalous effect above spherical models of conductors 
placed in conductive whole space and half-space. When evaluating 
the anomalous effect in ground electrical induction prospecting, it 
seems sufficient to confine oneself to the calculations for a case of a 
conductive sphere in a conductive whole space. 

The variation of a medium-to-object conductivity ratio from 
1/10000 to 1/100 does not, in fact, affect the maximum value of the 
anomalies or, correspondingly, on the depth of penetration of 
prospecting, while the optimal frequency of the EM field depends 
basically on the conductivity of the surrounding medium. 

The influence of the conductivity of the medium on the 
anomalous effect in both dipole profiling and TEM measurements is 
illustrated by model cases. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, 
numerical models, transient methods, electrical conductivity, 
anomalies, mineral exploration, geophysical surveys 

CaBRK, A.n., BaprRK, Ln., 1990. BAHHHHe 

3AeKTpOnpOBO..!IHOCTH BMe1!laI01!leH cpe..!Il>I Ha aHOMaAbHl>IH 

3tteKT B HHgYKgYK..!IHOHHl>IX MeTO..!IaX 3AeKTpOpa3Be..!IKH no 

pe3YAbTaTaM paCqeTOB H MO..!IeAHpOBaHHH. reOAOrHqeCKHH 

geHTp tHHAHH..!IHH, PanopT HCCAe..!IOBaHHH 95. 8- 19, H..!I..!I. 7. 
IIPHBO..!IHTCH pe3YAbTaTl>I conOCTaBAeHHH paCqeTOB 

aHOMaAbHoro 3tteKTa Ha..!I MO..!IeAbIO npOBO..!IHHKa B tOpMe 

mapa , nOMe1!leHHoro B npOBO..!IH1!lee npocTnaHcTBo H 

nO..!IynpocTpaHcTBo. ZIAH ogeHKH aHOMaAbHoro 3tteKTa 

npH npOBe..!IeHHH paooT HH..!IYKgHOHHl>IMH MeTO..!IaMH 

3AeKTpOpa3Be..!IKH Ha ..!IHeBKOH nOBepXHOCTH MO)!(HO 

OrpaHHqHTbCH paCqeTaMH ..!IAH cAyqaH npOBO..!IH1!lero mapa 

B npOBO..!IH1!leM npOCTpaHCTBe. 

IIOKa3aHO, qTO H3MeHeHHe OTHomeHHH Y..!IeAbHl>IX 

npOBO..!IHMOCTeH cpe..!Il>I H OO'beKTa B npe..!IeAaX OT 1/10000 
..!IO 1/100 npaKTHqeCKH He OTpa)!(aeTCH Ha MaKCHMaAbHOM 

3HaqeHHH aHOMaAHH H, COOTBeTCTBeHHO, Ha r AYOHHHOCTH 

nOHCKOB, a onTHMaAbHaH qaCTOTa 3AeKTpOMarHHTHoro 

nOAH B OCHOBHOM 3aBHCHT OT Y..!IeAbHOH npOBO..!IHMOCTH 

cpe..!Il>I. 

BAHHHHe 3AeKTpOnpOBO..!IHOCTH cpe..!Il>I Ha 

aHOMaAbHl>IH 3tteKT B MeTO..!IaX ..!IHnOAbHoro 

npOtHAHpOBaHHH H ne peXO..!IHl>IX npogeccoB 

HAAIOcTpHpyeTcH npHMepaMH MO..!IeAHpOBaHHH. 
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Analysis of spherical conductors 

One of the most important and intricate points in analyzing the behaviour of electrical 
induction prospecting methods is the influence of the surrounding medium on the anomalies 
caused by highly conductive orebodies. 

The most common procedure in studying the anomalous effects involves the 
computation of the field above a sphere that imitates an isometric orebody. This particular body 
geometry in modelling provides the advantage of obtaining such analytical solutions as enable 
the anomalous effect to be calculated and thoroughly analyzed. In some cases, a sphere 
approximates a certain type of ore model; in particular, the Nud-II copper-nickel deposit in the 
Kola peninsula corresponds to this type (Vargin et al. , 1985). The results of calculations above 
the sphere model can also be applied to objects of other geometries. The considerations 
given to the behaviour of anomalies above a sphere when analyzing the efficiency of electrical 
induction methods can hardly cause an overestimation of the depth penetration since a sphere 
displays the most attenuation of an anomaly with depth. 

In the dipole induction profiling method using a transmitting coil with a vertical axis, we 
need to calculate the components of the magnetic field intensity produced by a vertical 
harmonic magnetic dipole located on the horizontal surface of the conductive half-space 
containing a spherical inhomogeneity (Fig. 1 a). The conductivity of the upper half-space, lower 
half-space and the sphere proper is marked as <11 , <12 and <13, respectively; the magnetic 
permeability is consequently 1..11 , 1..12, and 1..13, with 1..11 and 1..12 assumed as equal to I..I(}, the 
magnetic permeability of vacuum. To simplify the problem, the dipole is located so as to 
coincide with the vertical axis running through the centre of the sphere. 

Since the solution to this problem is far from being easy, several versions of 
approximate solutions have been proposed. They include substitution of the half-space by the 
wh oie space (March, 1953), cf. , Fig. 1b, or by a concentric sphere (Negi, 1962; Negi et al. , 
1973; Raval, 1973; Sochelnikov, 1974; Savin, 1975) - Fig.1 c. Such approximations simplified 
the problem solution, yet failed to clear up the point of whether these assumptions are 
possible. On the other hand, the mutual discrepancy in results of simulating a sphere in the 
surrounding medium and concentric spheres (Savin, 1975) indicated that at least one of these 
models is inappropriate for quantitative estimation. 

There exist early solutions to the problem (Dyakonov, 1959; Ogunade et al. , 1974) 
corresponding to the model shown in Fig. 1 a. Because of some inaccuracies in these 
solutions, however, the results cannot be used. Thererore, the authors of the present aFtiele, 
together with Simovski-Veitkov, have found a solution (Vargin et al. , 1983; Savin et al. , 1985) 
that enabled comparing the results of the calculations for each of three model cases. Shown in 
Fig. 2 is an example of a comparison of the characteristics of real and imaginary components of 
the anomalous portion of the normalized vertical magnetic field 

hz = Hz/rn 4 1lT"3, 

as a function of parameter 

<X3 = wl..l3 <13 . a2, 

where 
m - magnetic dipole molent, 
Hz - anomalous vertical component of the magnetic field intensity, 
w - cyclic frequency, 
"r" and "a" - as in FIQ. 1. 

The anomaly 

Hz = HZL - Hzo 
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means a difference between the intensity values of a total field Hz!, and "normal field" Hzo· 

a. 

c 

z 

Fig. 1. Types of models applied for studing the influence of the surrounding medium. M - magnetic 
dipole, L - measurement point. 

Fig. 2 shows that the occupation of the whole space by the conductive material (curve 
3) leads to the "attenuation" of Re hz and Im hz at low u3 values. Using the concentric sphere 
model (curve 5), where a half-space is generally not filled completely with conductive material, 
makes Re hz and Im hz subject to distortion in precisely the opposite sense. 

Yet the results of calculations over the object in the whole space do not differ much trom 
those obtained over the object in the half-space (cf., additional sampies of comparison in Fig. 
3) . This enables one to employ, and with an accuracy high enough to meet practical 
requirements, the solution for the model presented in Fig. 1 b. A further advantage of this 
particular model is the possibility of making calculations even when the system geometry is not 
axially symmetrie. 

All these things considered, we made use of the solution of March (1953) for calculating 
the anomalies in the dipole induction profiling method. The results presented here refer to the 
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Fig.2. Re hz and Im hz characteristics with a/d = 0.5, r/d = 4,112/113 = 1, (12(13 = 1/64. 

1, 2 - tor a sphere in the conductive halt-space; 3, 4 - same in the conductive whole space; 5, 6 - same 
inside a conductive sphere with large dimensions; 1, 3, 5 - negative values; 2, 4, 6 - positive values. 

most eommon modifieation of dipole induetion profiling: measuring the vertieal magnetie 
eomponent in a field of the vertieal magnetie dipole (the ZZ-array) . Sampie eurves for different 
r/d ratios are shown in Fig. 3. The surrounding medium affeets the anomaly profiles as 
differenees in "hz" and in the form for two values of ratio 02/(13. The anomalous values for 
02/03 = 1/100 are mueh higher than those for 02/03 = 1/10000 under otherwise equivalent 
eonditions. This peculiarity is a well-known fact, whieh in the geophysical literature is ealled the 
"negative screening effect" (Gaur, 1963; Negi, 1967). 

Nomograms for spherical conductors 

Now, it is a eommon praetiee in dipole induetion profiling to measure in the field a 
modulus of the total field Ihzl as compared with that of anormal field Ihzol. In this ease, attention 
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Fig.3. Graphs of hz above a sphere in conductive medium, with a/d = 0.5; <X3 = 40; 0"2/0"3 = 1/10000 and 

1/100. 1,2 - according to the results of calculation above the sphere in conductive whole space; 3, 4 -
same above the sphere in conductive half-space; 1, 3 - Re hz; 2, 4 - Im hz. 

is drawn to the anomaly of the total field modulus expressed through a relation 

/ (Re hzo + Re hz)2 + (Im hzo + Im hz)2 

-------------- - 1. 

Ihzd 

As long as the anomalies differ considerably in their form under different conditions, the 
efficiency of dipole induction profiling can be described by the so-called "span" of anomaly Az, 
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Az = (hza>max - (hza)min· For ratios 02103 = 1/10000 and 1/100 respectively at JJY JJ2= 1, the 
results of ealeulations are represented as nomograms (Fig. 4) eonnecting the r/d and a/d ratios 
with the optimal "a3" values, which make the Az - span reaeh its maximum. 

The nomograms in Fig.4 give us an idea of the size of the anomaly in partieular for two 
values of the object-to-surroundings resistivity ratio. The nomograms also enable methodie 
problems to be solved, viz. , to determine the optimal values of array spaeing "r" (from r/d), the 
EM-field trequeneies (trom "a3") and the lowermost depth of detecting an isometrie object 
(trom a/d) . Provided we have field data enough to distinguish a maximum value in the 
trequeney eharacteristie, nomograms ean be of use in interpretation. 

~ 5 

o/d 62 /6) - 1/100 
1.0 -r---;,:;"a.:+===:o,.........--;r=-?t 

0.5 

0.3 
O'25+-"~--,-L....-.---4-O::;:"'~-h-+

I 5 10 "t/d 

----2 

Fig.4. Nomograms connecting ratios ald and r/d with values of anomalies Az(1) and corresponding 

optimal a3 (2) values above a sphere in a conductive half-space, with (J2/(J3 = 1/10000 and 1/100. 

Based on the analysis of nomograms and on initial data required tor their drawing, the 
following eonelusions ean be made eoneerning the technique used and its effectiveness in 
dipole induetion profiling: 

1. When a sphere lies deep enough (a/d < 0.6) the optimal r/d ratio does not depend 
on the resistivity ratio; it is on the average 2 to 2.3. An unmotivated increase of array spaeing "r" 
to more than (2 + 2.3)d eauses a decrease ot the anornaly. 

2. Inereasing the eonductivity of the surrounding medium (at least up to 02 = 03 /100) 
does not, in fact, decrease the anomalous effect, while only decreasing the optimal a3 value. 

3. Optimal "a3" values eorrespond (by this we mean e2 = -Ia 3· 021 03 . T/a) to the 
redueed distanees e2 = Ik21 r - 2.81 . 10-3 ~. r (where k2 - wave number of a medium) 
eovering relatively smalil imits, from 1.8 to 3.6. Knowing this fact, we ean easily determine an 
optimal frequeney "f", whieh depends upon the eonductivity 02 of a medium and bears aetually 

no relation whatsoever to the properties, size and depth of the objeet in question. 
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Platelike (flat) conductors 

Unlike isometric objects, which are fairly rare, orebodies possessing a bedlike form are 
quite common in the Baltic Shield (Eloranta, 1981 ; Vargin et aL , 1985). Modelling is basically 
used when studying the influence of the conductivity of the surrounding medium upon the 
anomalies produced by bedlike bodies . For dipole induction profiling, most of the modelling 
with the surrounding medium simulated by water solutions was carried out in India (Gupta, Mary, 
1971 ; Gaur et aL, 1972, 1973; Verma, Gaur, 1975). Water solutions ensure a high resistivity 
contrast between the medium and the object. For low-contrast materials like metal (Zakharov, 
1975), graphite, coal, etc., are most frequently used. Shown in Fig.5 is an example of 
modelling over a thin vertical plate made of lead (Savin, 1978); the latter, when in a molten 
state, was poured as a filler into a slot in a solid-state graphite as a background medium. The 
thickness of the lead plate was t = 0.5 cm, the vertical distance trom the coils to the top edge of 
the plate is d = 1.2 cm and that to the graphite model, c = 0.8 cm; the array spacing "r" is 6.65 
cm. The resistivity values of lead and graphite were P3 = 1/03 = 3.7· 10-70m and P2 = 1/02 = 
1.2 . 10-50m, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the real and imaginary components (hzr,) 
corresponding to the measurements on frequencies 80, 315,1250, 5000 and 20000 Hz. To 
ascertain the influence of the medium the same measurements were carried out in the air ( P2 = 

00). 
The results correspond to the ratio u y U2 = 0.4, where u3 = ).I003wtr is the plate 

induction parameter and u2 = ).Io()2wr2 the induction parameter of the medium (u2 = 0 in the 
air) . On low frequencies, when u3 = 0.57, the anomalies Re hz and Im hz over a plate in the 
medium practically do not differ from those in the air. With increasing u3, the discrepancy 
between them becomes more and more evident and distortions of the anomaly form also takes 
place. The anomalous effect in the medium is sometimes higher than in the air, which just 
confirms a so-called "negative screening effect". 

The present state of knowledge in modelling above plates in a conductive medium 
appears to be insufficient for drawing the nomograms of similar bodies as shown in Fig.4. Yet 
the most common regularities in the influence of the conductive surrounding medium on the 
plate anomalies are not likely to differ from those of anomalies above a sphere. It seems that it is 
precisely from this standpoint that one should decide on the technique of dipole induction 
profiling when prospecting for ore-Iayer (platelike) targets occurring among rocks with relatively 
low resistivity. 

Time domain measurements 

As far as TEM is concerned, the approach to a study of the influence of the surrounding 
medium was the same as in the dipole induction profiling. In calculating the anomalous effect, 
use was made of a sphere in the whole space (Singh, 1973; Makagonov, 1977b), a model of 
concentric spheres (Hjelt, 1971 ; Nabighian, 1971 ; Rao, 1972; Raval, 1973; Makagonov, 
1977a; Kamenetski, Timofeev, 1979; Nagendra et aL, 1980) and a sphere in a halfspace (a 
model that corresponds best of all to the problem and which is given a somewhat more 
scrupulous solution) (Kamenetski et aL, 1975; Lee, 1975). 

For the study of the anomalous effect in TEM, we decided to use the model of a vertical 
magnetic dipole field above a sphere in a homogeneous half-space (Fig. 1a) (Savin et a1., 1984) 
and to present the results using generalized dimensionless characteristics. In this case, the 
computations involve the calculated anomalous part of the azimuthai normalized electric field 
El(p = (Ecpliw).Iom) . 41Tr2, where Erp - anomaly of the azimuthai component of the electric field 
intensity, j - imaginary unit. According to the reciprocity principle, the results of measuring Erp 
in the field of a vertical magnetic dipole are identical to the results of measuring Hz in the field of 
an azimuthai electric dipole. Integration of the electric dipole moment along the circular contour 
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helps to associate the magnetie intensity with the eireular eurrent along the eontour in the plane 
that divides both half-spaces and has its axis running through the eentre of the sphere. The 

~.-+- •• -. 
·3 -2 

Fig.5. Results of modelling dipole induction profiling above a thin verticallayer (plate). 1 - (ReHzI: - 1) 
over a plate in a nonconducting medium (in the air); 2 - Im HzI: over a plate in a nonconducting medium (in 
the air); 3 - (Re HzI: - 1) over a plate in a conductive medium; 4 - Im HzI: over a plate in a conducting 
medium. 

transition from the harmonie to the transient mode is effeeted by the Fourier-Laplaee 
transformation. 

The results of the ealeulations are presented in terms of a function 1p , its argument being 
a parameter tlJ.13<J3a2, where "t" denotes time when the transient process is measured. The 
emf "U" in the receiving eoil plaeed in the eentre of the eireular loop with land with radius r is 
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derived trom the formula: 

6 

U= 
(1 + cl4r2)'2J2 25 

where S - effective area of a receiving coil. 
When t/(1l303a2) is high enough, the results of the 11' - calculations can be used to 

analyze the data obtained by a single- or incorporated-Ioop array modification of TEM. In this 
case, the emf (U) across the receiving loop is expressed by the formula: 

(a/d)3 (r/d)3 6 

U = 11' . 
2t (1 + r2td2)3 25 

The characteristics of function 11' for various ratios 02/03 with dimensions are shown in 
Fig. 6. It is obvious that by increasing the ratio 02/03, we shift the extreme 11' values towards 
greater time periods. In the area of remarkably long time periods, the anomaly might become 
larger with an increasing ratio 02/°3 (under otherwise equivalent conditions), which 
corresponds to the al ready mentioned "negative screening effect". 

Mt ~--r---~--r-+----+--~~~--~--~ 

Fig. 6. Characteristics of function '" (t1113<13a2) with 112/113 = 1, a/d = 0.5, r/d = 4. The curve codes 

correspond to <12/<13 values. 
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Practical examples 

A study of the anomalous effect of composite geoelectric sections requires the use of 
modelling. Modelling results imitating the ore target of the Windy Belt zone (Vargin et al. , 1985) 
are represented in Fig. 7. The surrounding medium was simulated by a solution of potassium 
chloride (P2-3 = 7.1 . 10-2 Dm) but the ore object by graphite (P5 = 1.1 . 10-5Dm) and the 
layer of Quaternary sediments, together with a bed imitating the layer of apo-olivinite 
serpentinites, by a special compound with resistivities of P1 = 1.15 . 10-2 Dm and P4 = 7.0 . 
10-3 Dm, respectively. A square-Ioop array with a side length of 2 I = 8 cm was used. 
Measurements were carried out in the frequency range 1.25 to 80 kHz. Conversion of the 
harmonie field eharacteristics into transient field characteristies was made with the 
Fourier-Laplace transformation. The transition from modelling eonditions to the actual in-field 
ones is based on the well-known similarity parameter. In this partieular ease, the relations were 
as folIows : Ln = 2.5 .103 Lm, Pn = 2.8 . 104 Pm , tn = 2.2 . 102 tm , where L is any linear 
dimension while the indexes "n" and "m" stand for field (natural) and modelling conditions. The 
values plotted in Fig.7 eorrespond to the aetual field (natural) conditions. 

E;: 

Ut ~ IT km 
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Fig.7 . Results of TEM modelling above a model of the Windy Belt ore. 
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1 - graphs of Ut (11) ; 2 - level of the normal field. In the brackets - extreme values of U/I in ~V/A. The 

dimensions of layers P4 and P 5 in the field along the strike are 1250 and 1000 m respectively. 

The modelling procedure involved variations in the immersion depth of an ore object 
(the latter being immersed down the dip of the layer) . Now, being high enough for detection at 
d = 70 and 100 m respeetively, the U/I anomaly at d = 200 m is comparable with the interfering 

2 403333F 
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anomaly (exceeding it 2 to 2.5 times only) associated with the apo-olivinite serpentinite zone 
(cf., graphs at d = 200 m and d = 00). Comparing wjth the same model, yet without the 
background medium and top horizontal layer (p I = P2- 3 = 00) gives us an idea of the extent of 
the screening effect produced by the host rocks and the Quaternary sediments. 

The measurements performed provided the basis for evaluating the capabilities of TEM 
prospecting under certain field conditions. 

Conclusions 

Based on analysis of the available data as to the influence of the surrounding 
conductive medium upon the anomalies in the electrical induction methods , the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

1. When determining the anomalous effect in the ground electrical induction methods, 
a whole conductive space can be used instead of a conductive half-space. Such substitution 
does not cause any noticeable distortions in the calculation results ; on the other hand, it 
essentially simplifies the calculations made for solving the normal and inverse geophysical 
problems . 

2: A change in the medium-to-object conductivity ratio in the range of 1/10000 to 
1/100, which is typical of most of the ore deposits in the Baltic Shield, does not, in fact , affect 
the maximum value of the anomalies and, consequently, the depth of penetration. The optimal 
frequency of the EM-field corresponding to this value, however, turns out to be a function of 
the conductivity ratio. 
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THE TRANSMISSION SURFACE ANALOGY IN CALCULATING FIELDS OF 20 MODELS 

by 

H. Soininen, P. Saksa and I. Suppala 

Soininen, H., Saksa, P. & Suppala, 1., 1990. The transmission 
surface analogy in calculating fields of 2D models . Geologian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 20-27, 5 figs, one table. 

The transmission surface algorithm is based on the similarity 
between Maxwell's equations and transmission line equations. A program 
package for modelling two-dimensional structures is presented. The primary 
source can be either a plane wave or an infinite line current source. It is also 
possible to use the program package as part of an iterative model-fitting 
scheme because the partial derivatives of the fields can readily be 
calculated with respect to the model resistivities at the same time as the 
forward problem is solved. 

Some modelling results for the audiomagnetotelluric (AMT) method 
are presented as an application of a program package. For deep-seated 
elongated bodies, E-parallel polarization gives more information on the 
electrical structure than does H-parallel polarization. Nomograms for 
interpretation of vertical conductance and depth of a thin two-dimensional 
conductive body are given. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, numerical 
models, two-dimensional models, transient methods, audiomagnetotelluric 
methods, electrical conductivity 

Co:A:BBBeB, X., Cax ca, TI., CynnaAa, H., 1990. AHa,l\OrHH 

nOBepxHocTH nepe~aqH B BhlqHC,I\eHHH nO,l\eß npH ~BYMepHoM 

MO~e,l\HpOBaHHH . reO,l\OrHqeCKHß geHTp tHH,I\HH~HH, PanopT 

HCC,I\e~OBaHHH 95· 20-27, H~Jl . 5. 
A,I\rOpHTM n OBepXHOCTH nepe~aqH OCHOBaH Ha nO~OOHH 

ypaBHeHHH MaKCBe,l\,I\a H ypaBHeHHH ,l\HHHH nepe~aqH . B paOOTe 

npe~CTaB,I\eH naKeT nporpaMM ~,I\H MO~e,l\HpOBaHHH ~BYMepHhlX 

CTPYKTYp. IIepBHqHhlM HCTOqHHKOM MO)l(eT OhlTb H,I\H n,l\OCKaH 

OO,l\Ha H,I\H oeCKOHeqHhlH ,l\HHeHHhlH HCTOqHHK TOKa. IIaKeT 

nporpaMM MO)l(eT TaK)I(e HCnO,l\bSOBaTbCH KaK qaCTb 

HTepaTHBHOH cxeMhl ,l\o~oopa MO~e,l\H, TaK KaK qaCTHqHhle 

npOHSOO~Hhle nO,l\eH no OTHomeHH~ K MO~e,l\bHhlM 

CO,l\pOTHB,I\eHHHM ,l\erKO BhlqHC,I\H~TCH O~HOBpeMeHHO C 

pemeHHeM npHMOH Sa~aqH. 

B KaqeCTBe npHMena npHMeHeHHH naKeTa nporpaMM 

nOKasaHhl HeKOTophle neSY,I\bTaThl MO~eA.HpOBaHHH ~,I\H 

SBYKOqaCTOTHoro MarHHTOTe,l\,I\ypHqeCKOrO MeTo~a (3MT) . B 
CA. yqae r ,l\YOOKO saA.era~l,YHX Y ~,I\HHeHHhlX Te,l\ nO,l\HpHsagHH, 

napa,l\,I\e,l\bHaH E, HeceT OO,l\bme HHtOpMagHH 0 S,I\eKTpHqeCKOH 

CTpYKType OO'beKTa qeM nO,l\HpHsagHH no H. ZIaHhl HOMorpaMMhl 

~,I\H HHTepnpeTagHH BepTHKa,l\bHOH S,I\eKTpOnpOBO~HOCTH H 

r,l\ YOHHhl Sa,l\eraHHH Ma,l\OM0l,YHoro ~BY Me pHoro npOBO~Hl,Y erD 

Te,l\a . 
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Introduction 

The transmission surface algorithm, or network solution technique, is based on the 
similarity between Maxwell a equations and transmission line equations. This technique was 
first applied to geophysical problems by Madden and Thompson (1965). It h~s since been 
used for two-dimensional problems by Swift (1967,1971), Madden and Vozoff (1971) , Madden 
(1972), Smith (1975), and others. Brewitt-Taylor and Johns (1980) have presented an 
algeffihm for three-dimensional problems. 

In this paper we shall present a program package for numerical calculation of 
two-dimensional structures for plane wave incidence and for an infinite line current souree. It is 
also possible to calculate efficiently the partial derivatives of the fields with respect to the·model 
parameters at the same time as the forward problem. Thus the program package can be used as 
part of an iterative model-fitting program (Soininen, 1980). 

Formulation 01 the problem 

Let us consider a two-dimensional structural model (Fig. 1), assuming e-iwt time 
dependence. Maxwell's equations 

VX E= iWIl H, (1) 

VX H = (0 - iwE)E 

y 

z 

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional model and coordinate system. 

now separate for the two polarizations (1) H parallel to the strike with H(O, Hy, 0) and E(Ex, 0, 
Ez), and (2) E parallel to the strike. with H(Hx, 0, Hz) and E(O, Ey, 0) . The resulting equations 

are: 
H-parallel 

oHylox = (0 - iWE) Ez, 
oHyloz = -(0 - iWE) Ex, 

oEx/oz - oEzl ox = iWIlHy, 

and E-parallel 

oEylox = + iWIl 'Hz, 
oEyl OZ = - iWIl Hx' 

(2) 

(3) 
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aHxlaz - aHzlax =( (J - iWE) Ey. 

In the network solution, equations (2) and (3) are solved numerically for an arbitrary 
cross-section using discrete approximation over a finite grid. The technique is based on the 
analogy between transmission line equations and equations (2) and (3) . The transmission line 
equations are (Harrington, 1961) 

VV =- ZI, 
V· I = -YV, 

(4) 

where V is the voltage, I is the current along the line, Z is the distributed impedance and Y is the 
distributed admittance per unit length. The one dimensional transmission line equations (4) can 
be extended to two-dimensional transmission surface equations: 

aV/ax = - Z Ix , 

aV/az = - Z Iz, 
a Ix IOx + a Iz I az = - Y V. 

(5) 

Comparing equations (5) with equations (2) and (3) , we can derive the following 
analogies (Table 1). 

Table 1. Analog ies between Maxwell's equations and transmission surface equations. 

E-parallel 

Ey 
Hz 
-Hx 

-iWIl 
(J - iWE 

Forming of network 

Transmission 
surface eq. 

V 

Ix 
Iz 
Z 

Y 

H-parallel 

Hy 
-Ez 
Ex 

(J - iWE 

- iWIl 

To form an electrical network that simulates a two-dimensional structure, the earth model 
must be sectioned into a grid of rectangles or elements, and the lumped circuit parameters Zd 
(d = v, h) and Y c determined for each element. The nodes of our circuit are placed at the 

corners of each element. The lumped parameters are defined as 

Zv = ZAzI ~, 

Zh = ZMßz, 
Yc = Yßz · ~, 

(6) 

where Zv is the vertical impedance, Zh is the horizontal impedance and Y c is the admittance. 
~ and ßz are the element size in the x and z direction. 
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Boundary and source conditions 

To terminate the grid the lumped terminal impedances are calculated at the bottom of 
the grid from the characteristic impedance 

Zc = -IZJY/!:!.x. (7) 

The bottom layer is thus assumed to extend into infinity. 
A one-dimensional transmission line problem is solved along the sides of the grid 

assuming that lateral inhomogeneities are far enough away trom the sides of the grid. 
For plane wave incidence, a constant source is applied at the top of the grid. To ensure 

that the secondary fields are zero at the source, it must be placed far from the earth-air 
boundary. We must introduce sufficiently thick air layers above the ground and then put a 
constant source at the top of the layers. 

The horizontal magnetic field is independent of the conductivity of a layered earth. Thus 
for the E-parallel polarization constant vertical current Iz is put at the top of the air layers, 
whereas for the H-parallel pOlarization constant voltage V is put at the top of the grid. For the 
modelling of possible topographic effects, we have included air layers for both pOlarizations 
(Smith, 1975). 

Forming the linear set of equations 

After the mesh parameters and boundary conditions are satisfied the equation of 
electrical current continuity can be written at each node ij. 

V neighbour - V ij 
+ Yij V ij = S ij , (8) 

Zconnecting 

where Vij is the voltage of the ijth node, V neighbour is the voltage at one of the four nearest 
neighbour nodes of Vij, Yij is the admittance of the ijth node, Zconnecting is the lumped 
impedance to the adjacent node and Sij is a current source term . Applying conservation of the 
current at each node point, we obtain the linear set of equations 

AV = S, (9) 

where A is a (m x n) x (m x n) system matrix, which is a banded, sparse, diagonally dominant 
matrix. V and S are vectors of (m x n) length. It should be mentioned that system matrix A is 
essentially the same as that which would be obtained by the finite difference method. As a 
solution of equation (9) , we get the nodal voltages in our mesh and by using the analogies 
shown in Table 1 we can now calculate the required electric and magnetic field components . 

Infinite line current source 

The algorithm presented can be used for calculating two-dimensional anomalies for an 
infinite line current source. Thus it is possible to model Turam responses over two-dimensional 
inhomogeneities aligned parallel to the long axis of the transmitting loop. The transmitting loop 
is approximated by one (or two) infinite line current sources. This problem is solved like the 
E-parallel case. Swift (1971) has represented the current source by replacing the plane-wave 
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source by a finite Sij just above the surface of the Earth. In the present work, we calculate the 
secondary voltages VS instead of the total voltages V, because the secondary field structure is 
simpler and smoother in the regions with sharp spatial variations of the primary field (near the 
current source) (Varentsov, 1983). Now the source term Sij in equation (8) (conductivity and 
dielectric inhomogeneities) is -(Yij- YOij)VOij, where YOij is the normal admittance of the base 
structure and VOij is the primary voltage (primary EOy). Boundary conditions are approximated by 
characteristic impedances (7) at the top and sides of the model. 

Calculation ot partial derivatives tor inversion 

Generalized linear inverse and iterative model-fitting has proved to be an effective tool 
in the interpretation of electromagnetic sounding measurements in plane-Iayered regions 
(Glenn et al. , 1973; Ward et al. , 1973). The inversion of more complex conductivity structures 
has been difficult because of the long computing time needed. In the inversion , both the 
forward problem and the partial derivatives of the fields with respect to the model parameters 
must be calculated. Oristaglio and Worthington (1980) have developed a two-dimensional 
inversion for EM data using a finite element method. Their algorithm permitted the resistivities 
of the elements or blocks in a two-dimensional model of predetermined geometry to be 
optimized. A similar technique can be used in a network solution. Let us differentiate equation 
(9) with respect to model resistivity Pi . The result is (the source being independent of model 
parameters) : 

A (oV/OPi ) = - (oA!oPi)V. (10) 

Equation (10) is the same equation as (9) but with a different right-hand side. The new 
source term is the product of the derivative of the system matrix with respect to parameter P 
and the column vector of voltages V. Equation (10) is solved through a process of 
forward-reduction and back-substitution with the new right-hand sides. The partial derivatives 
are calculated as accurately as the fields themselves and the accuracy is independent of 
conductivity values. The computation is also fast in terms of computer time, since it takes only 
about 3 % extra time per conductivity value to calculate partial derivatives. The final derivatives 
of the desired field components are calculated by using the analogies presented in Table 1. 

Applications 

One of the applications of the present program package has been the analysis of 
two-dimensional responses for the audiomagnetotelluric (AMT) method (Saksa, 1983). The 
model discussed in this paper is presented in Fig. 2 with the notation used. 

The anomaly profiles of E-parallel and H-parallel polarizations for two-dimensional 
models are quite different from each other in the AMT-frequency range. The H-parallel anomaly 
is caused mainly by variation in surface charge density at the boundaries of the body. With 
outcropping structures, the abrupt change in the normal component of the electric field and its 
effect on apparent resistivity values will outline boundaries of electrical structures clearly 
(Strangway et al. , 1973). The behaviour of the E-parallel anomaly is in contrast smooth and 
continuous. 

The situation will change, however, when the depth of the two-dimensional model 
increases. In this case, the difference between the E-parallel and H-parallel anomalies is striking 
as shown by the calculated model curves in Fig. 3. The upper surface of the model is at a depth 
of 200 m. The H-parallel anomaly has practically disappeared but the E-parallel anomaly is 
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional plate model. 

strong over a wide frequency range. We can conclude that for the exploration of deep-seated 
elongated bOdies, the E-parallel polarization contains more information on the electrical 
structure than does the H-parallel polarization. 
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Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity anomalies for E-parallel and H-parallel cases. 

Next, we shall analyze methods for resolving the resistivity and thickness of a thin 
two-dimensional model. According to the model calculations, the vertical conductance S2 = <Y2 
h of the model can be interpreted trom AMT measurements within the depth range zo = 

50-1000 m and at a width of d = 50-200 m. Fig. 4 shows the relation between the frequency 
fmin that gives the lowest apparent resistivity value along the profile across the conductive 
body and vertical conductance S2 of the two-dimensional model. 

Fig. 5 is an example of nomograms compiled for the direct interpretation of the depth of 
conductive models. The model parameters are again the same as in Fig. 3. The minimum values 
of apparent resistivity are picked from the calculated AMT profiles (above the center of the 
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body) . The nomogram is designed for a frequency of 8 Hz and for a model with a width of 
100 m . 

fmin 

(Hz) 
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Fig. 4. Nomogram for the interpretation of the vertical conductance of a two-dimensional model. 
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Fig. 5. Nomogram for the interpretation of depth to the upper surface of a two-dimensional model. 

Conductance values S2 (and S3) can be determined using, for example, the nomogram 
in Fig. 4. The nomogram in Fig. 5 also indicates the behaviour of the profile curves when the 
depth to the two-dimensional model and the vertical conductance is varied. 
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Summary 

The present work describes a program package intended for two-dimensional numerical 
EM computation. The transmission surface analogy used is one of many possible procedures 
for solving EM boundary value problems. It has proved to be easy to usa, flexible for modelling 
complex conductivity structures and cheap in terms of computational time. 

The ability to calculate the partial derivatives of field components with respect to model 
resistivities at the same time as the forward problem means that the program can be used in 
inversion. Hence interpretation is more effective and information can be obtained about the 
sensitivity of the solution to possible errors in the data and the degree of nonuniqueness 
~ed wih the rn<X1eI. 
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TYPE CURVES FOR MAGNETIC DIPOLES AND THEIR USE IN COMPUTER 
INTERPRETATION 

by 

T. Valkeila and M. Rossi 

Valkeila, T., & Aossi, M., 1990. Type curves for magnetic 
dipoles and their use in computer interpretation. Geologian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 28-37,4 figs, one table. 

Many electromagnetic methods have a magnetic dipole as a 
source. Their mathematical interpretation is difficult and has resulted 
in the importance of scale models and type curves. In the first part 
of this paper, we describe the scale model measurements made in 
Finland. 

The second part deals with the utilization of calculated and 
measured type curves. First, we present an algorithm based on the 
interpolation of Slingram anomalies. Then, we describe an 
interpretation program based on this algorithm. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, 
numerical models, physical models, inverse problem , data 
processing, Slingram 

BaJ\EeAJ\a, T., POCCH, M., 1990. THnOBbIe KpHBbIe ,llll..a: 

MarHHTHbIX ,llHnOll.eH H HX npHMeHeHHe B 

aBToMaTHsHpoBaHHoH HHTepHHpeTaYHH . feOll.OrW-IeCKHH 

yeHTp ~HHlI..a:H,llHH, PanopT HCClI.e,llOBaHH.a: 95. 2ö-37 . 
11,ll,ll . 4. 

Bo MHorHX SlI.eKTpOMarHHTHbIx MeTO,llaX B Ka qeCTBe 

HCTOqHHK a nOll.araIOTC.a: MarHHTHbIe ,llHnOll.H . Ylx 

MaTeMaTHqeCKa.a: HHTepnpeTaYH.a: saTpY,llHHTell.bHa, qTO 

o 0YClI.OBlI.HBaeT Ba)I(HOCTb MaCIILTa OHbIX MO,llell.eH H 

THnOBbIX KpHBbIX. B nepBoM pas,llell.e ,llaHHOH CTaTbH 

onHCbIBaIOTC.a: HSMe peHH.a: Ha Ma CIIL Ta OHbIX MO,llell..a:x B 

~HHlI..a:HH,llHH. 

Bo BTOPOM pas,llell.e CTaTbH paccMaTpHBaeTc.a: 

npHMeHeHHe paCqHTaHHbIx H saMepeHHbIx THITOBbIX 

KpHBbIX . CnepBa npHBo,llHTC.a: all.rOpHTM, OCHOBaHHbIH Ha 

HHTepnOll..a:YHH aHOMall.HH npH MeTO,lle ropHSOHTall.bHOH 

neTlI.H <Slingram). 3aTeM OITHCbIBaeTC.a: HHTepnpeTaYHOHHa.a: 

nporpaMMa, OCHOBaHHH.a: Ha SPOM all.rOpHTMe. 
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Introduction 

An important class of electromagnetic methods consists of those with the magnetic 
dipole as a source. These can be divided into two parts , depending on the nature of the signal. 
The harmonie continuous wave is used with the frequency domain methods and a pulse wave 
with the time domain methods. In Finland, frequency-domain measurementS are used almost 
as widely as the magnetic survey. This hold for both the Slingram method and airborne 
electromagnetic methods. 

It would be very practical if the theoretical solution could be formulated in a short 
mathematical expression. For the magnetic dipole, however, this has succeeded only with 
rather simple models. Geologically, more representative models have to be calculated 
numerically with a computer. 

Scale model measurements are another way of solving the theoretical fields. This 
paper reviews briefly the history of Finnish research work in this field with the help of a table. 

Aigorithm based on the interpolation of model curves 

The use of a computer in the interpretation requires an algorithm for the theoretical 
result of the model. If we are aiming at an interactive graphie program, the algorithm must be 
fast; a numerical solution with integral equations is far too slow. 

In 1978, Valkeila presented a solution based on of Pelton's original idea (1977). In this 
solution, stored in the memory of a computer, there are previously calculated and measured 
model curves from which the final result is obtained by interpolation. The digitized model 
curves, each of which contains 15-40 points , can also be called a data bank. 

The interpolation is carried out in two phases. A single model curve is constructed by 
fitting a parabola with three successive digitized points. The spaces between the model curves 
are then solved with the linear interpolation. The interpolation is shown in Fig. 1. 

S0 INTERPOLATION 
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O· 1'" 15 and 20 lp ~. 
-40 

-50 

-S0 

Fig. 1. A model curve with a dip of 15 degrees interpolated between model curves of 10 and 20 degrees. 



Table 1. Type curves for magnetic dipoles documented in Finland in 1967-1985. 1 (3) 

coil type of surround- response value of a h/a x/a p/a eta h1/a b/a remarks ref. 
config. scatterer ings parameter r.p. 

ZZ/3/ thin free W=~6wad 1. 75 ... 30° ... 0.10 ... -2 . . . /4/ 
plate space '" (6) 90°(5) 0.60(5) +2 ... 

ZZ thin free W=~6wad 0.20 ... 0° 0.10 .•. 0 /4/ 
plate space 60 (21) 0.40(4) 

ZZ 2 thin free W=~6wad '" 45°, 0.10 ... -1.5 .. 0.5 ... /4/ 
plates space 90°(3) 0.60(5) +4 2 (4) 

ZZ thick free W=~6wap '" 30° ... 0.10 ... -2 ... 0.5, horizontal and /4/ 
plate space 90°(5) 0.60(5) +2 1.0 dipping upper 

edges 

ZZ half free W=.J~6w, 1-14(10) 0 0 conductive /4/ 
space space X .001-10 0-.6(6) 0 susceptive 

XX 1 or 2 thin free W=~6wdh n.5 • .. 90°, 0.33 ... coincident /1/ 
plates space 80 (1l) 0° .. 90° '" (3) loops 

TI thin free W=~6wdh 0.5 ... 90, I coincident /1/ 
plate space 80 (11) 0° .. 90° loops 

ZZ lor 2 thin free W=~6wdh 0.5 ... 90° 0.33 ... coincident /1/ 
plates space 80 (11) '" (4) loops 

XZ lor 2 thin free W=~6wdh 0.5 ... 90°, 0.33 ... coincident /1/ 
plates space 80 (1l) 0° .. 90° '" (4) loops 

ZZ thin free W=~6wad '" 90° 0.10 ... 0 0.4 ... /5/ 
plate space 0.60(5) '" 

ZZ 2 thin free W=~6wad 1. 75 ... 45° ... 0.1, -2 ... 0.5 ... /5/ 
plates space 150 (4) 135°(3) 0.3 +3 2 (4) 

1 



2 (3) 

coil type of surround- response value of a h/a x/a p/a e/a ht'a b/a remarks ref. 
config. scatterer ings parameter r.p. 

ZZ thick free W=~öwap ... 90° 0.10 ... -1.5 •. 2,4 3.0, conductive 151 
plate space X 0.325 0°,90° 0.80(6) +7 0.25,0.5 6.0 susceptive 

ZZ syncline, free W=~öwad 150 45° ... 0.10 ... range r/a=3.2, 151 
.anticline space 135°(3 )0. 60(5) 8a contour maps 

ZZ complex extensive 151 
shapes case histories 

ZZ thin horizontalW=~öwad 5.3 ... 45°, 0.20 -1.5 .. 0.10 positive /71 
plate plate W1=~lö1wad 69.3(5), 90° +1.5 screening 

0 ... 1.28(5) 

ZZ thin with and W=~öwad 0.9 ... 30° ... . 05 ... -2 ..• 0.05 .. follow-up work 1101 
plate without W1=~'Ö, 44(12), 90° 0.60(6) +2 0.20(3) of 141 and 171 

a plate wad .25 ... (5),0° 
15(17) 

ZZ thin or free W=~öwad .9 .. 44(17) 5° .. 0.10 ... -1 ... 1.0,2.0 5.0 small dip angles 161 
thick space W=~öwap 7. 1 ... 30°(4) 0.60(5) +6, 
plate 40 (4) 90° -2.5 .. 

+2.5 

ZZ 1 or 2 thin free W=1:/~öad 0.07 ... 30° ... 0.10 ... range 0.5, crone PEH 116/ 
plates space öd=30 0.2, 1l00(5) 0.60(4) 4a 1.5 transient 

4 channels I response 

ZZ thin free öd 1260 ... 0° 0.2 ..• PEH transient /15/ 
plate space (a=O.lm) 1710 (3) 1.2 (3) and step response 

ZZ,ZX thin free W=~öwad 1 ... 5° ... 0.05 ... range 1.2 ... curves created /14/ 
plate space 100 (8) 175(13)0.90(6) 5.28a 3.2 (3) by computer /131 



3 (3) 

coil type of surround- response value of 0 h/a x/a p/a e/a h/a b/a remarks ref. ! 
config. scatterer ings parameter r.p. I 
GSF-system thin free W=~6wad 1. 7S ... 0° ... 0.3S, -2 ... 15° tilted ZZ- 181 
n 1121 I plate space 398 (S) 180°(13) 0.47 +2.S geometry 

i 
I 

GSF-system thin free W=~6wad 0.87 ... 0° ... dipping plate h/a=1 ... 2 (3) , x/a=-3 ... +3, 121 
In 1121 plate space 398 (9), 90°(4) vertical plate h/a=0.S ... 10 (10) , x/a=-3 ... +3, coplanar coils .. I 
GSF-system thin free W=~6wad 0.87 ... 0° ... !diPPing plate h/a=1 ... 2 (3), x/a=-3 ... +3, 12/ 
IV /12/ plate space 398 (9), 90 0 (4)lvertical plate h/a=0.S ... 10 (10), x/a=-3 ... +3, coaxial coils .. 
xz thin free W=~6wad 199 ... 0° ... dipping plate h/a=1 ... 2 (3), x/a=-3 ... +3, 121 

plate space 398 (3) 90°(4) perpendicular coils at wingtips 

GSF- thin or free 13 different scale modelling series, characteristic curves I 1111 
systems thick space or 
I,n,III, plate horizontal 
IV 1121 plate I I 

-5 
1121 GSF- Half-space 6=.0003 ... S000 (21), h/a=0.~0 •.. 9.20 (12). Sus~~ptive half-space 6= 3'10 ... SO (18), 

system IV ~r=1. .. 2 (6), h/a=1.2 and 1.6. Susceptlve half-space 6=10 ... O.OOS (S), ~r=l.l, h/a=1.2 ... 4.0 (6). 
(coaxial 2-layer-model 61dg=0.002 .•. 100 ~lS), ~2r=1 •.. 2 (6), h/a=1.2 and 1.6. Horizontal thin plate 6d=0.OS ... 2S00 
coils, (14), h/a=0.60 ... . 20 (10). Horlzontal layer 6=0.00S ... SO (12) , d=2 ..... (S), h/a=1.6. 
fa=80500 Sphere 6=0.2 ... 1000 (12), r/a=0.3 ... 7.2 (19) , h/a to centre 1.6 ... 8 (S), amplitudes. Thin plate in free 
m/s) space 6d=0.37 •.• S6 ( 13), 0=30° and 90° h/a=1.0 ... 2.0 (3), amp li tudes . Thin plate in free space 6d=S.6, 

0=30° ... 90° (3) , hl a=1. 0, xl a=-S ... +S. Thin plate under a horizontal plate 6d=0.37 ..... (:), 61df=~.19 
and 1.2, 0=90°, h1/a=1.0 •.. 2.0 (3), amplitudes. Thick plate 6f=1000 and SOOO, 0=90° , h/a-1.0, x a--S ... +S, 
pi a=O. Sand 1. O. 
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List of symbols 

coil separation 
depth extent along the plate 

a 
b 
d thickness of an inductively thin plate or horizontal layer 
e separation between the upper edges of conductors 
h depth to the upper edge of conductor 
h1 depth to the layer simulating overburden 

p 

x 

thickness ofan inductively thick plate 
radius of sphere, radius of syncline or anticline 
coordinate of the measurement profile with the origin above 
the body 

a dip angle clockwise from the horizontal 
measurement frequency 

T delay time after transmitter current shut-down 

w angular frequency 
w electrical response parameter 
X magnetic susceptibility 

11 magnetic permeability 

Ilr relative magnetic permeability 

111 magnetic permeability of overburden 

(J electrical conductivity 

(J1 electrical conductivity of overburden 

zx transmitter dipole points upwards, receiver dipole in the 
direction of movement 

The model curves are given in the order of three parameters. For a thin plate these are 
response parameter, depth and dip, and for a thick plate thickness, depth and dip. The 
three-dimensionallinear interpolation always needs the eight nearest model curves. 

The accuracy of the method depends on the number of model curves it involves and 
the number of points each model curve has. A large data bank improves the accuracy of the 
result, but the calculation takes longer. 

A computer program with this kind of interpolation acts like an algorithm that calculates 
the real and out-of-phase anomalies as a continuous function of the model parameters. The 
range of this algorithm is limited by the original model curves. Thus, for a thin plate the 
response parameter varies between 0.9 and 44, the dip between 5 and 175 degrees and the 
ratio of depth to coil separation between 0.1 and 0.6. (Ketola and Puranen, 1967; 
Kurimo-Salminen, 1979; Ovaskainen, 1976). 

The program is intended for Slingram interpretation, which is dealt with in the next 
chapter. It can also be used for calculating model curves for transient methods. Theoretically, 
the time domain and the frequency domain results contain the same information. In 1979, 
Silvennoinen applied the Fourier transformation to calculate model curves for a transient 
method trom slingram results. 

Slingram interpretation with the computer 

Outokumpu Exploration stores all systematic geophysical measurements in an IBM 
4341 computer with a disk as a medium. This IBM mainframe is also used for drawing contour 
maps and measurement profiles. 

The interpretation is performed with an HP 984 desktop computer. This small computer 
features a central processor, keyboard, graphic display, thermal printer and two tape drives. 
The interpretation system described in the following is similar in use for magnetic, gravimetric 

3 403333F 
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and Slingram methods. 
The IBM magnetic disk currently contains 3.6 million Slingram data points . The desktop 

computer is used as a t ime-sharing terminal of the mainframe in order to retrieve the required 
slingram data. The connection is through a telephone line modem, and hence it can be used 
anywhere in Finland. 

The search for the measured data is based on coordinates , frequency and coil 
separation. The search program stores the data on the tape through the telephone line. As an 
example, the transmission speed is such that it takes five minutes to handle 2,000 data points 
at a speed of 1,200 baud. 

The interpretation program of the desktop computer, which is written in Basic, has about 
1,300 lines , and the data bank has 940 model curves and alm ost 32,000 points. A measured 
line may have 151 points , and up to 10 plate models can be used. All these fill the computer 
memory of 186 K. The interpretation program has the following characteristics: 

it is conversational and interactive 
- operation is similar to that of the magnetic and gravimetrie interpretation program; 

hence, one has to learn to use only one of them 
- measured data are read trom the tape file or given manually 
- the interpretation models are thin and thick plates 
- the theoretical result is calculated by interpolation 
- the measured and calculated curves with models are shown graphically on the 

display 
- interpretation is effected with 32 special function keys 
- müdel parameters are varied graphically, numerically or by an optimization algorithm 
- as an example, the calculation speed permits in-phase and out-of-phase anomalies 

with 100 survey points to be calculated in nine seconds per model 
- the interpretation result is drawn with a thermal printer or plotter. 

This system has been applied to interpret the field measurements shown in Fig. 2. 

se 
se 
4e 
3e 
2e 

-le 
-2e 

-3e 
-4e 
-se 
-se 

Fig. 2. Interpretation example. 
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The shape of the anomalies allows the thin plate to be used as a model. For the 
geometrical parameters. the interpretation agrees weil with the drilling results. 

Determination of the depth extent of plates and utilization of a horizontal 
component be means of numerically calculated type curves 

A more recent. numerieally ealeulated. data bank eontains 132,480 anomaly values in 
per mille of the primary field arranged in six tables. To limit the size of the bank. a procedure was 
applied that did not require storage of the coordinates of the stations. 

For calculation of the anomaly corresponding to a chosen parameter eombination (a. W. 
h/a. b/a). the program. GEFINT (Rossi . 1985). performs a hyperparabolic interpolation in three 
or four dimensions. Third degree polynomial surfaces are used in a two-dimensional 
interpolation. Finally. the anomalies at the stations measured are obtained by Lagrangian 
interpolation. 

It takes between 4 and 10 seconds to calculate and displaya HLEM profile containing 
60 anomaly values. The same interactive main program that controls the interpretation based 
on the scale modelling data bank (half-infinite plates and without a horizontal component) is 
used as the link between the interpolation procedures and the user. 

It has been established that the in-line horizontal component is sensitive to small 
changes in the dip angle of a plate elose to 90 degrees (Fig. 3). 

HORIZONTAL COMPONENT 
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DI p 110 deg. 
W-43 
Depth 9 m. 

DIp 90 deg. 
W-43 
Depth 9 m. 

Dip 70 deg. 
W-43 
Depth 9 m. 

Fig. 3. Effect 01 the dip angle on the horizontal component anomaly. The depth to the lower edge is 111 m 
and the coordinate 01 the transmitter is greater than that 01 the receiver. 

Combined use of vertieal and horizontal components enhanees the reliability of 
interpretation. The setting of the lower edge of the plate to a finite depth may eonsiderably 
improve the compatibility between the measured and ealculated anomalies. An experimental 
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interpretation was performed for a case in which a resistive horizontal fracture zone. i~ likely to 
exist in the prospecting area. The optimization algorithm sets the low~r edge to a flmte depth. 
A horizontal mylonite zone 2 m thick was detected at a depth of 1.2 a In ~he targ~ ~ock volume 
in two boreholes spaced 100 m apart. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the slze of a finite plate on a 
vertical anomaly. 

Scatterlng from fInIte platee 
X cx. - 127' GEF"INT eoft.are 

24 
H - 24 

20 
h - 30 m eoll .eparatlon iSa m 

16 vertloal ano.aly 

12 

B 

4 

.45 -.35 .Z!I 

-4 

-e 

-12 

-16 

-20 

-24 

Fig. 4. Effect of depth extent on the anomaly when a = 127", w = 24, h/a = 0.20. 

The computer program GEFINT is being used with the Finnish GEFINEX EM 303 HLEM 
system, which automatically measures the three orthogonal field components at five 
frequencies and stores the results in a 256 Kb CMOS RAM . 

Usability and extension potential of the interpretation system 

The interpretation system based on the data bank is useful only within the limits of the 
original model curves. However, an individual thick plate seldom meets the requirements for an 
interpretation model. In the case of a thick plate there is usually an imaginary component 
anomaly, and hence the conductivity is no longer infinite. Even more difficult to handle are the 
cases that involve a conductive medium, conductive overburden or several plates close to 
each other. This interpretation system cannot be applied under these conditions. 

There are several ways of extending the interpolation solution for new parameters. The 
simplest is to generate correction coefficients and functions. Then there is no need to 
increase the data bank. However, this could lead to difficulty with the accuracy of the space of 
extension. 

Another procedure would be to calculate or measure model curves for a new 
interpretation parameter, for instance, thickness. This, however, would make the data bank 
larger and reduce the speed of the interpretation program. Furthermore, the desired parameter 
cannot necessarily be dealt with using the present scale model equipment or numerical 
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solution program. 
The case of plates situated close to each other involves, in principle, consideration of all 

possible combinations. This would, however, lead to far too many model curves for an 
application of this kind. 

Despite these limitations, we conclude that the solution based on the interpolation of 
model curves is useful. Its use should be considered whenever calculating a geophysical 
anomaly would be slow or difficult. Because scale model measurements and numerical 
solutions can be utilized effectively in this system, it is worthwhile developing them both in the 
future to meet the demands of practical interpretation problems. 
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MUL TIFREQUENCY EM MEASUREMENTS NEAR CONDUCTIVE OREBODIES 

by 

K. Aittoniemi, M.T. Hirvonen, J. Rajala, J. Sarvas and J. Soikkeli 

Aittoniemi, K., Hirvonen, M.T., Rajala, J., Sarvas, J. & 
Soikkeli J., 1990. Multifrequency EM measurements near 
conductive orebodies. Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 
95. 38-45, 5 figs. 

Some aspects of frequency-domain EM measurements with 
controlled sources are briefly described together with a plate model 
for their interpretation. Studies of two conductive dikes, one 
containing metal sulphides, the other graphite schists, are reported 
in detail. In each case, the results of the multifrequency 
measurements are interpreted in terms of an electrically 
heterogeneous plate model. Good agreement is reached between the 
experimental and theoretical results. The principal conclusions 
emerging from the interpretations concern the depth extents and 
conductivity-thickness distributions of the dikes. In both cases, the 
minimum depth extent consistent with the experimental results 
exceeds that verified by drilling. The conductivity-thickness product 
increases with depth in both dikes. In the graphite dike, a minimum is 
observed in the strike direction, agreeing with earlier investigations. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, 
frequency sounding, numerical models, electrical conductivity, 
anomalies, dikes, Kiuruvesi, Kiihtelysvaara, Finland 

AATTOBB8IlB. K .• XBpBoBeB. M .T .• PasAa. H .• CapBac. 
H.. CoAJ:J:eAB. Ho. 19900 CneKTpa"bHbIe 

s"eKTpoMarHHTHbIe HSMepeHHH Bb"HSH npoBo.ztHl!!HX 

py.ztHbIX Te". reO"OrHqeCKHH geHTp tHH"HH.ztHH, PanopT 

Hcc"e.ztOBaHHH, 95. 38-45. H.zt.zt . 5. 
KpaTKo onHCbIBa~TCH HeKOTopbIe acneKTbI 

lIlHpOKOqaCTOTHbIX s"eKTpOMarHHTHbIX HSMepeHHH C 

ynpaB"HeMbIM HCTOqHHKOM H n"aCTHHHaH Mo.zte"b .zt"H HX 

HHTepnpeTagHH . ~eTa"bHO onHcaHbI Hcc"e.ztOBaHHH Ha 

.ztBYX npOBO.ztHl!!HX .ztaHKax - O.ztHOH, co.ztep}Kal!!eH 

CY"btH.ztHbIe MHHepa"bI, H .ztpyroH C rpatHTOBbIMH 

c"aHgaMH. B 060HX c"yqaHX peSY"bTaTbI cneKTpa"bHbIX 

HSMepeHHH HHTepnpeTHpOBaHbI C nOM0l!!b~ MO.zte"H 

s"eKTpHqeCKH HeO.ztHopO.ztHOH n"aCTHHbI . Ilo"yqeHa 

xopowaH Koppe"HgHH Me}K.zty onbITHbIMH H 

TeOpeTHqeCKHMH .ztaHHbIMH . OCHOBHbIe BbIBO.ztbI, 

BOSHHK a~l!! He npH HHTe pnpeTagHH, K aca~TCH 

npOTH}KeHHH Ha r"y6HHY H pacnpe.zte"eHHH 

npOBO.ztHMOCTH H M0l!!HOCTH .ztaeK . B 060HX c"yqaHx 

MHHHMa"bHoe SHa qeHHe r" y6HHbI , cooTBeTcTBY~l!! ee 

onbITHbIM .ztaHHbIM, npeBbIwaeT SH aqeH He, YCTaHOB"eHHoe 

6ypeHHeM. IlpoHsBe.zteHHe npoBo.ztHMOCTH H M0l!!HOCTH 

BospacTaeT C r"y6HHoH B o6eHx .ztaHKax. B rpatHToBOH 

.ztaHKe OT MeqaeTCH MHHHMYM B HanpaB"eHHH 

npocTHpaHHH, qTO no.ztTBep}K.ztaeT no"yqeHHbIe paHee 
.ztaHHbIe . 
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Introduction 

Electromagnetic fields have long been utilized in prospectingfor metallic orebodies, as 
such bodies often differ from their surroundings in electrical conductivity, magnetic 
permeability or electric polarizability. The incident or primary fields used in practice are almost 
always time-dependent, whether they are natural or artificial. The time dependence of an 
artificial source can be chosen by the user, and it is usually pulse-like ("time-domain" 
measurements) or sinusoidal ("frequency domain") (Ward et al. , 1974; Lodha ,1977; Pridmore 
et al. , 1979). In this article we restrict ourselves to continuous sinusoidal primary fields 
generated by artificial sources. The primary purpose of the work reported here was to learn to 
what extent measurements taken on the various spatial and time components of the B-vector 
near conductive bodies with controlled sources can be made to agree with detailed model 
calculations in a broad trequency range. We make two simplifying assumptions throughout this 
report. First , there is no magnetic contrast between the target body and its surroundings. 
Second, there is a substantial conductivity contrast in the sense that the inductive response of 
the target appears in a frequency range clearly separated from the range where the 
environment responds. The latter condition ensures the possibility of an interpretation of the 
observed results in terms of scattering models. 

Conductive dikes were chosen as targets, because they are common in Finland and 
because a computer program is available which calculates the EM field of an oscillating source 
in the presence of a plate-like conductor under reasonably general conditions (Rajala and 
Sarvas, 1985). The targets are not known to have interfering conductors in their vicinity. We will 
show that a remarkably good agreement in a broad trequency range can be achieved between 
measurements and model calculations. In addition, we obtain new information on the targets, 
which was our secondary purpose in this study. 

The conductive deposits are modelled by a thin plate of finite extent, situated in a 
homogeneous space of conductivity (JO, of permeability ).10 = 41T . 10-7 Vs/Am , and of 
permittivity (,0 = 8.8542-10-12 AsNm . The system is excited by a point dipole of arbitrary 
location and orientation, or by a larger inductive or galvanic transmitter, and the position of the 
point of observation is also arbitrary. The plate can differ to an arbitrary degree trom the 
environment in its conductivity. The discretized integral equation method is used to calculate 
the scattered B-vector. The plate is divided into rectangular cells , and a constant 
conductivity-thickness product is assigned to each cell . Thus the plate can be electrically 
heterogeneous. The secondary current density js is assumed to be constant within any given 
cell , and the resulting matrix equation is solved for the values of js. The scattered field is then 
calculated by using js as the source. Because of the discretization, the results become 
inaccurate especially when the source is very near the plate. An approximate rule is that a 
distance of two cell dimensions is enough to ensure sufticient accuracy in practice. Before the 
computed results were compared with experimental ones, it was made sure that they stabilized 
within reasonable limits as the cell size was decreasoo. 

Study 01 a sulphide deposit 

A deposit of pyrite and pyrrhotite at Hallaperä, Kiuruvesi, central Finland, was chosen for 
detailed studies . The deposit is a thin dike whose upper edge is covered by an overburden 
only a few meters thick. The thickness of the dike is of the order of ten meters or less, the total 
length is about 1800 m, and the dip angle about 60°. This information had been derived earlier 
from magnetometric (maximum anomaly 4).1T) and slingram measurements, and a few drillholes. 
The drillholes being rather shallow (penetrations at vertical depths between 40 m and 150 m), 
the position of the lower edge is unknown. The deposit seems to be continuous along its 
strike, but in the transverse direction it is known to consist in somr places of separate branches. 
Measurements on core sampies indicate that the small-scale conductivity is not uniform. 
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The measurements were conducted on a section 200 m long at about the middle of the 
deposit using a square loop of measuring1 0 m x 10m as the transmitter (Fig. 1). The loop was 
mounted on a wooden frame in order to have it lie entirely in a horizontal plane. There are three 
drillholes on the central profile K = 0 , and the dike seems to be unbranched there , while the 
holes on the side profiles K = -80 and K =120 indicate branching. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the measurement situation from above. 0 Transmitter , ... Observation 
points, --- Outcrop of the deposit, 0 Drill hole. 

The points of observation were arranged in a square network of 20 m x 20 m cells with 
additional points on the central profile. The altitude of each point relative to the center of the 
transmitter was carefully determined. The Z- , L- and K-components of the total flux density B at 
16 logarithmically spaced frequencies in the range 10Hz - 10kHz were measured at each point 
of observation. In addition, the component parallel to the hole axis was measured in drillholes 
39 and 40 at the points where the holes penetrate the deposit. A description of the sensing 
equipment, the measurement system and the data processing is given elsewhere (Aittoniemi 
et al. , 1985). 

For the interpretation of the results , it is assumed that the actual geological situation is 
welt enough represented by the plate model , the rectangular model is soaght that best 
explains the observations. In the absence of evidence for significant lateral variation 
(K-dependence) in the conductivity-thickness product, we chose to use only the data obtained 
on the central profile K = 0 . Since the observed K-components of B were very small on this 
profile , the upper edge of the plate was constrained to be parallel to the K-axis . These 
restrictions make it easier to evaluate the most interesting parameters, namely, the downward 
extent and the conductivity-thickness variation in the plate. The horizontal length of the plate 
was fixed at 400 m, which was practically equivalent to infinity. 

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results obtained at selected points on the central profile, 
together with the corresponding responses of the best model, to be described later. The 
overall frequency dependences are typical in that the real parts rise from zero at low 
frequencies to saturation at high frequencies, while the imaginary parts exhibit a maximum at an 
intermediate frequency. The more subtle features, especially the saturation levels at high 
frequencies and the positions of the maxima on the frequency axis, can be used for detailed 
interpretation. Since the influence of the conductivity distribution eventually disappears as the 
frequency is raised, we may use the levels at 10kHz to determine the geometrical parameters 
independently of the conductivity. The real part of Bz exhibits a sharp transition, and that of BL 
a peak above the upper edge. The observed values are best explained by setting the upper 
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edge at L = 80 ± 3 m, in goOO agreement with the available geological information. 
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Fig. 2. Results of measurements at points on the central profile K = ° (Ieft) and the corresponding model 
results (right) computed from the model of Fig. 3. The vertical scale is normalized by B , the real part of 
Bz at 10Hz, and the real parts at 10Hz have been subtracted from all three components at all 
frequencies. 0 Bz; tJ. BL; 0 BK; _ Re; .... Im. a) Observation point (-60,0), b) (40,0), c) (60,0), d) 

(100,0). 

Similarly, the best value of the depth of the upper edge is between 2 m and 5 m, also in 
agreement with other data. For the determination of the dip angle, values of Bz and BL were 
computed for various angles. Comparison with the observed values showed that the best value 
of the dip angle is very near 60°. Finally, to determine the downward extent of the plate, values 
of the Bz and BL were computed for various extents and compared with the observed values. 
Apparently, the plate must extend more than 150 m downward to explain the observed values. 
However, below about 200 m the sensitivity is lost, and it can only be concluded that the plate 
must extend at least 200 m downward. 
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The geometrical parameters having been determined one looks tor that distribution ot 
the conductivity-thickness product which best explains the observed trequency dependences 
ot Bz and BL. Attempts to reproduce the observed dependences by a homogeneous model 
resulted in qualitative agreement, with 65 S as the best value ot the average 
conductivity-thickness product. However, the observed positions and shapes ot the maxima ot 
the imaginary parts ot Bz and BL at the various points could be reproduced in detail only by an 
inhomogeneous plate. The smoothly varying distribution shown in Fig. 3 gave the closest 
agreement with the observations, and it was used to compute the responses in Fig. 2. The 
observations can be explained only with a downward increasing distribution down to about 100 
m, below which the distribution no longer intluences the computed response. 
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Fig. 3. The model that best explains the observed results on the central profile K = O. 

The above interpretation was carried out using only data obtained on the ground. The 
results ot measurements in ~rillholes 39 and 40 are in qualitative agreement with the 
corresponding results trom the model, but the maximum in the imaginary part trom drill hole 40 
lies at a lower trequency than in the computed results. This indicates that the 
conductivity-thickness product may actually increase taster with increasing depth than in the 
model. 

Study of a graphite deposit 

A deposit containing up to 40 % ot amorphous graphite at Kiihtelysvaara in eastern 
Finland was chosen as another target. This schist dike exhibits only a slight magnetic anomaly. 
The thickness ot the dike varies trom 2 m to about 30 m, and the horizontallength is at least 
2000 m. The upper overburden covering the edge is only a tew meters thick. The dip angle 
varies between 60° and 75° according to slingram measurements The deposit is possibly 
discontinuous at some points along the strike, and it is known to split into parallel branches in 
some places. The tew existing drill holes are less than 80 m deep, and the depth ot the lower 
edge ot the dike is unknown. 

The measurements were conducted on a section 200 m long located some 400 m north 
ot the estimated midpoint of the deposit. The outcrop is less than 15 m thick throughout this 
section, with a very thin point in the middle, and the dip seems to be close to 70°. Preliminary 
measurements showed that very low trequencies were needed to observe the details of the 
inductive response, which indicated a very high conductivity in the dike. A trequency band ot 
0.2 Hz to 130 Hz was chosen accordingly, and in order to reach adequate signal levels a 
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two-turn unshielded loop measuring100 mx 100 m and of low-frequency moment 200 kAm2, 
laid freely on the ground, was used as the transmitter. The final measurement situation is 
shown schematically in Rg. 4. 

The Z-, L- and K-components of the total flux density produced by the loop transmitter 
were measured at each observation point. The K-components were very small on the central 
profile K = 0 , and the results at (50,-100) and (50,100) also indicated approximate symmetry 
with respect to K = O. However, the maxima of the imaginary parts indicated some lateral 
variation in the conducti vity-thickness product. Some measurements of the flux density 
produced by the electric transmitter were also made, but their results were not used in the 
interpretation. 

An interpretational procedure similar to the one just described was carried out with the 
important difference that the results on three profiles (Fig. 4) were considered simultaneously. 
Several properties of the plate were fixed at the beginning. The upper edge was horizontal and 
directed as the vector (-1 ,20) in the LK-plane. Its horizontal distance from the center of the loop 
along the central profile was 100 m, and its length wasfixed at 500 m. 
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the foregoing measurement situation . --- Outcrop of the deposit, .. . Observation 
points, 0 Point used in the interpretation. 
The square loop was not plan ar owing to the topography. The grounding points of an electric transmitter 
are marked with arrows and the corresponding observation points with X. The numbers give the relative 
altitudes in meters. 

The other geometrical parameters were determined on the basis of the saturation levels 
at 130 Hz. The best values of the depth of the upper edge and the dip angle turned out to be 2 
m (6 m below ground level at (100,0)) and 65°. The computed results were sensitive to the 
downward extent of the plate up to about 200 m, and it can be concluded that the plate 
extends at least 200 m down. 

The distribution of the conductivity-thickness product was finally determined. About 60 
trials were made altogether using seven frequencies selected from the experimental band. The 
goodness criterion was the sum of the squares of the differences of the experimental and 
theoretical results, over the frequencies, the components and the points of observation. The 
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distribution was sought in the form 

where the y-axis is parallel to the upper edge and the x-axis points downward in the plate. Such 
a distribution gave clearly better fits than constant ad. To avoid excessively high values for large 
values of y the values of ad were limited to a maximum of 7000/0 which resulted in better fits 
than the unlimited parabolic dependence. The approximate x-dependence was first 
determined on the basis of Bz and BL on the central profile. The final distribution was L, then 
determined by considering all three components of at points on all three profiles . The 
distribution that best explains the observed response is shown in Fig. 5. As in Section 2, the 
computed results are not sensitive to variations below about 100 m. Two general conclusions 
can be drawn. The value of ad in the plate increases downward, and in the lateral direction it 
exhibits a minimum close to the central profile. The latter feature agrees with earlier information 
about the thickness of the dike. 
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Fig. 5. The model that best explains the observed results at the points encircled in Fig. 4. The values 
of crd are given in units of 100 S. The approximate locations of the measurement profiles are marked by 
arrows. 

Discussion 

In principle, measurements at a single high enough frequency are sufticient for the 
determination of the geometrical features of the target. However, the use of a broad trequency 
band ofters several advantages. It reveals the possible influence of the environment of the 
target and thus indicates roughly its conductivity. An initial trequency sweep is needed to 
choose the right band for the response of the target. A broad-band measurement ofters a 
good experimental means of removing the primary field trom the results and makes it easier to 
assess their reliability. Broad-band data are necessary for the determination of the distribution 
of the conductivity-thickness product in the target. 

The measurement of at least two spatial components of the field is essential if a detailed 
mapping of the geometry of the target is intended. It is even more important for the 
determination of the conductivity distribution. If the conductivity varies in two directions, all 
three components are required. Multicomponent measurements may generally help to reduce 
the number of observation points needed for the interpretation. 
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GROUND EM METHODS AND EQUIPMENT USED IN ORE PROSPECTING IN FINLAND 

by 

S.-E. Hjelt, A. Hattula, T. Jokinen and E. Lakanen 

Hjelt, S.E., Hattula, A., Jokinen, T. & Lakanen, E., 1990. Ground 
EM methods and equipment used in ore prospecting in Finland. Geologian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 47- 52, 3 tables. 

The paper brings together information about the EM methods and 
equipment used in Finland in connection with prospecting for mineral ore bodies 
(the situation at the beginning of 1986). The material is organized following the 
type of the source field into plane wave, long cable, large loop and magnetic 
dipole methods. The time domain equipment is described as aseparate group. 
Only ground measurements are considered and the data is presented in table 
form. Examples of data presentation and special interpretation procedures are 
also given, but detailed case histories are confined to other papers in this issue. 

The Slingram (horizontal loop) method has traditionally been the main 
method used in EM prospecting in Finland. It has been used to locate weil 
conducting (out-cropping) bodies in the upper part of the bedrock. Ouring the late 
'70s, greater emphasis was given to structural studies, whence methods allowing 
also for the determination of resistivities have been taken into use. 
Multifrequency methods have become popular very slowly in Finnish mineral 
prospecting. 

Key words: geophysical methods, electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic 
induction, mineral exploration, geophysical surveys, frequency sounding, 
transient methods, instruments, Finland 

HALT. C.-3 .• XaTTYAa. A .• AOEllllell. T.H .• AaEallell. 3 .• 1990. 
Ha3eMHaH 3AexTpoMarHHTHaH MeTO~Hxa H annapaTypa, 

npeHMeHHeMaH npH nOHcxax nOAe3HI.IX HCXOnaeMI.IX B tHHAHH~HH . 

reOAOrHqeCXHH yeHTp tHHAHH~HH, PanopT HCCAe~OBaHHH, 95. 47-52 . 
B paooTe CBe~eHI.I ~aHHI.Ie no 3AexTpoMarHHTHoH MeTO~Hxe H 

annapaTI.Ipe, npHMeHHeMoH B tHHAHH~HH npH nOHCX ax 

MeCTOpO)!{ ~eHHH nOAe3HI.IX HqXOnaeMI.IX. MaTepHaAI.I pacnpe~eAeHI.I 

no THnaM HCTOqHHX a nOAH Ha CAe~YIOl!lHe r AaBI.I : MeTO~I.I nAOCXOH 

BOAHI.I, ~AHHHoro xaoeAH, OOAblIIOH neTAH H MarHHTHoro ~HnOAH. B 
OCOOYIO rpynny BI.I~eAeHa annapaTypa BpeMeHHoH oOAacTH . 

PaccMaTpHBalOTcH HCXAlOqHTeAbHO Ha3eMHI.Ie H3MepeHHH, H ~aHHI.Ie 

npe~cTaBAeHI.I B BH~e Ta OAHY. B paOOTe npHBe~eHI.I TaX)!{e npHMepI.I 

H3AO)!{eHHH ~eHHI.IX H cneYHaAbHI.Ie aArOpHTMI.I ~AH HX 

HHTepnpeTaYHH, HO ~eTaAbHoe onHcaHHe ~eHCTBHTeAbHI.IX cAyqaeB 

BI.IXO~HT 3a paMXH ~aHHOH CTaTbH. 

T pa~HYHOHHO, OCHOBHI.IM MeTO~OM 3Aex T pOMarHHTbOH 

pa3Be~XH B tHHAHH~HH Bcer~a OI.IA MeTO~ ropH30HTaAbHOH neTAH 

(Slingram). Ero yeAblO OI.IAa AoxaAH3aYHH XOPOIIIO npOBO~Hl!lHX 
(0 OHa)!{ alOl!lHXCH) py ~HI.IX TeA B BepXHeH qaCTH x pHCTaAAHqeCXOro 

tYH~aMeHTa. B xOHye ce~bMH~eCHTI.IX rO~OB BHHMaHHe CTaAO 

OOAblIIe y ~eAHTbCH CTPYXTypHI.IM HCCAe~OBaHHHM; npH 3TOM CTaAH 

npHMeHHTbCH MeTO~I.I , n03BOAHIOl!lHe TaX)!{e onpe~eAeHHe 

conpOTHBAeHHH . IIOTHXOHbXY B reOAoropa3Be~OqHOH npaXTHxe B 

tHHAHH~HH nOAyqHAH pacnOCTpaHeHHe H cneXTpaAbHI.Ie 

(MHOrOqaCTOTHI.Ie) MeTO~I.I . 
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This paper summarizes the information about the ground EM methods and equipment 
used in Finland in mineral prospecting. The data are presented in table form and describe 
approximately the situation at the beginning of 1986. (Editor's note: Ouring the late '80s, 
mineral prospecting in Finland was completely reorganized. The prospecting department of 
Rautaruukki Co. ceased to operate. Its geophysics fjeld crew and equipment were overtaken 
by Outokumpu Oy , only to be soon transferred, together with the majority of the ground 
geophysics fjeld crew at the Geological Survey of Finland, to Suomen Malmi. Originally, the 
manuscript also contained examples of data presentation and a table on interpretation and 
computer modelling programs. Because of the reorganization and rapid changes in advanced 
measuring, data processing and interpretation techniques, this material would have been less 
informative and has thus been omitted from the final version of the paper.) 

Detailed case histories are confined to other papers included in this issue, wh ich also 
discuss the virtues and drawbacks of various methods in more detail. A separate paper (Valkeila 
and Rossi, this issue) summarizes the extensive scale modelling work for the EM dipole 
method, that has taken place over the years in Finland. The history of exploration geophysics in 
Finland has recently been presented by Ketola (1986) , to whose paper the reader is referred 
for more detailed information on the development of EM methods in Finland. 

The horizontal loop (Slingram) method has traditionally been used in EM prospecting in 
Finland . It has been suitable for locating weil conducting (out-cropping) bodies the main 
method used in the upper part of the bedrock in resistive environments. During the late '70s, 
greater emphasis was given to structural studies also in prospecting. The methods allowing 
also for the description of the resistivities of the bedrock surrounding good conductors have 
therefore become more and more important and been taken into use. Multifrequency- and 
time-domain methods have become popular more slowly in Finnish mineral prospecting. Over 
the years , in Finland, more interest seems to have been drawn to instrumental than 
methodological developments in ground EM methods. 

EM methods can be classified in a number of different ways. In this paper, the type of 
the source field has been used, since in addition to frequency of operation it is the basic factor 
controlling the depth of penetration of EM methods. The material is organized into plane wave, 
long cable, large loop and magnetic dipole methods. Time domain methods and equipment are 
described as aseparate group. For the basic theory of the various EM methods the reader is 
advised to consult either any of the general textbooks on applied geophysics or the wealth of 
special monographs, that have been published during the past few years. 

Definition of methods 

Plane wave methods 

A plane EM wave field has the greatest depth penetration at a given frequency. The 
primary fields may be either natural or artificial. In the VLF method, signals from distant radio 
transmitters are measured; and in the audiomagnetotelluric (AMT) method, the time variation of 
the Earth's geomagnetic field is registered. The VLF method is a single frequency method 
suitable typically for regional reconnaissance work, whereas AMT is a multifrequency method, 
thus providing sounding information (distribution of electrical conductivity versus depth). 

Methods using long cable transmitters 

The primary field of a long grounded cable is attenuated approximately as 1 Ir in a highly 
resistive environment. For shorter cable lengths, the primary field resembles that of an electrical 
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dipole. For measurements taken close to the side of a large,ungrounded rectangular loop, the 
long cable approximation is also valid (cf., next paragraph). 

The TURAM long cable method was more extensivley used in Finland during the '50s. 
Of the recent long cable measurements in Finland, the CSAMT experiment described by Hjelt 
et al. deserves to be mentioned. 

Methods using large loop transmitters 

For measurements taken close to the side of a large, ungrounded rectangular loop the 
long cable approximation for the primary field is valid, whereas far from the loop the field is that 
of a magnetic dipole. Elsewhere around large loop systems the primary field has a complicated 
geometrical pattern and interpretation requires advanced computer modelling techniques. 

Large loop transmitters have been employedin Finland in connection with time domain 
measurements, using, for examples, MPP and SIROTEM equipment and in connection with 
some recent multifrequency experiments. These measurements contain a wealth of 
information, of both geometrical and sounding types. The interpretation consequently again 
requires rat her complicated techniques. 

Methods using magnetic dipole transmitters 

The source field is produced by small (diameter typically 0.5 - 2 meters) , ungrounded 
loops. Similar loops (or their equivalent ferrite cored rods) are employed as receivers. The 
primary field is that of a magnetic dipole, which decreases in a resistive environment as 1/r3. 

Magnetic dipole systems can be easily varied to produce a large variety of 
transmitter-receiver geometries. These variations have been exploited more in airborne EM 
systems. In the most popular ground EM method used in Finland , the Slingram method , both 
the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) loops are horizontal. In certain one-man instruments 
(referred to in the tables as mini-Slingrams), the receiver rod- is oriented so as to be 
perpendicular to the transmitter field. 

The Slingram method has proven ·useful for locating weil conducting (out-cropping) 
bodies in the upper part of the bedrock in resistive environments. Recent instrumental 
developments allow several transmitter-receiver separations and/or multifrequency operation, 
thereby giving additional information of asounding type. 

Time-domain versus frequency-domain measurements 

Theoretically, there is no difterence between the time- and frequency-domain methods 
when the same transmitter-receiver geometry is used, since any time-domain response is the 
integral over all the frequencies of corresponding frequency-domain responses and vice versa. 
The exact two-directional correspondence holds cnly for an inifinite frequency band . Therefore 
there is no one-to-one correspondence between the response of a certain target at one 
frequency and the response at a given decay time. In general , however, high frequency 
information is contained in the early parts of a transient field signal and the low frequency 
information in the late parts of a transient field signal. 

The main advantage of time domain systems is , that the secondary field response can 
be measured when the primary field introduces no signal in the receiver. Thus the geometrical 
properties of time domain systems can be much more easily varied than those of 
frequency-domain systems. Borehole variants of ground EM methods typically employ 
time-domain techniques. 

4 403333F 
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Time-domain measurements contain sounding information. Changes in the transmitter 
pulse forms change the frequency content of the transient responses. This has to be taken 
into account when the performance and depth penetration properties of the various 
instruments are compared. 

Methods used in ground EM prospecting in Finland 

Table 1. Gound EM methods used for ore prospecting in Finland until the end of Grouping according to 
the type of source field . 

METHOD SOURCE 

AMT PLANEWAVE 
VLF-Resistivity PLANEWAVE 
VLF ti lt angle PLANEWAVE 

CSAMT UNE CURRENT 
TURAM UNE CURRENT 

LARGE LOOP 

SUNGRAM EM DIPOLE 

mini-SLINGRAM EM DIPOLE 

MUL TIFQ. EM DIPOLE 
TD EM DIPOLE 

FIELD 
COMPONENT 
MEASURED 

HX, HY, EX, EY 
HX,EY 
HX, HZ 

HX, HY (EX, EY) 
HX1, HX2 

HZ (HX, HY) 

HZ 

Hsek .L Hprim 
HX, HZ 
HZ (HX, HY) 

DOMAIN 

F = FREQ. 
T = TlME 

F 
F (1) 
F (1) 

F 
F (1) 

T 

F (1) 

F (1) 

F (n) 
T 

USE 

R=ROUTlNE 
S=SPECIAL 
T=TEST 

S 
R-S 
S-R 

T 
S 

S 

R 

R 

TandS 
S 

SITE 

G=GROUND 
B= BORE-

HOLE 

G 
G 
G 

G 
G 

G 

G 
G 
G 
G,B 
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EM prospecting equipment used in Finland 

Table 2. List of ground EM equipment in active use in Finland until 1985. 

METHOD EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER IN FINLAND USER NO. of 
SINCE ORGANIZATION UNITS 

(1985) 

----------- ---------- ----- ------------ --- -----------------------------
AMT ECA 541 -0 SOCIETE ECA, FRANCE 1976 UO, OK 2 

" ECA 542-0 SOCIETE ECA, FRANCE 1980 UO 1 
VLF-resistivity EM-16R GEONICS, CANADA 197? UO, OK, GSF 5 
VLF tift angle VLF/GSF GSF 1968 GSF 10 
VLF tift angle EM-16 GEONICS, CANADA 1969 SM, GSF, OK, UO 14 

TURAM GSF/Puranen GSF 1960 GSF 

SLINGRAM OK OUTOKUMPU, FINLAND 1962 OK, (UO) 7 
SLINGRAM OK/HF OUTOKUMPU, FINLAND 1969 OK 3 
SLINGRAM GSF/Puranen Geol.Surv.F. , FINLAND 1960 GSF 16 
SLINGRAM GSF/HF Geol.Surv.F., FINLAND 1960 GSF 16 
SLINGRAM EM-69-2 BOLIDEN, SWEDEN 1977 RR 1 
SLINGRAM EM 31 GEONICS, CANADA 1977 OK 1 

mini-SLINGRAM PROXAN OUTOKUMPU, FINLAND 1968 RR, OK 3 
mini-SLINGRAM SGU, SWEDEN 197? GSF 
mini-SLINGRAM GSF, FINLAND 1953 GSF 12 
mini-SLINGRAM Double-dipole APEX,CANADA 1975 RR 2 
mini-SLINGRAM GEFINEX 200 OUTOKUMPU, FINLAND 1981 OK 25 

MULTIFa. MaxMin 11 APEX, CANADA 1978 RR, OK, GSF, SM 10 
MULTIFa. MaxMinll++ APEX, CANADA 1985 RR, OK, GSF 4 
MULTIFa. GEFINEX EM303 OUTOKUMPU ELECTR. 1985 OK (GSF) 5 
MULTIFa. GEFINEX EM400S OUTOKUMPU ELECTR. 1986 OK 1 

TEM PEM CRONE, Canada 1975 SM 
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Table 3. Properties of ground EM frequency domain equipment used in Finland until 1985. 

EOUIPMENT FREOUENCY Tx - Rx OUTPUT COMMENT 
(Hz] [m] 

- - ------------------ - - ---- ---------------------------------------

EM 16 15000 - 20 000 00 Re{HzlHx} 
EM 16R 15000 - 20000 00 Pa. <!> 
VLF/GSF 00 Hvert, Hhor 

ECA 541 -0 8 - 3 700 (9 fq's) 00 IPal 
ECA 542-0 4.7 - 2 700 (9 fq's) 00 I Pal 

SLiNGRAM, GSF 3600 20; 40; 60 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} manual comp. 
SLiNGRAM, GSF/HF 14000 20; 40; 60 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} manualcomp 
SLiNGRAM, OK 1 775 20; 40; 60; 80 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} 1962 -
SLiNGRAM, OK/HF 18350 20; 40; 60; 80 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} 1969 -
EM-69-2 3600 40; 60 Re, Im{Hsek/Hpriml 
EM 31 40000 4 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} 

MaxMinll 222; 444; 888;1 777; 3 555 40 - 250 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} 
MaxMinll++ 222; 444; 888;1 777; 3 555 60 - 400 Re, Im{Hsek/Hprim} 1985 -
GEFINEX EM 303 223; 523; 1 623;3 663; 9 524 4 - 200 Hx, Hy, Hz 1985 -
GEFINEX EM 400S 80 frequencies: 2 - 20 000 500 - 1000 Hx, Hz proto 1986 

GEFINEX 200 50000 1.0 Hx, Hy, Hz 
APEX 8000 1.5 Hsek .1 Hprim 54 .70 tilt 
PROXAN 50000 0 .9 Hsek .1 Hprim 54.70 tilt 
mini-SLINGRAM/GSF 8000 1.22/2.5 Hsek .1 Hprim 

TURAM, GSF 820 var. HZ11 Hz1; 64>1 2 manualcomp 

Reference 

Ketola , M., 1986. The development of exploration geophysics in Finland. Geol. Survey of Finland , 
Bulletin 336, 205 - 231 . 
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MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SOUNDING AND 
EXAMPLES OF PRACTICING THEM IN ORE PROSPECTING 

by 

A. Savin 

Savin, A., 1990. Major modifications of electromagnetic 
sounding and examples of practicing them in ore prospecting. 
Geologian Tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 53-68, 8 figs. 

Major modifications of EM sounding with artificial excitation of 
a field are described. Considered are the sounding problems of ore 
prospecting geophysics, viz., (a) distinguishing buried valleys as 
favourable for placer accumulation, (b) direct prospecting for ore 
bodies as good conductors and (c) finding geological structures 
controlling various ores. The comparative efficiency of applied 
sounding methods is demonstrated by modelling a two-Iayer medium 
and half-space containing a spherical inhomogeneity. Several 
examples are presented of the application of EM sounding methods 
in the USSR. 

Key words: geophysical methods, electromagnetic methods, 
electromagnetic induction, frequency sounding, transient methods, 
numerical models, spherical models, mineral exploration, USSA 

CaBBK. A oB o. 1990 . OCHOBHl>Ie BapHaHTl>I 

Sl\eKTpOMarHHTHoro SOH.ltHpOBaHHfi H npHMepl>I HX 

npHMeHeHHfi npH nOHCKax py.ltHl>IX MeCTOpO)l(.lteHHR. 

reOl\OrHqeCKHR geHTp ~HHl\fiH.ltHH, PanopT HCCl\e.ltOBaHHfi 

95. 53 -68, 11.lt.lt. 8. 
IIPHBO.ltHTCfi onHcaHHe OCHOBHl>IX BapHaHTOB 

Sl\eKTpOMarHHTHoro SOH.ltHpOBaHHfi C HCKyccTBeHHl>IM 

Bos6Y)l(.lteHHeM nOl\fi . PaccMOTpeHl>I Sa.ltaqH SOH.ltHpOBaHHfi 

B py.ltHOR reO~HSHKe : a) Bl>I.ltel\eHHe norpe6eHHl>IX .ltOl\HH, 

6l\arOnpHfiTHl>IX K cocpe.ltOTOqeHHIO pOCCl>IneR, 6) 

Henocpe.ltCTBeHHl>Ie nOHCKH xopomo npOBo.ltfiI,YHX py.ltHl>IX 

Tel\, B) Bl>IfiBl\eH He pas l\HqHOrO pO.lta 

py .ltOK OHT POl\HPYIOI,Y HX ~aK TO pOB . C paBHHTel\bHafi 

s~~eKTHBHOCTb HCnOl\bsyeMl>IX BapHaHTOB SOH.ltHpOBaHHfi 

Hl\l\IOCTpHpyeTcfi Ha MO.ltel\fiX .ltBYXCl\ORHOR CPO.ltl>I H 

nOl\ynpocTpaHCTBa, CO.ltep)l(al,Yero HeO.ltHOpO.ltHOCTb B 

~opMe mapa. IIPHBO.ltfiTCfi npHMepl>I HCnOl\bSOBaHHfi 

Sl\eKTpOMarHHTHoro SOH.ltHpOBaHHfi B CCCP. 
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Modifications and problems of sounding 

Eleetromagnetie sounding with artifieial EM fields, whieh differs in its properties trom 
magnetotellurie sounding (audio-magnetotelluries ineluded) , is eommonly used in the USSR 
when examining a geologieal seetion both in the struetural geophysies of gas and oil 
prospeeting and in ore prospeeting. There are numerous modifieations of EM sounding 
differing from eaeh other in: 

a) the mode of the EM souree field : either harmonie or transient (the terms frequeney 
or time domain are also trequently used); 

b) the type of eurrent souree: eleetrieal or magnetie dipole, ungrounded loop, long 
eable; 

e) the measured parameter (s) : for instanee one of the spaee eomponents of the 
electrieal or the magnetie field, field ellipse elements, relation between the intensity 
of spaee eomponents or semiaxes of the field ellipse: in the ease of spaee eomponents 
measurement of the modulus, phase, real and imaginary eomponents is possible; 

d) the sounding parameter in question: the frequeney of the harmonie field , transition 
time or distanee between the field souree and measurement point (array spaeing) . 

Below are deseribed the most eommon sounding array modifieations operating in the 
harmonie mode: 

1. Vertieal magnetie dipole serves as the EM field souree. The measured eomponents 
eomprise: the vertieal eomponent of magnetie field intensity (Hz) ; the azimuthai eomponent of 
eleetrie field (Ecp); the Hz/r, Ha/Hb and EcplHr ratios, where Hr is the radial eomponent of 
magnetie intensity (use is made of the spherieal eoordinate system with its eentre in 
eoineidenee with the souree and its Z axis oriented upwards). Ha and Hb are respectively the 
major and minor semiaxes of the ellipse of the magnetie field polarization in the plane zor. In 
eaeh ease, the modulus of intensity is measured, while the phases of either real or imaginary 
eomponents have so far been less used. 

2. The field souree is nothing else than a horizontal eleetrie dipole; measured here is a 
horizontal eomponent of the electrie field . In this ease we use a so-called axial array, when both 
dipoles (Le. souree and measuring dipoles) are eoaxial, and an equatorial array, when both 
dipoles are normal to a line running through their eentres (the measured eomponents of these 
arrays ean be designated as Er and Ecp, respectively). 

3. A eombined-Ioop array made of two ungrounded loops eombined in plan and an 
adequate single-Ioop array. Judging by the sounding results, this array hardly differs trom the 
modifieation for measuring Ecp in the field of a vertieal magnetie dipole, at least in a near-field 
zone. [The near-field (induetion) , intermediate or farfield (wave) zone of an EM field ean be 
derived trom the numerieal value of the redueed distanee p = v'/Jowlp. r, where /Jo - magnetie 
permeability of vaeuum, W - eyelie trequeney, p = resistivity, r - array spaeing. The eomplete 
range of "p" values breaks down into 3 zones, viz., near-field (p«1) , far-field (p»1) and 
intermediate zones. The field intensity values for the near-field and far-field zones are 
ealeulated in terms of simple analytie funetions , while those for the intermediate zone are 
obtained by numerieal integration). 

In ease of a transitional mode of operation, the same modifieations work weil (exeept for 
the arrays measuring the ratio of intensity eomponents), yet the ineorporated-Ioop array is most 
frequently used. All the modifieations mentioned are to some extent applied in the USSR for 
solving various geologieal problems, ore prospeeting ineluded. 

There are also various forms of presenting measurement data, eaeh requiring an 
appropriate processing of field information. As a rule, measurements are presented in terms of 
apparent or effective resistivity as a funetion of argument (frequeney, time). Now, one should 
see elearly the differenee between the apparent and the effective resistivities. 

Apparent resistivity Pw (in harmonie mode) or PT (when measuring transitional 
proeesses) stands for a value of resistivity p derived from asymptotie formulae, whieh 
eorrespond to the souree-reeeiver-distanee and show the manner in whieh p of homogeneous 
isotropie half-spaee is related to the regular dimensions of the said distanee, the numerieal 
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values defining a field source and the measurements. The asymptotic formulae in use refer to 
the wave (far-field) or the induction (near-field) zone. 

Veshev (1978, 1980) introduced adefinition of effective resistivity p, which implies the 
P of a homogeneous half-space giving for the source-receiver-distance used the same field 
source-measured value relation as above areal heterogeneous medium. Unlike the apparent 
resistivity ( Pw, Pi)' the effective one P is derived trom the tabularly or graphically presented 
characteristics, which cannot be expressed by simple analytic formulae. In the near-field and 
far-field zones, the P values in fact coincide with the Pw, and Pi values, respectively, while 
essentially differing trom the said values in the intermediate zone. 

In addition to the apparent resistivity in the EM sounding practice use is being also made 
of the apparent values of longitudinal conduction, penetration depth, etc. A so-called 
"visualization" of measurements is a special way of data processing, whereof an example is 
given in the following. 

Whether the efficiency of this or that modification and data processing method is 
relatively high enough depends upon the problem to be solved and the type of geoelectrical 
section. In practice, however, a choice of an adequate modification is most often 
predetermined by the technological capabilities of geophysicists, while the data processing 
method is a matter of tradition. 

Application of EM sounding in ore prospecting is associated with the solution of the 
following problems: 

1. Sounding in horizontally layered medium in order to detect those depressions in the 
bedrock topography that are favourable for aggregation of ore mineral placers. 

2. Direct finding of deep-seated highly conductive ore objects. 
3. Determination of the geoelectrical structure of an ore district in order to solve various 

problems in ore prospecting. 

Sounding above horizontally layered medium 

In ore placer prospecting, a major goal of sounding is to determine the thickness of 
loose sediments. Knowing this parameter, we can outline the bedrock topography and 
discriminate the buried valleys that facilitate'an aggregation of placer deposits. Such a problem 
is typical as far as the slopes of the Baltic Shield are concerned. 

Placer deposit prospecting is effected both on the mainland and on the coastal solid ice 
in the shallow portion of the shelf. In each case a geoelectrical section over the relatively small 
areas can be regarded as horizontally layered (generally, 2 to 5 layers) . This usually implies 
such sections where resistivity increases with depth; a so-called A-type three-Iayer section 
(P1 < P2 < P3) is most often used. 

Electromagnetic sounding, yielding the thickness parameter of loose sediments , is 
made in a harmonic mode since the transient one requires too short measuring time intervals to 
fall within the time range the existing types of equipment possess. 

Most hard conditions of sounding are known to be in the shelf area since there a section 
in question is overlain by a highly conductive sea-water layer, which produces its screening 
effect upon the results. As far as the shallow-water shelf zone with a small amount of marine 
activity is concerned, this problem has been solved by vertical electrical sounding (VES) 
through coastal solid ice. Under such conditions, however, VES is, not commercially efficient 
enough, for it requires drilling in ice in order to obtain an electrical contact with the water 
surface. With ice, it is therefore more practical to run EM sounding, where the fjeld excitation is 
effected by avertical harmonic magnetic dipole simulated through an ac-Ioop. 

To choose an appropriate sounding technique, we had to decide on such a 
modification, which could yield easily and explicitly decoded data. It turned out to be a 
distance-parameter (geometric) sounding in the near-field zone, with its fairly low frequencies 
and results that do not depend upon the latter. Specific conditions of sounding in a near-field 
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zone can weil be illustrated on theoretical charts of two-Iayer sections with a poorly conducting 
basement (Fig. 1); very roughly speaking, similarity can be recognized between this type of a 
section and the marine sections. Resistivity and thickness of a top layer are marked as P 1 and 
d1 respectively. The common presentation of theoretical charts as a function of r/d1 (Fig. 1 a) 
fails to yield a clear differentiation of curves when r/d1 is not sufficiently high. More useful for 
interpretation is , therefore, the presentation of curves as a function of Sw/S1 (Fig. 1 b) , where 
S1 = d1/ P1 is the longitudinal conductance of the top layer and Sw = r/2pw as apparent 
longitudinal conductance (Molochnov and Radionov, 1982). 
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Fig. 1. Theoretieal ehart showing the eurves of distanee-parameter (geometrie) sounding in a near-field 
zone of a vertieal magnetie dipole above a two-Iayer seetion with a poorly eondueting basement 
(Moloehnov and Radionov, 1982). The eurve parameter values of P2/ P1 ; M - magnetie dipole; L -

measurement point. 

The foregoing simple relation holds true, however, only as long as the measurement 
conditions correspond to a near-field zone (p «1). To maintain these conditions we need a 
certain set of parameters, viz., some frequency of EM field , array spread (spacing) and 
properties of a medium (in particular PI); again, a frequency limit of the near-field zone may vary 
with the data processing method used. To study a whole set of the said conditions an example 
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is given of the measured parameters' behaviour with different processing methods as 
determined by the ratio A 1/d1 with P21 P1 = 64, r/d1 = 4, where A 1 = 27r/2P1/(l-Iow) is a wave 
length, 1-10 = 41T . 10-7 HIrn . - magnetic permeability of vacuum, W = cyclic frequency (Fig. 2) . 
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Fig. 2. Behaviour of parameters the vertical magnetic dipole field over a two-Iayer section with a poorly 

conducting basement with P2/P1 = 64, r/d1 = 4; a) normalized electric field eep, normalized field hz, ratio 

between electric and magnetic fjelds , b) Pu! PI as in the near-field zone, c) Pu! PI as in the far-field 

zone, d) p/p 1. 

1 - 1 eepl, 2 - 1 hzl, 3 - 1 eepl( 1 hr I, 4 - 1 hzl/l hr I, 5 - ha 11 hbl· 

The characteristics of normalized electric and magnetic fields corresponding to the 
intensity of electric and magnetic fields , respectively, are shoen in Fig. 2a. Now, electric (e) 
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and magnetic (h) fields are expressed through the appropriate values of E and H intensity 
components in terms of the ratios e = (E/j Ul)..1om) · 4nr2 and h = (H/m) . 4nr3, where m denotes 
the magnetic moment of a source, the letter symbols z, r, cp characterize a spatial orientation of 
the components , and a, bare respectively the major and minor semiaxes of the magnetic field 
ellipse. 

Practically most convenient for measurement, and also yielding the highest accuracy, 
are the relative parameters I ecp I I I hr L I hz I I I hr L ha I I hb I, the values of which coincide for 
sutficiently high values of A 1 Id1 (i.e. in the near-field zone) . The PUl IP1 values have been 
derived from the following relations: 

In the near-field zone: 

PUl 
2n2 . Q . Rnf 

P1 

with Q and Rrf either 

I hzl I hai 
or __ , 

I hr I I hr I I hr I 

In the far-field zone: 

PUl 4n2 

. Q . Rtf 

P1 3 

with Rtf = I ecp I, I hz I 13, 6 ( I ecp 1/ I hr I )2, 

2 Ihbl 
or ( __ )2, 

3 Ihal 

With the increase of A 1 Id1 , the near-field PUl I PI characteristics (see Fig. 2b) tend to 
an asymptotic value at which no frequency distortion etfect is observed. The asymptotic area, 
corresponding to the near-field zone, turns out to be optimum for a distance-parameter 
sounding in complex sections of marine type, since the frequency distortions might make the 
results hardly recognizable. As seen from Fig. 2b, the curve derived from the ratio I ecp I 1I hr I 
is the first one to approach the asymptote. In fact at A1/d1 = 5.2, the accuracy is 10 %, while in 

every other case the pwlp I curves approach the asymptote at A 1/d1 = 22 and 25. These 
values determine the maximum possible EM-field frequency (f) which at prescribed values of d1 
and PI are calculated from the formula f = Ul/2n = 107 Pli ( ( A1/d1)2min ' d1 2 ). 

In particular, if we take PI = 20 m and d1 = 30 (conditions typical of the shallow shelfs), 
the maximum possible frequency, when measuring I ecp I 1I hr L amounts to 685 Hz, but with 
1hz I1 I hr I and I Hal/l Hbl measurements it should not exceed 46 and 35 Hz respectively. It is 
obvious that in this particular case variations of I Ecp I1 I Hrl are preferable, inasmuch as 
reduction of the frequency to some tens of cycles per second entails a necessity of increasing 
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the power of a generator and the total weight of the equipment. 
Plotting the characteristics of effective resistivities P (see Fig. 1d) does not produce the 

expected result, especially in the far-field zone (Fig. 1c). 
Based on the analysis of the characteristics, the appropriate measurement procedure 

was elaborated, its fundamentals being given in a monograph (Titlinov, 1979). Contactless 
measurement of IE(/) I has been performed by using a dipole made of two pieces of insulated 
wire, each 5 m long (and 1 m long with a small array spacing) . The frequency of the EM field 
being 312 Hz, the pwvalue was derived from the formula p w = r/4 . I 1 9(j) I 11 hr I }. 

Shown in Fig. 3a is an example of sounding curves. Interpreted as a four-Iayer curve of 
the HA-type (PI< P2< P3< P4) it shows the following section: 1st layer - ice (relatively low 
values specify the state of ice in the springtime) ; 2nd layer - sea water, sea-floor sediments and 
water-impregnated portion of loose sediments; 3rd layer - loose sediments and bedrock 
disintegration zone; 4th layer - bedrocks (siltstone) . The geoelectrical section of Fig. 3b was 
constructed right on the asis of the data interpretation. Again, the EM sounding data agree 
weil with the drilling and VES data, thus indicating adepression at the top of the bedrocks. 
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Fig. 3. Results of distance sounding through the coastal solid ice in a vertical magnetic dipole field ; a) 

Pw curves, b) geoelectrical section . 

1, 2 - location of distance sounding which (1) does not or (2) does coincide with aborehole mouth, 3 -
boundary of geoelectricallayers, 4 - ice layer, 5, 6, 7 - geoelectrical layers with resistivity of (5) 2-4, (6) 
8-12 and (7) 15-40 Om respectively, 8, 9.10 - bedrock top according to (8) sounding data , (9) VES and 
(10) drilling. 
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When working on the coastal solid ice and the coast, wide use was made of EM 
sounding with the modified IHbl/ Ha ratio in the intermediate zone (Molochnov and Radionov, 
1982) . Most of the soundings in the said zone were effected by a frequency-distance 
parameter method, where extreme values of the pw-frequency characteristics derived in the 
far-field zone (see Fig. 2c) are used. The method is based upon the relation between Pw max 
and adequate values of Pw = 2 12 . r / A 1, on the one hand, and r/d1 , on the other. Fig. 4 just 
shows one sampie of how weil this modification works in the area surrounding the shallow shelf 
coast. The sounding data enabled us to construct the schematic view of the bedrock 
topography in the sea and coastal areas, and to outline aburied river valley as a promising 
object of ore-placers. In the loose sediments , resistivity measurements made it possible to 
recognize 5 zones, differing in their state of being water-impregnated and frozen . The 
sounding data agree with the results of the drilling and acoustoseismic profiling. 

As for the ground measurements, most of the soundings to determine the thickness of 
loose sediments and to reveal the buried valleys have been performed in permafrost areas. In 
such situations geoelectrieal sections of the K-type ( Pt> P2 > P3) are common, comprising: 1 -
a molten surface layer, 2 - frost and 3 - bedrock. This kind of a problem is solved through a 
remote EM sounding with measuring I Hzi/ I Hrl of a vertical magnetic dipole (Veshev et al. , 
1978; Veshev, 1980). The processing involved P calculations, whereas the interpretation was 
done by using a large set of theoretical charts taking account of frequency distortions caused 
by inappropriate conditions of the near-field zone. 

Under normal ground conditions most common is a two-Iayer section with a poorly 
conducting basement (P I < P2) . To determine here a thickness of loose sediments, various 
frequency sounding methods are applicable. The Geological Amalgamation "Sevzapgeologia" , 
in particular, performs such frequency soundings on the slope of the Baltic Shield using a 
one-Ioop array. In other regions , frequency sounding with dipole-source excitation is 
commonly practiced. 

Sounding in ore prospecting 

Electromagnetic sounding is widely applied in prospecting for deep and highly 
conductive ore objects. Deep prospecting calls for taking the measurements solely in the 
near-field zone with an adequate processing of the results obtained. The most common 
features in the behaviour of P w-curves plotted by sounding in the near-field zone can weil be 
illustrated on a model of a conductive sphere placed in a conductive half-space (Fig. 5). 
Concerning the geometric sounding with a vertical magnetic dipole and using relative 
measurement (I eq, I / I hr I , I Hzi / I Hrl, Ha / I Hbl ), an isometrie object is detected by a reduced 

value of Pw; the maximum corresponds to r/d "" 1, where d - depth to the centre of an object 
(Fig. 5a) . Geometric sounding with electric dipole (equatorial array) produces a decrease, yet 
very insignifieant, of Pw, with an maximum at r/d > 1. 

Analysis of the behaviour of the characteristics as a function of A 1/d (Fig. Sb) proves 
the conditions of the near-fiek.1 zone in this particular case to be valid for A 1/d > SO, and, what is 
more, there is hardly any great difference between various groups of measured ratios. As it was 
shown above, however, the I E(j) I / I Hr I ratio appears to be most suitable, provided there is a 
conductive layer of loose sediments, and that is precisely why this modification was used in 
deep ore prospecting. 

Fig. 6 presents an example of applying this modification at a pyrite deposit locality in the 
Ural Mountains. The deposit is clearly traced on a vertical section of differential apparent 
resistivities Pwdf (Fig. 6b) , which for two adjacent separations rn-1 and rn are given by 
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Fig. 4. Results of frequencY-distance parameter sounding with a vertical magnetic dipole through coastal 
solid ice and on the coast (Molochnov and Radionov, 1981); a) schematic view of the bedrock top 
topography according to EM sounding and seismoacoustic profiling data, b) geoelectrical section, c) 
schematic presentation of resistivity values of the layers composing loose sediments. 
1 - seismoacoustic profiles, 2 - EM sounding points (a, c), 3 - bore holes that reached the bedrock, 4 -
isohypses of bedrock top, 5 - EM sounding points on profile (b), 6 - sea water, 7 - loose sediments, 8 -
bedrock, 9, 10 - bedrock boundary according to EM sounding data, (9) and seismoacoustic profiling 
(10). 
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Fig. 5. Geometrie sounding eurves a) and wave eharaeteristies Pu! p 1 and pI P1 at r/d = 1, b) above a 

half-spaee eontaining a spherieal inhomogeneity with P21 P1 = 1000, a/d = 0.4. 

1, 2 - eurves of geometrie sounding in the near-field zone of (1) a vertieal magnetie dipole and (2) an 

horizontal eleetrie dipole for the equatorial array; 3, 4, 5 - pulp 1 eharaeteristies for (3) letpl/lhr I , (4) 

Ihzl/ihrl and (5) haI Ihbl; 6, 7, 8 - P /p 1 eharaeteristies for (6) lerp I 1I hr I , (7) Ihzl I Ihrl and (8) ha/lhbl 

(3-8 - in a field of vertieal magnetie dipole); 9 - p..(p 1 eharaeteristies for a eombined loop array. 
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rn- rn-1 I~ 
Pwdf = where Z = 

4 Zn-1 -Zn I Hrl 

The ore zone, which occurs near to the contact of metasomatites and slightly altered 
volcanogenic rocks, is registered as a deep conductor, its resistivity ranging from 30 to 
300 Dm. That the apparent differential resistivity at the centre of the profile becomes low at 
r ~ 200 is because of the increasing thickness of loose sediments, whereas the reduction of 
the said resistivity in point IX at r = 700 to 1200 m is seemingly due to the influence of another 
metasomatic zone that crops out at a distance of 5 km from this deposit. 
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Fig. 6. Results 01 geometrie sounding with a vertieal magnetie dipole above a pyrite deposit (Titlinov, 

1977); a) Pw eurves, b) vertieal seetion Pwd1' e) sehematie geologie al seetion . 

1, 2 - loeation of geometrie sounding whieh does not (1) and does (2) eoineide with aborehole mouth, 3 -

value 01 Pw in Dm, 4-9 - values 01 Pwd1: (4) >1 04Dm, (5) 104- 3 . 103 Dm, (6) 3 . 103 - 103 Dm, (7) 103 -

300 Dm, (8) 300 - 100 Dm, (9) 100 - 30 Dm, 10 - elays, 11 - tuffstones, 12 - diabases, porphyrites, 13 -
quartz-chlorite-serieitie rocks, 14 - metasomatites, 15 - orebodies. 

If ore prospecting includes operating in a transient mode (TEM sounding) then the 
measurement in the near-field zone is performed with a combined-Ioop array. The measured 
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time response PT is reduced value in the presence of a conductive object. As seen trom an 
example in Fig. 5b, the extreme value of PT is registered when T1 / d = 54, where T1 = 
21TI2tP11!.10 and t is the transient time. 

Recently, apart from plotting the PT(t) and ST(t) (= apparent longitudinal conductance) 
characteristics, a new processing method has been put into practice: so-called visualization of 
measurement data (Isaev and Rlatoc, 1981). The idea of visualization is based on approximate 
restoration (in a halfspace) of a function depending upon the density of anomalous currents 
induced in the medium owing to an inhomogeneity. Fig. 7 shows how this kind of processing 
works on theoretical models and in a field case. The visual processing helps to locate more 
accurately and outline the geometry of an orebody. The method is most efficient, however, 
when the object has agentie dip, while vertically dipping portions of the orebody are not 
recorded at all (see Fig. 7c). 
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Fig. 7. Results of TEM sounding processed by the field visualization method (Isaev and Filatov, 1981). 
a) above a disk model, b) above a vertical cylinder model, c) above an iron deposit. 
1 - isolines of S-function (x, y, z), 2 - outlines of disk and half-cylinder models, 3 - gneisses, 4 -
skarns, 5 - quartz-feldspar metasomatites, 6 - limestones, 7 - martite, 8 - magnetite ores. 
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For the present, TEM sounding with the combined-Ioop array is a prevailing method for 
deep ore prospecting in the Kola-Karelian region (Vargin et al., 1985). Practical success in 
sounding in the harmonic mode using the combined-Ioop array has been experienced here, 
too. In order to obtain characteristics, that are qualitatively similar to the transient ones, when 
measuring the quadrature component of e.m.f. (Im U), one must use differential values of i1(lm 
e) = Im e1 - (11/f2) . Im e2, where e1 and e2 are the relative e.m.f. values measured at the 
frequencies 11 and f2, respectively (it is usually assumed that f2 = 4f1) (S..,etov, 1973). 

Study of geoelectrical structures of ore districts 

As far as ore districts are concerned, EM sounding enables various problems to be 
solved, viz. (a) mapping of rocks differing in composition, (b) recognizing and detecting 
tectonic faults and conductive metallotectonic zones or (c) finding the depth, dip and strike of 
bedrocks and other structural and lithological components of ore fields and deposits. 

A good illustration of how to study the geoelectrical structure of an ore field is offered by 
the results of frequency sounding in one of the volcanic provinces in the northeastern USSR. 
Work was aimed at researching the conditions under which the gold and silver were deposited 
(Pyatnitski et al. , 1979). The sounding was done using an axial array (measuring the electric 
intensity of an electric dipole field) with a radius of 2 to 3 km and trequencies ranging trom 1.6 to 
1250 Hz. 

The ore field district displays a two-Ievel structure with a subhorizontal interface. The 
lower level, or stage, is composed of metamorphosed sandstones (quartzose and compacted) 
and siltstones, while the upper one comprises volcanites , basically of andesite and 
liparite-dacite composition , and their tuffs. The following structural control features have been 
established for the ore field: 1) uplifts of the volcanic belt basement , 2) development of 
subvolcanic liparite-dacite bodies, 3) development of ore controlling faults. 

As seen trom Fig. 8, the foregoing geological formations, when occurring at the depth 
interval of 0.5-1.5 km, can be detected by means of EM sounding: 

1) uplifts of the volcanite basement are recognized as elongated plate-like bodies 
yielding high values of PU) (700-2000 Dm) and possessing subhorizontal interfaces (Fig . 8b, 
observation stations (OS) 25 through 50; Fig. 8c, OS 35 through 20) ; 

2) subvolcanic liparite-dacite· bodies are identified as bodies with steep, often tectonic, 
contacts and with fairly low values of PU) = 100-600 Dm (Fig. 8a) : OS 4-7,10-14, 21-26; Fig. 8c: 
OS 75-65) ; dacite formations show here the lowermost PU) (100 to 300 Dm) , which enables to 
distinguish between the liparite and dacite bodies with PU), respectively, 400-600 (Fig. 8a) and 
100-300 Dm (Fig. 8b,c) ; 

3) faults are usually plotted as narrow zones with a low p, and they also reveal a break-off 
in a regular run of a PU) isoline. 

The areas where the said three structural control features intermingle can, basically, be 
regarded as prospects in search of blind orebodies. In the area under consideration , sounding 
can not only contribute to efficient geological deep mapping, but also, with all the indicators 
put together, can help directly in outlining the prospects. 

The same kind of activity is at present taking place in the Kola-Karelian region where 
prospecting for Cu-Ni deposits has been for a long time under way. Here, the regional 
geoelectrical structure of the Baltic Shield is being investigated, too; yet this work bears only an 
indirect relation to the objectives of ore prospecting. Application is made in this region of such 
methods as (a) deep sounding method with powerful sources using magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) generators, (b) electric trequency sounding with several kilometers of spacing and (c) 
magnetotelluric depth sounding (Isaev et al. , 1980; Velikhov et al. , 1982; Velikhov et al. , 
1983). 

5 403333F 
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Fig. 8. Schematic geological and geophysical sections along electric frequency sounding profiles 
(Pyatnitski et aL, 1979). 
1 - dacites of subvolcanic and cover facies , 2 - covers of andesite porphyrites and their tuffs, 3 -
subvolcanic bodies of liparites and trachyliparites, 4 - andesite-basalt cover, 5 - sandstones, 6 -
subvolcanic bodies of diorite porphyrites and diorites, 7 - plagiogranite-porphyry intrusions, 8 - granite 
intrusions, 9 - rocks of volcanic belt basement (quartzite-like sandstones), 1 0 - tectonic faults, 11 -

boundaries of rocks, a) transverse and b) conformable, 12 - Pw isolines. 

Conclusions 

The present artiele deals solely with the most general notions on the applieation of EM 
sounding in ore geophysies; some ease histories have also been presented. Nothing is said 
here about the data interpretation teehniques eonneeted with sounding sinee mueh 
eomprehensive information on this matter is to be found in the publieations dealing with both 
harmonie field sounding (Vanyan, 1965; Matveev, 1974: Ivanov andSkugarevskaya, 1978; 
Yeshev et al. , 1978, Titlinov, 1979; Kuznetsovet al. , 1980; Molochnov and Radionov, 1982) 
and on transient field sounding (Vanyan, 1965; Matveev, 1974; Rabinovieh et al. , 1976; 
Sidorov et al. , 1977; Rabinovich and Finogeev, 1983; Isaev et al. , 1983). These two modes of 
sounding differ in the recommendations made on the field teehnique and on the interpretation. 
As for harmonie field sounding, the most original interpretation technique for inereasing the 
aeeuraey and resolution of sounding is suggested by Molochnov and Radionov (1982). 

Electromagnetie sounding is being sueeessfully applied in geophysieal prospecting as 
one of the most effective ways to study geologieal structures. However, the tull potential of this 
method has not yet been utilized. 
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THE AUDIOMAGNETOTELLURIC (AMT) METHOD AND ITS USE 
IN ORE PROSPECTING AND STRUCTURAL RESEARCH 

by 

S.-E. Hjelt, J.V. Heikka, E. Lakanen, R. Pelkonen and R. Pietilä 

Hjelt, S.-E., Heikka , J.V., Lakanen, E., Pelkonen, R. & , Pietilä , R., 1990. The 
audiomagnetotelluric (AMT) method and its use in ore prospecting and structural research. GeoJogian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95, 69· 86, 13 figs . 

When the audiomagnetotelluric (AMT) method is used, several components of the Earth's natural 
electromagnetic field are registered simultaneously in the frequency band 1 to 10000 Hz. The primary field is 
produced mainly by lightning discharges and the secondary fjelds carry Information about the distribution of the 
electrical conductivity within the subsurface. 

In Finland, the scalar variant of the AMT method has been succesfully appl ied both in ore prospecting 
and structural research. The present paper reviews the main properties of scalar AMT measurements and the 
basic principles of data processing and interpretation. Three case histories are presented . 

A general structural study was made at Talvivaara in the Kainuu schlst belt. In the area of the 
Rautuvaara Iron mine, the scalar AMT technique was successfully used to locate gently dipping, conducting 
and ore-<:ritical horizons at depths ranging from a few tens of meters to about 500 meters. In a regional survey, 
covering about 15 km2 in the Hannukainen area, the AMT results were a relevant complement to other 
geophysical studies. 

Some results are presented from a study made at POlvljärvi, on the Outokumpu formation, where the 
scalar AMT data are compared with recordings using a electrical dipolar source (so-<:alled controlled source 
AMT = CSAMT measurements). The CSAMT technique has superior signal·to·noise ratios, but the interpretation 
becomes increasingly complex. 

Key words: electromagnetic induction, audiomagnetotelluric methods, sounding, inverse problem, mineral 
exploration, crust, case studies, Talvivaara, Hannukainen, Saramäkl, Finland 

HALT. C. -3 .• IeUIa. R .B .• .l\aIaBeB. 3 .• neAIoBeB. P.H .• nB8TBAB. P .• 1990 . 
MarHeToTell.II.ypHqeCKHß MeTOlI Ha i3BYKOBLlX qaCTOTax (3MT) H erD npHMeHeHHe npH nOHCKax 
PYlIHLIX HCKonaeMLlX H B CTpYKTYPHOß reoll.OrHH. reOIl.OrH'lecKHß yeHTp tHHII.HHlIHH, PanopT 
HCCMlIOBaHHH 95. 69-66,111111. 13· 

IIPH HCnOll.bi30BaHHH MarHeToTel\lI.ypHqeCKOrO MeTOlIa Ha i3BYKOBLlX qaCTOTax (3MT) 
01IHOBpeMeHHO perH cTpHpyeTcH HeCKOl\bKO COCTaBI\HIO\llHX eCTeCTBeHHoro 
i31\eKTpOMarHHTHoro nOIl.H 3eMI\H B lIHanai30He qaCTOT OT 1 110 10000 rl! . IIepBHqHOe nOl\e 
COi3lIaeTCH npH i3TOM OOblqHO i3a CqeT MOl\HHßHLlX pai3pH,lIoB. a BTO pHqHLle nOl\H HecYT 
HHtOpMaYHIO 0 pacnpelIel\eHHH i31\eKTpOnpOBOlIHOCTH B nOlInOBepXHocTHOM cI\oe . 

B tHHII.HHlIHH MeTOlI 3MT B CKal\HpHoß BepcHH ycneUlo npHMeHHI\CH KaK npH nOHCKax 
PYlILlX HCKonaeMLlX, TaK H B CTPYKTypHLlX HCCII.elIOBaHHHX. B CTaTbe npHBOlIHTCH rll.aBHLle 
xapaKTepHCTHKH CKal\HpHoß CbeMKH i3MT H OCHOBHLle npHHijHnLI oopaOOTKH lIaHHLlX H 
HHTepnpeTaijHH nOl\yqeHHLlX pei3YII.bTaTOB. B KaqeCTBe npHMepa paCCMOTpSHLI TpH 
,lIeßCTBHTell.bHLlX cI\yqaH. 

B Tal\BHBaapa, B npelIel\ax CI\aHl!eBoro nOHca KaßHYY, lIaHHLlß MeTOlI ynoTpeOIl.HI\CH 
1III.H OO\lleCTPYKTYPHLlX HCCI\elIOBaHHß. B lI<el\ei30pY1IHOM paßOHe PaYTYBaapa CKal\HpHaH 
TeXHOl\OrHH i3MT OLll\a C ycnexoM npHMeHeHa 1III.H 1I.0KaIl.Hi3aYHH nOll.oronalIalO\lIHX 
npOBalIH\lIHX PYlIOKpHTHqeCKHX rOpHi30HTOB B lIHanai30He rll.YOHH i3all.eraHHH OT nepBLlX 
lIeCHTKOB MeTpoB 110 500 M. IIPH perHOHall.bHoß CbeMKe Ha TeppHTopHH OKOII.O 15 KM2 B 
paßOHe MeCTopoll<lIeHHH XaHHYKaßHeH lIaHHLle AMT ycneUlHo lIOnOIl.HHII.H OCTall.bHLle 
reotHi3HqeCKHe HCCII.elIOBaHHH. 

Ha npeHMepe paßoHa IIOII.BHHpBH (noHc OYToKYMny) npelICTaBII.eHLI pesYII.bTaTLI 
HCCII.elIOBaHHß no cpaBHeHHIO pesYII.bTaTOB CKall.HpHOrO MeTOlIa 3MT C lIaHHLlMH, 
nOll.yqeHHLlMH C npHMeHeHHeM slI.eKTpHqeCKH 1IHnOIl.HpHOrO HCTOqHHKa (T .H. CbeMKa 3MT C 
ynpaBII.HeMLlM HCTOqHHKOM = CSAMT). TeXHOII.OrHH CSAMT HBII.HeTCH HecpaBHeHHoß no 
OTHOUleHHIO CHrHall.a K nOMexe, 01IHaKO HHTepnpeTaYRH pesYII.bTaTOB OKaSLlBaeTCH KpaßHe 
Cl\. OllCHO it 
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Description of the method 

The source field and its properties 

Most of the energy in the audio frequency EM spectrum (1 to 10000 Hz) is due to the 
energy released in lightning discharges. This energy is propagated all over the world and forms 
the source field for the AMT method . Because the thunderstorm activity around the world 
varies geographically and seasonally, the energy level changes, too. In principle the most 
suitable times for measurements in Finland are the summer season and the afternoon hours. 

The lightning discharge is essentially a vertical electric dipole, but far away, on the 
measuring site , the primary fjeld can be described by plane waves. Locally the data are 
distorted by noise fields , mainly of man-made origin. Power-lines are especially harmful, since 
the measuring frequency band includes the mains frequency, 50 Hz and its harmonics. In very 
resistive environments, even rather high harmonics have been identified up to several 
kilometers from the power line. 

In recent years the use of frequency sounding (FS) has increased in prospecting. 
Systems, in which the horizontal field components of a grounded long wire are recorded have 
become known in the western literature as the CSAMT (Controlled Source AMT) method 
(Goldstein and Strangway, 1975; Zonge et al. , 1980). The prize paid for higher signal-to-noise 
ratios and improved reliability of the data is increasing the complexity of interpretation. 

The measurements 

In complete MT measurements all four horizontal components are recorded and the 
most up-to-date systems make use of the additional information in the vertical magnetic field 
component. The components of the electric and magnetic fields E and H are linearly related 

E = Z*H (1 ) 

The connecting factor is the impedance Z, which depends on the distribution of electrical 
conductivity within the Earth. It is a complex tensor, which can be mathematically rotated to 
obtain its extreme directions. These directions are related to those of the electrical conductivity 
of the subsurface, which again are controlled by geological structures, such as the strike and 
fractures of the bedrock. 

Often AMT work is restricted to the scalar case, where only one electrical and one 
magnetic horizontal component are measured. Oirectional information on the impedance can 
then be obtained only by rotating the measuring layout at the field site and registering the field 
components in various directions. Scalar AMT corresponds to the classical Tikhonov-Cagniard 
theory (Cagniard, 1953, Tikhonov, 1950) and gives correct results for a horizontally layered 
medium. In Precambrian geology, scalar AMT data must normally be interpreted by 20 
numerical modelling. 

Equipment 

In Finland, all measurements have been made with the French scalar instruments ECA 
541-0 and 542-0. The systems have built-in filters for fixed frequencies. The high frequency 
part of AMT recordings is always checked by the VLF-R method. This gives a crucial control 
over the high frequency part of the AMT sounding curve, which otherwise often remains 
useless because of poor signal levels from around 1 to 3 kHz. The mains frequency and its first 
harmonics are suppressed by notch-filtering techniques. 
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Table 1. Frequencies (in Hz) of the French scalar AMT-systems 541-0 and 542-0. 

541-0 

542-0 

Data processing 

8 17 37 

4,7 7,1 23 

80 170 

47 71 

370 

230 

800 1700 3700 

470 710 2300 

The impedance tensor is usually obtained from the recorded electrical and magnetic 
fjeld time series using spectral methods. Instead of the impedance Z, magnetotelluric data are 

usually presented as (scalar) apparent resitivities Pa and phases. 

Pa = I Zij 12 /(w/J 
<1> = arg (Z ij) 

(2) 

When the tensor component ij of Z, corresponding to the electric field measured (or 
rotated) along the geological strike, is used, one speaks of parallel apparent resistivity Pa I 1 or 
E-polarization. In H-polarization results, the magnetic field component along the geological 
strike is used and consequently one speaks of perpendicular apparent resistivity, Pal. For a 
horizontally stratified Earth, Pa I I = PaL = Pa· For a homogeneous half-space, Pa equals the true 
resistivity of the half-space. There exist several other ways of defining the phase shift. 

When AMTequipment records only two components of the EM field , only scalar 
apparent resistivities can be calculated. In the instruments ECA 541-0 and 542-0, this is 
performed electronically. At the same time, the phase information is lost. 

Presentation of sounding curves 

The MT results are usually presented as sounding curves , ie., Pa as a function of 
decreasing frequency on a log-log scale. It has become standard practice to draw AMT results 
directly on the H-S-nomograms already in the field . The H- and S-lines give the possibility of 
rapidly estimating these interpretation parameters immediately after and/or during field work. 
Normally, a suitable number of readings (3-5) are taken at each frequency, and their average 
value is drawn (together with their extremes) on the nomogram at the measuring site. When an 
appropriately short distance between the sounding points has been used, the presentation of 
all the sounding curves along a profile simultaneously gives a qualitative quick-look on the 
behaviour of the electrical cross-section. The 20 distortion effects (Berdichevsky and Omitriev, 
1976) are easily recognized, provided sounding profiles in two perpendicular directions are 
used. 

Electric cross sections 

At the lower frequencies , the electromagnetic field penetrates deeper into the 
subsurface. The apparent resistivities are sometimes plotted along the profile so that the 
frequency decreases downwards and the Pa-values are contoured. The result is called a 
pseudosection, which is a rough estimate of the conductivity versus depth. If true vertical 
resistivity cross-sections are wanted, 20 numerical modelling is necessary for the complete 
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measuring profile. A suitable formal 1 D model is used as a starting model. For the most reliable 
fit, measurents in two independent directions should be used simultaneously. 

1 D interpretation 

Nomograms 

As explained , nomograms with H- and S-lines can be used for the first quantitative 
interpreration even in field conditions. Since the resistivity contrasts are often large, formal 10 
models give reasonable estimates for the most reliable parameters : the depth to a 
well-conducting layer and the layer conductance. Layer model curve fitting is also possible and 
may be useful when the sounding points are situated far fram each other. 

Resistivity-depth transformations 

Several methods have been proposed in the literature . The Niblett-Bostick 
transformation (Niblett and Sayn-Wittgenstein, 1960, Bostick, 1977) and its variants (Jones 
1983, Goldstein and Strangway, 1975) have at present gained the greatest popularity. The 
transformation is very efficient as a first 10 approximation of MT data. It can be written as 
(Goldberg and Rotstein, 1982) 

PNB(Z) = Pa(T) ( 1T / { 2q(T) } - 1) , (3) 

where <I>(T) is the phase of the apparent resistivity. Alternatively the transformation can be 
written (Weidelt, 1972, Jones 1983) in a form suitable for calculation also from scalar data 

PNB(Z) = Pa(T) { 1 + m(T) } / { 1 - m(T) }, (4) 

where 

m(T) = 0 {log [ Pa(T) 1/ 0 log (T)} = {T / Pa(T) } 0 [ Pa(T) I /oT 

is the slope of the apparent resistivity sounding curve in log-log presentation . Two points at 
both ends of the sounding curve have to be sacrificed to the determination of the slope m(T) . 

Fig. 1 shows a theoretical example of using the Niblett-Bostick transformation. The 
forward problem has been calculated with the recursive algorithm of Kunetz (1972). The layers 
are shown by dashed lines. The transformation gives realistic depths and conductivities for 
conducting layers. The transformation works less weil for resistive layers. 

Curve fitting 

For selected soundings, where a closer model is required , a layer model can be fitted to 
the data by standard least-squares inversion (optimization) techniques. The method consists of 
fitting the logarithm of apparent resistivity by the so called hyberparabolic method (Lakanen, 
1975), where 2-4 model parameters (Iayer resistivities and thicknesses) are optimized 
simultanously. A layer model fit (Peikonen et al. , 1979) seldom significantly impraves the model 
obtained from, H-S-line estimation, pravided proper distortion corrections have been applied. 
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Fig. 1. Niblett-Bostick inversion of theoretical 4-layer AMT data with varying th ickness of the 3rd 
(conductive) layer. The well-conducting layer is resolved and located with good accuracy. The 
frequency band 0.01 - 100 000 Hz is used (Heikka, unpublished material). 

20 interpretation 

Modelling principles 

In most cases relevant in prospecting, the conductive structures are not 1 D, and in 
these cases more complicated models have to be used. Because of the complexities of the EM 
equations, numerical methods like finite differences (FD), finite elements (FE) or integral 
equations (IE) have to be used (e.g. , Kaikkonen, 1980). Although several program variants are 
in use in Finland, the most efficient programs are using the Finite Element method and are 
capable of handling simultaneously up to 10 units with different conductivity, dielectric and/or 
magnetic parameters (Kaikkonen, 1979). An illustrative collection of examples has recently 
been presented by Pelkonen (1985) . 

Case histories 

Structural mapping 

In 1981 , test measurements were performed jointly in the Talvivaara area by the 
Geological Survey of Finland and the University of Oulu. The aim was to study the applicability 
of the AMT method in obtaining geoelectrical structural information about the area. The VLF-R 
results along the same profiles are described in paper of Hjelt et al. of this collection . 
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Fig. 2. Location (A) and geology (8) & (C) (Heino and Havola, 1980) of the survey area of Talvivaara in 
the southern part of the Kainuu schist belt. 
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The survey area is situated in Sotkamo, in the southern part of the Kainuu schist belt 
(Fig. 2) . The measuring profiles are located perpendicular to the structural trend (2270 ) of the 
area. The sounding curves are given in Fig. 3 for two perpendicular directions of the electric 
field.(Please observe that the sounding points are not equispaced along the profile). 
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Fig. 3. AMTS profi les in the Talvivaara area. The direction 3170 is perpendicu lar to and 2270 along the 
regional strike respectively. A. The Rajala profile (no 1, Fig. 2c) ac ross the contact between the 
granitic surrounding and the Kainuu schist formation and the Tammasuo profile (no 2, Fig. 2c) across 
the western boundary of the black sch ist block (note that the sounding points are not equispaced). 
B. The Kohisevanpuro profile. 
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The contact between the resistive (mica schists) and conductive (black schists) blocks of the 
area is sharp when the electric field is measured in the 2270 direction. Because of the 
approximate two-dimensionality of the structure, this can be considered as the E-polarization 
direction. Above the conductive schist belt formation , the low frequency parts of all the 
sounding curves have a decreasing slope. Also the general level of apparent resistivity is lower 
than above the resistive areas. 
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Fig. 4. The tectonic and magnetic map of the Rautuvaara area (A) and the Hannukainen deposits (8). 
(Hiltunen, 1981). 

Mapping of conducting horizons 

The first application of the AMT method to mineral prospecting in Finland was made in 
1976 near the Rautuvaara iron mine of Rautaruukki Oy (Peikonen et al. , 1979). The sounding 
points were located mainly along the profile x= 96.80, which traverses the gently dipping, 
conductive (1 to 100m) skarn iron ore lenses of the Hannukainen area. This survey, carried out 
as a co-operative study by Rautaruukki Oy and the Department of Geophysics, University of 
Oulu, with the French ECA 541 -0 system, revealed deeper continuations to the known ore 
lenses along the dip. Hole R-162 was drilled in response to the AMT results . A conductive 
magnetic layer was found at a depth of 417 m, in fairly good agreement with the AMT 
interpretation . 

Encouraged by the first experimental AMT survey and the favourable geological 
structure of the area, more extensive AMT surveys have been conducted later in several 
stages. In 1981 an extensive, systematic AMT survey was carried out in order to map the deep 
ore reserves of the Hannukainen area. Within the area (Fig. 4) ,15 km2 of scalar AMT data were 
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obtained using the new ECA 542-0 system. Altogether 950 sites were sounded in a grid of 
200 m by 100 m (sometimes 50 m) . 

In a region where the depth of the conducting layer was known, the azimuthai 
dependence of the apparent resistivity was studied. Within reasonably small e margins of error, 
the depth of the conductive layer was obtained trom the sounding curves for most measuring 
directions. The S-values (conductivity x thickness) are different only if determined trom EW 
directed scalar soundings. The direction of the E-polarization of the AMT field was assumed to 
be in major parts of the area parallel to the geological strike. Thus the systematic AMT survey 
was performed measuring the E-field along this strike. 
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Fig. 5. Apparent resistivity profile map of the Hannukainen AMTS area for the frequency of 23 Hz. 
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The weil known energy minimum ot the source tield around 1 to 3 kHz was clearly 
noted during the whole survey. Thus the resistivities tor this trequency band had to be omitted 
trom the interpretation in most cases. These data were replaced by the apparent resistivity 
value trom VLF-R-measurements at 16.4 kHz. The interpretation included the three main 
steps , data processing (presentation of sounding curves and removal of unreliable data 
points) , 10 inversion and qualitative estimation of 20 and 3D effects . The sounding curves 
were plotted on the HP 98458 desktop computer of Rautaruukki Oy Exploration. From the data 
base created, a great variety of graphical representations could be easily obtained, individal 
sounding curves, profile and contour maps , pseudosections or residual profiles. A 10 
interactive curve fitting system was included in the data processing. 
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Fig. 6. Apparent resistivity contour map of the Hannukainen AMTS area for the frequency of 23 Hz. 
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Fig. 7. Apparent resistivity pseudosections (A) and residual profiles (8) of the Hannukainen AMTS area. 
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A reasonable accuracy was obtained with1 D interpretations using the simple H-S-line 
technique (Berdichevsky, 1968), since the geology of the area was clearly layered and the 
resistivity contrast between the conductor and the surrounding rock was great (>300). Some 
problems of equivalence were studied more in detail using the 1 D curve fitting method 
(Peikonen et al. , 1979) . Figures 5 and 6 give a curve presentation for the qualitative 
interpretation stage. From profile (Fig. 5) and contoured (Fig. 6) Pa maps, the initial estimate of 
the geoelectrical cross-section can be obtained approximately at the skin depth of the 
frequency in question . The pseudosection (Fig . 7A) gives simultaneously lateral and 
frequency dependent variations of apparent resistivity. In the residual technique (Koziar, 
1976), apparent resistivity profiles are constructed by normalizing the resistivity values with the 
regional average at each frequency. The most resistive and most conductive parts of the 
survey are easily separated (Rg. 7B). 
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Fig. 8. 1 D interpretation of the Hannukainen AMTS data along profile X = 96.80. Drill holes DH 182, DH 
197, and DH 162 intersected conducting and magnetic material at depths corresponding to the 
conducting layers of the 1 D model. 

In the 1 D interpretation result (Fig. 8) , the eastern part of the conductor is associated 
with the known ore body. The plotted 1 D conductor depths give the impression of a 
continuous, gently dipping structure. At the extreme sounding sites in the western part of the 
profile, the depth of the conductor increases rapidly. This is a typical behaviour of 1 D inversion 
close to the edge of a 2D (or 3D) structure. By measuring at such locations, the azimuthai 
properties of the apparent resistivity, 2D effects are easily recognized also trom scalar AMT data 
(for tensor MT data, such parameters as the skew and tipper give corresponding information). 

The AMT method played a very important role when the ore bodies of the 
Hannukainen area were mapped with geophysical methods (Hattula, 1978). The AMT data 
gave valuable information about both the horizontal and the vertical location of conducting 
structures related to the ore formations in the area. 

6 403333F 
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Use of controlled sources 

In 1980, the Outokumpu Co did CSAMT field work using arented Geotronics Co. 
EMT-5000 (transmitter) and EMR-1 (receiver) system. The apparent resistivities are calculated 
separately at 16 frequencies from 1 to 9600 Hz. The test aimed at a comparison of the CSAMT 
results with earlier natural field scalar AMT results. 
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Fig. 9. Map marking the location of the Outokumpu formation. 

Tests were made during a two month period in the Polvijärvi area , northeast of the town 
Outokumpu (Fig. 9) . The Outokumpu formation includes a horizon with copper-ore potentiality. 
The horizon extends to the north and includes a small mineralization at Saramäki. The geology 
of the Outokumpu formation has been described in detail by Koistinen (1981), and the 
geophysical work done in the area has been summarized by Ketola (1979) . The AMT 
measurements in the area have been described by Lakanen (1986). 

In the first CSAMT test, the signal levels and the distortions of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
conditions were established. The transmitted power was about 3 kW, the source dipole length 
(the length of the current cable)100 m and the resistivity of the environment on the average 
5000 Dm. A comparison between the CSAMT and AMT soundings is shown in Fig. 10. A 
fracture zone, located about 1.6 km from the transmitter, caused an anomaly, which made a 
comparison difficult. The increasing distortion of apparent resistivity from the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard-condition , when approaching the transmitter site , is evident. The 
resistivities at low frequencies differ by a factor of 4 and higher frequencies by a factor of less 
than 2, approximately as expected from theoretical considerations (e.g., Kaufmann and Keller, 
1983). The low level of resistivity is attributed to a conductive horizon at depth. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of CSAMT and AMT apparent resistivity profiles in the Polvijärvi area of the 
Outokumpu formation. A. Lowest AMT frequencies (5-8 Hz), B. medium AMT frequencies (32-37 Hz). 

At the lowest frequencies (5 Hz) the magnetic field component became too weak to be 
measured when the distance trom the transmitter approached 3 km. The apparent resistivity of 
the CSAMT was still two orders of magnitude higher than for the natural source AMT (8 Hz). At 
32 Hz a useful signal was still obtained 4 km away trom the source. The measured mode was in 
principle equivalent to E-polarization. 

When a long transmitter cable (3000 m) was used in the H-polarization mode, the level 
of the magnetic field signal was accordingly strongly enhanced. At 5 Hz (compared with 8 Hz fo 
AMT) the apparent resistivity values differed by a factor of 5 to 10, whereas the same values 
were obtained at 32 Hz. The result supports the 3 times skin-depth condition given by, among 
others, Goldstein and Strangway (1975). 

With its complex but well-studied geology, the Saramäki area is interesting target for 
geoelectrical studies. There is an abundance of long, good conductors, which crop out and dip 
gently (200 to 300 ) towards the east. One of the profiles of Fig. 11 was surveyed using four 
different transmitter sites (Nos. 4-7 in the Figure). All the transmitters are located at a distance 
of 3 km from the measuring site. The results on the lowest frequencies (5 and 8 Hz, 
respectively, Fig. 12) along profile X = 82.4 differ markedly depending on the location of the 
transmitter. 

Transmitter location 4 is closest to the H-polarization mode situation, whereas the others 
can be more or less approximated as E-polarization modes. The lowest resistivities are naturally 
obtained for transmitter position 6, wh ich is located on the footwall side of the bed with several 
conducting layers. When the results are interpreted by 10 modelling, the most consistent 
results are obtained for the AMT data. The depth to the conducting horizon connected to the 
drilled ore formation is weil resolved. The orebody is very highly conductive, with a 
conductivity of more than 1000 S/m. (The black schists are accounting for only 10 to 100 S/m 
and the rest of the formation trom 1 to 0.01 S/m.). The best CSAMT interpretation using this 
technique is obtained for transmitter position 6. A 20 modelling test yielded a much broader 
anomaly than the measured one when a single conductor was located at the depth of the 
drilled ore body (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 11. Geology of the Saramäki area of the Outokumpu formation showing the survey area (hatehed) 
and the transmitter sites of the CSAMT experiment. 
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Fig.12. Comparison of CSAMT and AMT apparent resistivity profiles in the Saramäki area of the 
Outokumpu formation for the lowest AMT frequeneies . Variation of apparent resistivity with the 
transmitter loeation in the CSAMT indieates variations in the geoeleetrieal strueture of the area. 

Some experiments were also performed with the directional properties of the apparent 
resistivity measurements. Although some results indicate minimum resistivities in directions 
that sometimes correspond to the strike of the primary fold axes in the area and sometimes to 
the strike of layers outcropping against an uplifted granitic dome, no definite conclusions can 
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Fig. 13. 10 inversion results of three CSAMT soundings with different transmitter sites (A.- C.) 
and the inversion of AMTS data (0 .). The geological cross section is indicated in A and the existing 
boreholes in all the sections interpreted. 

It is evident that more elaborate interpretation procedures are needed for CSAMT data, 
although performance of the measurements in the field are easier and quicker to perform. 
Higher power could in principle be used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at greater 
distances, but then safety problems and disturbances from , e.g., general telephone 
communication will arise. The use of loop transmitters seems to require, according to 
theoretical estimations, still higher power. 
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EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF THE VLF-R METHOD 
TO PROSPECTING BEDROCK STRUCTURES 

by 

S.-E. Hjelt, J.V. Heikka, T.K. Pernu and E.I.O. Sandgren 

Hjelt, S.-E., Heikka, J.V., Pernu, T.K. & Sandgren, E.1.0., 1990. Examples of 
the application of the VLF-R method to prospecting bedrock structures . Geologian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 87-99,8 figs, 1 table. 

The present paper describes the use of the VLF resistivity (VLF-R) method. The source 
field is essentially a plane wave originating from distant radio transmitters. The method is a quick 
and versatile means of determining various structures of the bedrock, of importance also in 
connection with mineral prospecting. The depth extent of the method is also good (in 
favourable situations up to 300 m). All Finnish VLF-R measurements have been made with the 
Canadian GEONICS EM 16-R system. 

A two-Iayer model is routinely employed in interpreting the data, either with the help of 
nomograms or using an equivalent computer program. Also 2D computer modelling has been 
used. 

The application examples describe the main features of VLF-R measurements , the 
importance of the phase information and the use of sufficient point density. Typical applications 
include the location of contacts between different rock types and vertical or nearly vertical 
zones of conductive and resistive veins, the determination of the relief of a resistive bedrock or 
of the thickness of a ground-water layer. Also the quality (resistivity and its anisotropy) of the 
bedrock can be obtained. 

Key words: electromagnetic induction, VLF, electrical conductivity, mineral exploration, crust, 
two-dimensional models, case studies, Talvivaara, Suhanko, Finland 

E.II.IoT, C.-3., XeAz:z:a, R .B., nepBY, T.K., CaBJlrpeB, 3 .H .O, 1990. IIpHMepl>I 

npHMeHeHHH MeTOJla cBepxHHßlCHX t{acToT (VLF-R) JlAH CTPYKTY pHoro KapTHpoBaHHH 

KOpeHHl>IX nopoJl . reOAOrHqeClCHA: geHTp tHHAHHJlHH, ?anopT HCCAeJlOBaHHH 95. 87-99, 
.Y!JlJI. 8. 

B pa60Te OnHCl>IBaeTCH HcnOAbßOBaHHe pe3HcToMeTpH6ecKoro MeTOJla 

cBepxHH3KHX qaCTOT (VLF-R) . Y!3AyqaIO\!lee nOAe npH 3TOM npeJlCTaBAHeT npaKTHqeCKH 

nAocKYIO BOAHY OT JlaAeKHX paJlHOnepeJlaTqHlC OB. MeTOJl HBAHeTCH 6l>ICTPl>IM H rH6KHM 

HHcTpYMeHToM JlAH OnpeJleAeHHH pa3AHqHl>IX CTPYKTYP B rOpHl>IX nopoJlax , HMeIO\!lHx 

Ba)!(HOe 3HaqeHHe B qaCTHOCTH B reoAorOpa3BeJlOqHOA npaKTHKe. rAy6HHHocTb MeTOJla 

TaK)!(e HenAoxa. B tHHAHHJlHH Bce H3MepeHHH n o Ha3BaHHoMY MeTOJlY Bl>InOAHeHl>I C 

nOM0\!lbIO lCaHaJlCKOA annapaTypl>I MaplCH GEONICS EM 16·R. 
IIpH HHTepnpeTalJHH JlaHHl>IX B npOH3BOJl CTBeHHoM Ma Clli Ta 6e HcnoAb3yeTcH 

JlBYCAoAHaH MOJleAb, AH60 npH nOM0\!lH HOMorpaM AH60 C nOM0\!lbIO cooTBeTcTBYIOllleA 

Bl>IqHCAHTeAbHoA npOrpaMMl>I . ECTb Onl>IT npHMeHeHHH JlBYMepHoro MOJleAHpOBaHHH Ha 

3BM. 

IIpHBeJleHHl>Ie npHMepl>I nOlCa3l>IBaIOT rAaBHl>Ie oc06eHHOCTH H3MepeHHA: no MeTOJlY 

VLF-R, KaK -TO Ba)!( HOCTb HaAH'CiRH .ztaHHl>IX 0 taeOBOM pe)!(HMe H CbeMKH C JlOCTa TOqHOA 

qaCToToA: TOqelC H3MepeHHH . THnH'iHl>IMH BH.ztaMH npHMeHeHHH MeTOJla HBAHIOTCH 

npOCAell<HBaHHe KOHTaKTOB pa3HOTKIIlWX nopo.zt H BepTHKaAbHl>IX HAH cyI5BepTHKaAbHl>IX 

)!(HA, pa3AHqaIOl,YHXCH cBoeA: npOBO.ztHMOCTDIO; OnpeJleAeHHe peAbeta lCOpeHHl>IX nopoJl C 

OMHqe<:II:HM conpoTHBAeHHeM HAH M0I:!lHOCTH CAOH rpYHTOBl>IX BO.zt . Z!aAee, C n OMolllbIO 

.ztaHHoro M&TOJla B03MOllCHO OnpeJleAeHHe napaM&TpOB lI:aqeCTBa (conpOTHBAeHHH H ero 

aHH30TponHH) 1I:0neHHHX nopoJl. 
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Description of the method 

The source field 

The VLF method was first taken into use in the late 1960's (Fraser, 1969, Paterson and 
Rönkä, 1971). The source field consists of a plane EM wave which is generate~ in the 
frequency range of 15-30 kHz by powerful radio stations used f?r lo~g dlstance 
telecommunication purposes and for the transmission of standard time Signals. Also 
semitransportable stations for prospecting purposes have been used. 

Table 1. VLF-stations with useful field strengths in Espoo, S. Finland (GSF annual report 
1986). 

Freq . Code Location Bearing Distance Field strength Comments 

[kHz] [degrees] [km] dB[ IlV/m] 

- - ------- - - - ----------------------- ------------------ -------- ------

15.1 FUO France 236 2409 67 
16.0 GBR U.K. 253 1808 60 
16.4 JXZ Norway 325 908 63 irregular 
16.8 FTA2 238 1918 52 weak 
17.1 UMS USSR 118 877 63 irregular 
18.1 UPD8 USSR 18 1052 66 irregular 
18.5 DH035 FRG 241 1308 68 irregular 
19.0 GQD U.K. 256 1884 60 
19.6 GBZ U.K. 253 1808 57 

In order to make efficient measurements, the direction of the transmitter should be 
along the strike of a conducting structure. Then the magnetic field component of the source 
field is perpendicular to the largest plane of the conductor and the induction effect is at its 
maximum . Although the number of possible stations is limited at many places in Finland, 
measurable signals of properly directed VLF can be found at most loactions in Finland. 

The measurements 

Above a homogeneous, conducting ground, both the magnetic and electrical 
componenets of the radiowave field are essentially horizontal. Lateral conductivity changes 
distort the current distribution induced in the ground. The resulting anomalous magnetic field 
depends on the current distribution. Inside good conductors, the flow of current is enhanced, 
and the direction of the total magnetic field tilts in the vicinity of the conductors. Since the 
anomalous part of the field has a phase shift in relation to the homogeneous primary field, the 
total field is elliptically polarized. 

The first applications of the VLF method were intended to measure these distorted 
polarizations of the magnetic field. These so called tilt angle measurements are suitable for the 
detection of vertical conductivity boundaries or conductors . The measured data are 
transformed using filtering techniques (Fraser, 1979) in order to facilitate interpretation or to 
produce apparent current cross-sections (Karous and H jelt, 1978, 1983). 

Tilt angle measurements have lately been to a large extent replaced in regional 
reconnaissance and structural studies by the VLF-R resistivitY,VLF-R method. In the variant, 
the quotient between the electric and the magnetic field is measured. Since the primary field is 
a plane wave, the quotient is proportional to the apparent resistivity and the phase between the 
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fields (Tikhonov, 1950; Cagniard, 1953). 

Pa = (1/wl1) (E/H)2 
(1 ) 

<1> = arg (E/H) 

The phase is a very sensitive and useful parameter for determining the conductivities of the 
bedrock structures. 

Equipment 

Practically all measurements in Finland are performed with the Canadian Geonics 
EM16R instrument, one of the main designers (V. Rönkä) of which is Finnish by birth. The 
magnetic field components are recorded using standard ferrite coils and the electric field using 
two electrodes positioned 10m apart. Amplification of the signal is provided by circuitry inside 
the electrode handles. Lately, instrumental development has been going on at the Geological 
Survey of Finland to produce an airborne variant of the VLF-R system. (GSF Annual Report 
1986) . 

Interpretation principles 

2-layer models, nomogram interpretation 

The common procedure in VLF-R interpretation has been to use the 2-layer 
nomograms provided by the manufacturer of the instrument (Geonics, 1975). As Hjelt et al. 
(1985) have pointed out, the nomograms are only a graphical counterpart of the classical 
two-Iayer apparent resistivity of magnetotellurics: 

IPal = P1 (coth2 x + tan2 y)/ (1 + coth2 x * tan2 y) (2) 

ct>= 2 atan {((coth2 x - 1) + tan y)/ (coth x (1 + tan2 y))} 

with 
x = - y + coth-1 (/ (P2/P1)} 

y = - h1 I (1[l1of / A1) 

The nomograms provide a rapid means of establishing the main electric parameters of the 
bedrock. Provided the surface layer conductivity can be estimated (normally from the 
properties of the soil at the measuring sites) , the thickness of the overburden and the 
conductivity (resistivity) of the bedrock can be found. Since only two parameters are measured 
at each site (Pa and <1» , only two model parameters can be found per site. If two perpendicular 
(or nearly perpendicular) signals are available, additionallayer parameters can be determined 
(Hjelt et al. , 1985). 

2-layer models, computer methods 

Since the two-Iayer curves are mathematically quite simple, the nomogram two-Iayer 
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intrepretation can also be performed quicklyon a modest calculator or microcomputer. The 
most efficient interpretative procedure is to combine the VLF tilt angle and VLF-R 
measurements as has been pointed out by Kaikkonen (1980b) . 20 modelling requires a 
numerical calculation program , e.g. of the finite element type (Kaikkonen, 1979, 1980a, 
1980b). 

Computer 20 modelling 

An alternative to 20 interpretation is to calculate apparent current distributions, by e.g. , 
using the filtering technique proposed by Karous and Hjelt (1978, 1983). In this technique, the 
current density induced in the ground is assumed to be confined to a layer of preselected 
thickness Oz. The distribution of the current density in this layer is obtained by the linear filter 
(Karous and Hjelt, 1983) 

!:l.z * 1 (0)/(271") == - 0.102 H-3 + 0.059 H-2 - 0.561 H-1 + 0.561 H1 - 0.059 H2 + 0.102 H3 
(3) 

1(0) == 0.5 [I (!:l.x /2) + I (- !:l.x /2)] 

Repeating the filtering for data sets with various !:l.x, the current density is factually 
approximated at various depths . The result can be considered as an apparent current 
distribution (pseudosection) and it is highly illustrative for picturing the qualitative behaviour of 
the subsurface electrical structure. It is straightforward to produce a similar nonlinear filter and 
thus to approximate the true current distribution more realistically. 

Field examples 

VLF-R measurements are often used as a complementary and high-frequency check 
("calibration") on AMT soundings, but their greatest value is as such in reconnaissance 
profiling . The productivity of VLF-R measurements is very good and in highly resistive 
environments weil conducting zones may be detected from depths of about 200-300 meters. 
Resistivity work should, whenever feasible, be completed by tilt angle measurements, since 
these are the most sensitive ones for detecting vertical conductivity contrasts . The use of both 
versions of the VLF-method is described in the subsequent examples. 

The location of contacts between different rock types 
(Sotkamo, Talvivaara) 

This VLF study was carried out jointly in 1981 by the Department of Geophysics, 
University of Oulu, and the Geological Survey of Finland. The survey area is situated in 
Sotkamo, in the southern part of the Kainuu schist belt (Fig 1.) Three main profiles were 
measured in order to study the detectional capabilities of the AMTS and VLF-R methods. One 
of the measured profiles crossed the contact between two bedrock blocks. The block of mica 
schists is resistive (typical in situ resistivities being 2000-3000 Om) whereas the block 
consisting of black schists is a good conductor (typical in situ resistivities being 0.01-10 Om). 

The thickness of the overburden is only a few meters. The contact can be located quite 
accurately, within a few meters, when the H-polarization is measured and when the density of 
the measuring points along the profile is sufficient (Fig. 2A) . The change in E-polarization 
curves is more gradual (Fig. 28). For reliable interpretation tests, measurements in different 
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Fig.1. Location (A) and geology (8) & (C) (Heino and Havola, 1980) of the VLF survey area in Sotkamo, 
Talvivaara, in the southern part of the Kainuu schistbelt. 
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directions in the survey region are essential to make sure that true H-polarization data are 
obtained. 

B) VLF·R 
TALVIVAARA. 1981 
STATIONJXZ ~~ 
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Fig. 2. VLF-R profiles above the contact between blocks of resistive mica schists and conductive black 
schists in the Talvivaara area: (A) H-polarization, (8) E-polarization . 
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Fig. 3. VLF-R H-polarization profiie ac ross the bedrock contact of Fig. 2 and its 2-layer interpretation. At 
each part ofthe profile the typical range of depths to the conductive bedrock is given in meters. The 
rocks marked mica sChists based on geological mapping are good conductors, suggesting that the black 
schist block continuees up to the quartzite area (cf., the text). 
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The interpretational value of the phase angle is demonstrated in Fig. 3 (profile 3 of 
Fig. 1). The contact between the mica and black schist blocks (at about x = 150 m) is based on 
geological mapping of the surface rocks with uncertainties resulting trom the overburden. The 
apparent resistivity is higher above the area mapped as schists. But since the phase is still on a 
high level, it may be concluded that the mica schist area in fact contains more highly conductive 
material, i.e., the black schists extend up to the quartzite area. The depth of the surface of the 
conductors can be determined by the 2-layer nomogram technique. Increasing apparent 
resistivity values together with a simultaneous low level of the phase angle above the quartzite 
area shows that no conductors can be detected in this area. 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the VLF-R data and the interpreted AMT 1 D 
conductive models for profile 4 in Fig. 1. (For further discussion of the AMTS profiles, see Hjelt 
et al. , this issue) . In the resistive area (AMT points 8-16) the apparent VLF-resistivity is high 
and the phase weil below 45°. Indications of conductors can be seen between 260-320 m and 
780-860 m on the profile (the apparent VLF-resistivity descreases and the phase is above or 
close to 45°). Here the AMT-soundings support the conclusions drawn trom the VLF-R data. 
According to the AMTS interpretation, conductors are located at a depth of 200-300 m. The 
VLF field does not penetrate deep enough at these sites to give indications about the deeper 
conductors of the 2D AMT model. Thus the VLF-R can be useful as a reconnaissance tool for 
locating conductors in resistive regions down to a few hundred meters. It is preferable that the 
VLF-R results are complemented by either AMTS or DeS results . 
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Fig. 4. Correlation between VLF-R, H-polarization data and interpreted AMT Gonducting layers. 

The location of vertical or nearly vertical zones of conductive and resistive 
veins (Haukipudas, Northern East Bothnian schist areal 

The northern East Bothnian schist area represents a typical Finnish bedrock complex. 
Greywackes and volcanics with layers of graphitic schists containing some (pyrite and 
pyrrhotite) mineralizations alternate with resistive granitic rocks. The topography is rather flat 
and the Quaternary overburden is typically 1 to 8 meters thick, and seldam exceeding twenty 
meters. The bedrock at the sampie profile of the northern East Bothnian schist area is layered 
and consists of mainly steeply dipping, parallel and thin conducting layers of graphitic schist. 
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Fig. 5. Part of a test profile across the northern East Bothnian schist area. A. Ground magnetic vertical 
anomaly and its 20 interpretation: 1 == calculated anomaly; 2 == measured anomaly; 3 == 20 model with 
susceptibility in SI units . B. VLF tilt angle and corresponding apparent current density 
pseudosection: 1 == Re {Hz}; 2 = Im{Hz}; 3 == irel; 4 == 2*irel; 5 == 3*irel. [VLF-station JXZ, 16.4 kHz]. C. 
VLF-R data: 1 = parallel apparent res istivity [E-pol, JXZ, 16.4 kHz]; 2 = perpendicular apparent resistivity 
[H-pol, FUO, 15.1 kHz]; 3 = phase (E, H) trom 25 to 400 ; 4 = phase (E, H) trom 50 to 700 ; 3 = phase (E, H) 
above 700 (trom Hielt, 1979). 
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The sampie profile, only apart of which is shown in Fig. 5, runs across a distinct 
aeromagnetic anomaly. The corresponding magnetic vertical component ground profile 
confirms the verticality of the conducting and magnetized structure. Many VLF tilt angle 
anomalies correlate with the magnetic anomalies. The magnetic anomalous part extends from 
about x = 700 m to 1.400 m with a clear intern al structure of strongly magnetized veins (Fig. 
5A) . The VLF tilt angle profile has anomalies on the order of 15-25 % at both ends of the 
magnetized region (Fig. 5B). The tilt angle profile can qualitatively be interpreted either as two 
distinct vertical conductors at about x = 700 and 1400 m or as a broader conductive block of 
about the same width as the main magnetized region , but with a possible internal structure. 
The equivalent current density interpretation (bottom part of Fig. 5B) , obtained by the 
Karous-H jelt filter (Karous and H jelt, 1977, 1983), confirms the verticality of the structure and 
bears vague evidence in favour of the latter interpretation. 

The VLF-R results (Fig. 5C) indicate that the whole structure from x = 700 to 1400 m 
conducts weil , since both the apparent resistivity is low and the phase angle clearly exceeds 
45l:l: . This profile shows definitely that also the conductivity has an internal structure and 
consists apparently of vertical conductive bands (veins) . As in magnetotellurics , the 
perRendicular apparent resistivity (H-polarization) delineates the conductors more properly 
thanthe parallel (E-polarization) data. 

Around x = 800 m, an exceptionally small point separation (5, even 2.5, meters) was 
used. The result demonstrates the horizontal resolution capacity of the VLF-R method in SUC!l 

vertically layered conductive regions . (One should recognize that the GEONICS EM16R 
instrument used is actually insensitive to apparent resistivities below 10 Dm, so all the lower 
values in Fig. 5C should be considered only qualitatively . Therefore all the phase values are 
given in three broad categories only.) 

Regional structural research 
(Suhanko intrusion) 

A discontinuous belt of layered mafic intrusions extends 270 km across northern 
Finland trom Tornio, on the Swedish border, to Näränkävaara, at the Soviet bord er (cf. , Fig. 2 in 
Rekola, 1985). The intrusions of Suhanko and Konttijärvi, belonging to this belt, intruded 
between the Archean basement cOlTlplex and the Peräpohjola Schist Belt of Svecokarelian 
metasediments and volcanics about 2.25 Ga ago (Vuorelainen et al. , 1982). The Suhanko 
intrusion is composed mainly of monotonous gabbro. Discontinuous belts of ultramafic rocks, 
predominantly peridotite, occur at the marginal zone near the base of the intrusion, in contact 
with the gneissose granite of the basement. The lower part of the marginal zone has 
discontinuous layers of pyrrhotite with some Cu-Ni-mineralizations. Some minerals of the 
platinum group have been found in the Konttijärvi intrusion (Isohanni, 1971 , Vuorelainen et al. , 
1982). Geophysical studies of the Niittylampi- Vaaralampi mineralization of the Suhanko 
intrusion have been described by Rekola (1985). 

A project was carried out in 1984-86 by the Department of Geophysics, University of 
Oulu, in co-operation with the Lapin Malmi Company (Outokumpu Oy) and financed by the 
Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry to study and determine the main structure of the 
Suhanko intrusion. A considerable number of VLF (94 line-km) and AMT measurements (about 
500 soundings) were carried out and interpreted during the project (Pernu et al. ,1986; 
Keränen, 1987; Lerssi,1988). A wealth of other data gathered since 1964 by the Lapin Malmi 
company (previously Outokumpu Oy) and by the project itself was combined to obtain an 
integrated structural model for the intrusion. 

The western and southeastern wings of the intrusion are wedgelike basins with 
thicknesses varying trom 100 to 500 m. The conducting layers in the contact between the 
gabbros of the intrusion and the surrounding granites are clearly to be seen in the VLF-R data. 
Thus the method can be used to locate the boundary along most parts of these wings. The 
depth of the intrusion requires lower than VLF trequencies to follow the conducting layers at 
the contact. The northern wing is thicker and the exact geometry of its boundary cannot be 
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Fig. 8. Electrical structural interpretation of the Suhanko intrusion , based on AMTS and VLF data. 

. o .. 

determined unambiguously. The central part of the intrusion is about 700-1000 m thick and the 
western boundary is steep or dips subvertically westwards. 

The map of Fig . 7 brings together all the VLF profiles on and around the Suhanko 
intrusion. The profiles have been classified and summarized into the interpretation map of 
Fig. 8. The surface conductors can be located and the whole intrusion can be divided into 
parts based on conductivity . Three categories were used: surface conductors , deep 
conducting horizons and resistive areas. The surface conductors were situated between the 
surface and depths trom 200 to 300 m. They occur mainly at the southeastern and southern 

7 403333F 
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contacts of the intrusion. The deep conductors are located 300 m or more below the surface. 
Areas are classified as resistive whenever the apparent resitivity is higher than1 000 Om and the 
phase angle below 20tx simultaneously. When the resistivity at the surface is high (about 
10000 Om) , the VLF-R method can be used to locate conducting horizons down to about 
300 m . 

When one combines the VLF-R data with the AMTS results, a final electrical 
interpretation map (Fig. 8) is obtained, clearly indicating the basinlike structure of the intrusion. 
The gravity and magnetic structural interpretations , which mainly support the electrical models, 
will not be discussed here further , although they have been essential to arriving at with the final 
result of Fig. 8. 

Other applications 

In addition to the foregoing examples ,VLF and VLF-R profiling can and has been 
applied to a variety of geological problems. The relief of a resistive bedrock can be reliably 
determined in cases where the thickness of the overburden is a significant part of the 
skin-depth at VLF trequencies. The conductance of a ground-water layer is the dominating part 
of the overburden conductance. Since the resistivity of a typical ground-water layer does not 
vary significantly, the two-Iayer interpretation of VLF-R measurements can provide reasonable 
estimates of the thickness of the ground-water layer. 

The quality of the bedrock can be assessed trom directional information about the 
ground electrical conductivity/resistivity and its anisotropy. Since the VLF method is essentially 
a plane wave method, this would require recording of the complete impedance tensor as in 
magnetotelluric measurements. Whenever two VLF transmitting signals with a difference in 
bearings trom the transmitters close to 90 degrees are available, such directional surveys can 
be made. Several factors , such as fracturization, less the resistive minerals and overburden 
depressions, affect bulk bedrock resistivity in a slmilar manner. This makes interpretation of VLF 
data ademanding task indeed, which cannot be solved without additional information obtained 
by other methods. The best result requires - as in any application of geophysics - an 
intelligent, problem-integrated and professional combination of geophysical and geological 
data. 
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THE CAPABILITIES OF ELECTRICAL PULSE METHODS WHEN PROSPECTING FOR ORE 
DEPOSITS IN GRAPHITIZED AND SULPHIDIZED FORMATIONS 

by 

H.N. Mikhailov and S.N. Sherechevsky 

Mikhailov, H.N. & Sherechevsky, S.N., 1990. The 
capabilities of electrical pulse methods when prospecting for ore 
deposits in graphitized and sulphidized formations. Geologian 
tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 100-104, 3 figs. 

Good results may be obtained with TEM involving the study of 
the later stages of the transient process in complex geological 
situations, when both sulphide mineralization, and the conductive 
formations of a non-ore nature (for instance, graphitized rocks) are 
present. In practice, however, such measuremen~ are strongly 
disturbed by an unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio. 

In prospecting for ore deposits in the presence of graphitized 
and sulphidized formations the most efficient of electrical pulse 
methods proved to be that of induced polarization when various time 
responses and non linear effects were studied over a wide time 
range. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, 
transient methods, induced polarization, mineral exploration, metal 
ores, graphite, sulphides. USSR 

MBxaAAOB, r .H ., mepemeBCltBA, C.H ., 1990. 
B OS M O)KHOCTH HMnYl\bCHOH Sl\eKTpOpaSBe,ltKH npH n OHCKax 

PY ,ltHhIX MeCT Op O)K,lteHHH B Y Cl\OBHHX pasBHTHH 

rpa tHTHs HpoBaHHhIx H CYl\btH,ltHSHpOBaHHhIx o opaso BaHHH . 

r eOl\OrHqeCKHH yeHT p tHHl\HH,ltHH, Pano pT HCCl\e,ltOBaHHH 

95· 100-1 04. 11,1t,lt . 3. 
B Cl\O)KHhI X reOl\OrHqeC KHX YCl\OBHHX, KOr,lta HapH,lty 

C H CK OM OH CYl\btH,ltHOH MHHepal\HsaYHeH rrpHCYTCTBY~T 

n pOBo,ltHI1lHe o opasoBaHHH HepY,ltHOH npHpO,lthI, HanpHMep, 

r p atHTHSHpOBaHHhIe n Op O,lthI, nOl\O)KHTel\bHhIH pesy l\bTa T 

M O)KHO O)KH,ltaTb OT MeTo ,lta nepeXO,ltHhIX npoyeccoB, 

HsyqaH nOS,ltHHe CTa,ltHH YCTaHOBl\eHHH nOl\H. O,ltHaKO Ha 

npaKTHKe OC Yl1leCTBHTb TaKHe HSMepeHHH Cl\O)KHO 

B Cl\ e ,ltCTBH e He ol\arOnpHHTHoro COOTHOlIIeHHH 

CHrHa l\ / n OMexa. 

IIpH n OHCKax PY,ltHhIX MeCTOpO)K,lteHHH B YCl\OBHHX 

paS BHTHH rpatHTHSHpOBaHHhIX H CYl\btH,ltHSHpOBaHHhIX 

oopaSOBaHHH HaHOOl\ee SHeKTHBHhIM HS MeTO,ltOB 

HMnYl\bCHOH Sl\eKTpOpaSBe,ltKH HBl\HeTCH MeTO,lt 

BhISBaHHOH n Ol\HpHsaYHH C HsyqeHHeM paSl\HqHhIX 

BpeMeHHhIX xapaKTepHCTHK H Hel\HHeHHhIX StteKTOB B 

IIIHPOKOM BpeMeHHOM ,ltHanaSOHe . 
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The ever-increasing bulk of prospecting activities involving the transient 
electromagnetic methods (TEM) and induced polarization methods (IP) under various 
geological conditions has resulted in anomalies, the relation to the target metallization of which 
has not been confirmed by subsequent chock drilling. Of great importance is therefore, is the 
study of the EM-field transient processes in real media in order to devise criteria for relating 
such anomalies to economic metallizations. 

In a complex geological situation where, in addition to sulphide mineralization, the 
conducting formations of a non-ore nature (for instance graphitized rocks) are present , good 
results may be obtained with TEM involving study of the later stages of the transient process. 
In practice , however, this procedure is strongly disturbed by an unfavourably low 
signal-to-noise ratio. Such being the case, the IP method is needed. 

The size of inclusions greatly affects the chargeability and its time responses to rock 
material. The experimental investigations carried out on different rock sam pies (1) show that 
the chargeability increases linearly along with the size of the sulphide grains, their cubic 
content remaining constant; in graphite, the chargeability decreases monotonically, its 
magnitude being correlated with the graphite porosity. As the latter increases, the true surface 
of the graphite becomes larger, while the current density diminishes, resulting in a decrease of 
chargeability . 

The rate of the IP-field decay (v) turns out to be a reliable interpretation parameter, 
which is characterized by the increment of the nduced potential iin a fixed time interval. Fig. 1 
shows the difference in v for pyrite-chalcopyrite ore and graphite. The measurement of 
abundant sampies showed (1) that the rate of induced potential decay during a relatively short 
charge (T = 0.3 s) is on the average higher in the sulphides examined than that in the 
graphites. The difference in chargeability and decay rate values is associated with differences 
in the mineral composition of the sam pies assayed. 
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Fig. 1. The IP decay rate in pyrite-chalcopyrite ore (1) and graphite with varying porosity (2) (after 
V.V. Kormiltsev) . 

To devise a technique for interpreting field data from complex geological environment, 
modelling was applied. Wet quartz sand with a resistivity of P1 = 100 Om and achargeability of 
111 = 0.2 % was taken as a host medium. Metallic plates with aseparation of 60 cm were used as 
current electrodes . The measurements were performed in the central part of the array where 
the primary field was nearly uniform. The polarizing current density U) was taken rather low to 
establish the independence of the surface polarization factor (x) . In such conditions the 
similarity parameter must be consistent with the equation (1). 
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= const, 

where: h - depth to the center of the polarizable body; 
a - its characteristic size; 
K - surface polarization factor; 
p - host medium resistivity. 

(1 ) 

In the primary uniform field, K is the factor of proportionality between the IP-emf and the 
polarizing current density. Note that, for ore minerals, K varies in the range of 1 to 10, which 
corresponds to the IP-emf of tens mV when the current density is 1 llA/cm2. 

A graphite sphere and a sulphide ore sam pie were taken as the models of polarizable 
objects , both showing good resistance to oxidation. The current in the line was 15 llA. 

The modelling results with the gradient array prove that both objects are characterized 
by intense anomalies of differential chargeability (il) in the specified measuring range (t = 64 
ms). Considerable discrepancies are seen in the dll plot reflecting the rate of change in 11, 
which has a negative value above the model of impregnated sulphide ore and a positive one 
above the graphite sphere. 

The possibility of sorting the anomalies according to the IP time responses is based on 
principal variations , which, for each geoelectric section, exist as numerical values of maximum 
abscissae (T 0) of derivatives of the IP-intensity taken by the logarithm of time. Experience 
proves the possibility of discriminating the anomalies associated with carbonaceous graphitized 
rocks and those caused by objects with a streaky-impregnated and massive sulphide 
mineralization. Fig. 2 comprises the 11 differential chargeability plots for different geological 
situations in the Karelia-Kola region. The increase of 11 in time above good conductors 
represented by streaky-impregnated copper-nickel mineralizations is very slow; therefore T 0 

may attain some tens of hours. Above the graphitized rocks 11 does not vary over a wide time 
range, while above the nonmineralized host rocks the value of Tl grows less in time and T 0 

varies in the millisecond range. 

Fig. 2. The plots of differential chargeability of sulphide copper-nickel ore (1), graphitized rocks (2) and 
gneisses (3). 
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The practical application of electrical pulse prospecting methods in media with a low 
contrast in polarization and electrical conduction indicates that the most reliable parameter for 
distinguishing between anomalies associated with graphitized rocks or with sulphide 
mineralization is the second derivative of the IP-field by the logarithm of time (~). It is measured 
with modern equipment as the finite increment of differential chargeability in a fixed time 
interval. The measured responses of ~ (t) are approximated by a sum of exponents with 
different time constants (Ti) and amplitude values (Ki) . They are presented as spectra wherein 
Ki characterizes the contribution of each exponential signal to the measured total effect. 
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Fig. 3. The plots of time responses (a) and their spectral representation (b) above sulphide ore (1), 
graphitized rocks (2) and gneisses (3). 

Fig. 3 illustrates the time functions ~ (t), which, being typical of the Kola-Karelian region, 
were measured over impregnated sulphide ores, graphitized rocks and nonmineralized 
gabbro-diabases. The considerable differences in time responses ~ (t) observed and their 
spectra confirm the practical effectiveness of the method developed in determining geological 
IP-anomalies. It was also established that the mineral composition of the electron-conducting 
inclusions determines the nonlinear I P effect, which is manifested in the differences between 
the charging and decay curves, when the inversion of the direction of the polarizing current 
takes place. Laboratory and field experiments show that time responses of nonlinear induced 
polarization over graphitized rocks have an extreme with a positive sign when the current is 
switched in and a negative one with the current switched off. Precisely the opposite situation 
is usually observed over the copper-nickel ores. 

Conclusion 

In prospecting for ore deposits in graphitized and sulphidized formations, induced 
polarization proved to be the most efficient of the electrical pulse methods. IP involves the 
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study of various time responses and nonlinear effects over a wide time range. 
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A SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF THE TRANSIENT METHOD 

by 

E.Lakanen 

Lakanen, E., 1990. A succesful application of the transient 
method. Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 106-119, 
6 figs. one appendix. 

The Kalliokylä sulfide orebody, which was found in 1959, has 
been studied several times geophysically. Since 1979, electric deep 
sounding, AMT, TDEM and mise-a-Ia-masse measurements have 
been undertaken to establish the depth extensions of the highly 
conductive sulfide plate. Because of the high contrast and quite 
gentle dip, the results are satisfactory even when the data are 
interpreted with simple models. A new way of inverting the TDEM 
results is described. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, 
transient methods, audiomagnetotelluric methods, mise-a-Ia-masse, 
inverse problem, metal ores, sulphides, Kalliokylä. Kiuruvesi, Finland 

Aa:l:aueu. 3.. 1990. IIpHMep ycnelliHoro npHMeHeHHH 

MeTo.zta nepexo.ztHLIx npogeccoB. reOAOrHqeCKHß geHTp 

~HHAHH.ztHH, PanopT HCCAe.ztOBaHHH 95. 106-119, I1.zt.zt. 6. 
CYAb~H.ztHoe py.ztHoe TeAO KaAAHOKIOAH Haß.zteHo B 

1959 r. Ha STOM py.ztHOM Te Ae reO~HSH qeCK He 

HCCAe.ztOBaHHH npOHSBO.ztHAHCb reO.ztHOKpaTHO. HaqHHaH C 

1979 r . npe.ztnpHHHMaAHcb HSMepeHHH MeTo.ztaMH 

rAyoHHHoro sAeKTpHqeCKOrO SOH.ztHpoBaHHH, SMT, Mnn H 

MeTo.ztOM sapH.zta .ztAH YCTaHoBAeHHH rAyoHHLI npoTHX<eHHH 

BLIcoKonpoBo.ztHJ,gero nAaCTOBoro CYAb~H.ztHoro TeAa. 

bAaro.ztanH BLICOKOß KOHTpacTHocTH H cpaBHHTeAbHo 

nOAoroMY na.zteHHIO TeAa, pesYAbTaTLI HHTepnpeTagHH 

nOA yqaIOTCH y.ztoBoAeTBopHTeAbHLIMH .ztax<e npH 

HcnOAbSOBaHHH npocTeßlllHx Mo.zteAeß . - B paooTe 

onHCLIBaeTCH B qaCTHOCTH HOBLIß cnocoo oopaTHoro 

aHaAHsa pesYAbTaToB CbeMKH Mnn. 
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Introduction 

The discovery of the Kalliokylä orebody in Kiuruvesi in 1959 is one of the few made with 
an airborne EM method in Finland (Rotary field, Ketola et al. , 1972), although a couple of years 
earlier some sulfides had been found in a nearby outcrop. After the airborne survey studies 
proceeded rapidly . In the same year, ground surveys and the subsequent drilling localized a 
pyrrhotite and pyrite mineralization with some zinc and copper. The known body increased in 
volume as studies progressed and it was soon found to be marginal for economic exploitation. 
In the late 1970s, interest was focused on tracing the extensions of the orebody. More drilling, 
deep EM soundings and a special structural study were undertaken (Koistinen, 1984). One aim 
was to discover a portion more enriched in zinc and copper . 

Geology 

The orebody is located at the contact between altered rocks (cordierite-anthophyllite) 
and gneisses (Fig . 1a). The Ruostesuo orebody has been estimated to contain 1.7 Mt of ore 
grading 35 % S, 2.5 % Zn and 0.36 % Cu down to about the150 m level. The total length of the 
orebody exceeds two kilometres, but little is known about the extensions in depth; there is 
room for ore reserves of even 10 Mt. 

Outcrops are poor but 134 drill holes provide information on the shallow parts of the 
formation . There is only one deeper hole (350 m) , drilled in 1983. According to Koistinen 
(1984) , the structure is as shown in Fig. 1 b. F2 is the fold axes of the predominant deformation 
phase, and F1 consists of smalI , isoclinal folds with amplitudes no longer than a few tens of 
metres. The NW component of F3 may be significant locally, whereas the NE component is an 
incidental occurrence. F4 is rare, weak and local; other phases have not been observed. The 
intensity of F1 obviously controls the thickness of the ore, and it is mostly weak. 

Petrophysics 

The rocks in the area are not complicated in their physical properties. The ore contains 
abundant pyrrhotite , rendering it moderately magnetic. However, the altered rocks contain 
magnetite showings in which the susceptibility may be up to one SI unit. In places the mafic 
volcanite is magnetized to some extent. The mica gneisses are neutral and no black schists 
have been encountered . The ore exceeds 4000 kg/m3 and the altered rocks are c. 3000 
kg/m3 in density, a local increase being due to garnet. The density of the mafic volcanite is also 
c. 3000 kg/m and that of the acid volcanite and gneisses 2700-2800 kg/m3. The ore is many 
orders of magnitude more conductive (up to 1000 S/m) than the other rocks of the area. 

Magnetic survey enables the altered rocks to be located, but mostly the orebody can be 
detected, too. The gravity correlates with the magnetized area, indicating an increase in the 
abundance of garnet or the thickness of the altered rocks. The ore can be located 
unambiguously only by electric and EM methods, but the grade of Zn and Cu cannot be 
estimated. 

Measurements 

Various geophysical surveys have been carried out in the area, the older ones being 
reported by Laurila (1963) . In the early 1980s, 73 stations with AMT, 200 stations with TDEM 
coincident loop 100 x 100 m (Sirotem) , and 100 stations with a fixed transmitter loop 400 x 600 
m (EM 37) were surveyed. Three holes totalling c. 600 m were measured with a Sirotem 
borehole probe. The sparsely spaced profiles covering the whole area and nine holes were 
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measured with the mise-a-Ia-masse (= CP = charged potential) method. 
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Fig. 1. The geology of the area. a) ground projection, b) structural model by Koistinen with the assumed 
deformation phases. 
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Results 

The magnetic map (Fig. 2a) is complicated because of so many sources, but anomalous 
continuations marked A, 8 and C towards the SE are interesting, possibly indicating extensions 
of ore. HLEM (Slingram) outlines the ore outcrops (Fig. 28) . At the eastern end there is a 
separate smaller anomaly. The CP result is not very informative (Fig. 2b). The whole area of 
altered rocks is at the same potential. There are but few details. The boundary is sharp in the 
south and in the west but gradual towards the north and east. Extensions A and 8 are 
noticeable. The borehole data demonstrated that the ore intersections are at the same 
potential , which changes smoothly towards the country rock, indicating large extensions (see 
Fig. 3a). 

TDEM with a coincident loop (Fig. 2c) produced more details than CP. The ore outcrops 
are weil defined. There is an anomaly-free part in the middle of the area, and extensions A and 
8 are clearly visible. Profile X = 54.4 passes over the extension A. Three shallow holes intersect 
the 2-10 m thick sulfide plate, the deepest one suggesting a more gentle dip. The TDEM 
results also suggest that the plate continues quite deep (Fig. 3b). The reliability of the 
interpretation, however, is reduced by the separate eastern conductor (cf., HLEM result) 
masking the anomaly of deeper parts of the known orebody. 80th seem to dip gently to the 
east. Two other parallel profiles measured at intervals of 200 mare similar (not shown); the 
orebody continues for at least 300-400 m eastwards. The wo-Iayer modeling esult looks 
attractive, and the depth inversion technique (DIT) , the principle of which is described in the 
appendix, shows the same behaviour except that the conductivity is abruptly reduced at Y = 

69.2 . 

a) 

N 

A 
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h) HLEM 1775 Hz 

~) TDEM ~IROTEM COINCIDENT LOOP 100x100 m 

channel 5 = 2 ms 

conlours: 1.2.5.!).10.25 •... pV/A 
'. / 

. / " . I 

.. ~ 

Fig. 2. Geophysical countour maps of the area. a) magnetic, b) HLEM and CP and c) Sirotem channel 
5 = 2 ms. The extensions are marked with letters A, Band C. Also marked is profile X = 54.4. 
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The same profiles were surveyed with AMT in the ,ate autumn, which was not very 
favourable timing in view of the intensity of the natural source fields . The results are poorly 
compatible with the assumed structure, and there is no suggestion of a gently dipping target 
(Fig. 3c) . The easternmost conductor can be seen at higher frequencies and possibly as 
elevated depth values at Y = 69.1 and 69.2. The result is obviously distorted also by the 3D 
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Fig. 3. Sections of profile X = 54.4: a) CP result, b) TDEM coincident loop result, 2-layer interpretation 
and DIT (dec. means one order of magnitude), c) AMT result and Niblett-Bostick inversion and d) TDEM 
borehole result with plate model interpretation. 

effects. The structural model does suggest an anticlinal fold whose axis plunge ESE diagonally 
to the profiles. 
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A deep hole (No. 134) collared at Y = 69.25 was drilled in section X = 54.4 to test the 
interpretation. It intersected the easternmost conductor at a depth of about 60 m, a thin sulfide 
body. The next intersection was anticipated at a depth of less than 200 m but was encountered 
at a depth of alm ost 300 m. Petrophysical checking, however, pinpointed a narrow conductive 
zone (1 S/m) at a depth of slightly less than 200 m, but it was not the right sort of rock. 

CP and TDEM measurements in the drill hole (Figs. 3a and 3d) showed that the deepest 
intersection belongs to the extension of the known orebody, and hence the ground TDEM 
result must have been biased subtly by the response of the eastern conductor , which also 
dominates the TDEM borehole data. According to the interpretation of the bore hole data the 
extension of the lower plate might continue less than 100 m, but the used plate algorithm 
(current filament approximation , Barnett, 1984) is not accurate and quite suitable for 
intersecting bodies. 

After drilling, an EM 37 survey was carried out with a large transmitter loop, 400 x 600 m 
in size, and with the centre at X = 54.4, Y = 69.175, i.e., above the eastern conductor. The 
result from profile X = 54.4 can be interpreted with a single conductive plate, which 
corresponds fairly accurately to the intersections (Fig. 4a). The DIT, which is distorted close to 
the surface, because that site is outside the transmitter loop (cf., appendix) , gives a value about 
50 m too shallow over the deepest intersection. There is no sudden decrease in the 
conductivity and it suggests that the plate continues eastwards for at least 200 m from the 
intersection drilled deepest. The influence of the overlying conductor is perceived as a sign of 
reversal on the early channels , and an increase in the amplitude. This case shows the need for 
a model that takes the mutual inductance into consideration. The DIT of the transversal profile Y 
= 69.1 (Fig. 4b) is surprisingly uniform, demonstrating that the upper edge of the plate is fairly 
wide (200 m) and even, but the depth estimate is again 50 m too shallow. A sharp boundary is 
situated in the south, having agentie dip northwards for another 200 m. The plate model 
interpretation gives a total width of up to 700 m, but again too shallow a location. Drill hole No. 
134 intersects the plate close to its centre in X direction, since the hole is known to deviate 
northwards by 50 m. The time constant of the conductor was calculated to be about 10 ms. 

There are no deep drill holes in the western part of the area and hence the results 
obtained there are beyond the scope of the present paper. 

Summary 

The extensions of the orebody, which differs clearly from the environment in 
conductivity, can be traced to depths of 200-400 m by TDEM . It suggests a marked 
augmentation of the potential ore reserves in the area. On account of the complex structures, 
the estimates are not reliable everywhere. Even so, new information has been obtained on the 
behaviour of the methods. TDEM with a coincident loop reveals details in the central parts of 
the area. The deep hole drilled in the eastern part of the area demonstrates that the depth 
estimates based on the layered earth model are too shallow. The borehole data and their 
interpretation, however, agree weil with the assumed structure. The fixed loop system gave 
better depth estimates when the large transmitter loop had been placed over the eastern 
interfering conductor to eliminate its influence. 
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1 (3) 

AN APPROXIMATE DEPTH INVERSION TECHNIQUE, DIT, FOR TDEM 

Electromagnetic sounding results are often transformed by asymptotic methods into 
resistivity-versus-depth profiles. These depth-inversion techniques are approximate, but rapid . 
Absolute resistivities are seldom obtained; the thickness should be exceptionally large. DIT 
results of adjacent soundings are plotted as profiles on a suitable distance scale. Certain 
manipulations, as, for instance, the static correction and automatic gain presented by Warner et 
al. (1983) can be used to improve readability. 

For plane wave inversion, the Niblett-Bostick transformation (Bostick, 1977 and Hjelt et 
al. , this issue; some modifications reported by Jones and Foster (1983) and by Gamble (1983» 
has recently been used extensively. DIT has been applied to dipole-dipole multifrequency 
(Maxiprobe system) sounding by Sinha (1979). Apparent resistivity is obtained trom the ratio of 
the vertical to radial component of the magnetic field . Other possibilities, described by Kaufman 
and Keller (1981, p.145) , have been used by Valla and Gasnier (1984) . DIT has recently gained 
popularity in the processing of airborne electromagnetic data (to eliminate the geometry of the 
system, e.g., Peltoniemi, 1982 and Mundry, 1984), but the number of frequencies available is 
too small to locate the layer boundaries. Similar processing could be derived for the HLEM and 
other EM methods as weil. 

It is weil known that the TDEM apparent resistivity can be calculated for the coincident 
loop geometry channel by channel (Lee and Lewis, 1974, and more accurately Raiche and 
Spies, 1981). In order to derive DIT for TDEM , the late time approximation for conductance (in 
Siemens) is used: 

S = 474../ t1Pa(t) (Kvashnin, 1984, pers. comm.) (A1) 

where t is the time since the cut-off of the transmitted pulse (in seconds) and Pa(t) is the 
respective apparent resistivity (in ohmmeters). DIT is completed simply by calculating the 
thickness 

h(t) = S · Pa(t) (A2) 

A more accurate DIT nomogram was constructed (Fig. 5) using the two-Iayer model 
curves made by Spies (1980) . Contrary to the frequency domain methods , the resistivity 
contrast affects considerably the depth estimate of the time domain data, since the response is 
a sum of many frequencies at every moment of time, and there is an overshoot wh ich increases 
as the conductivity of the lower layer increases. 

The nomogram was used on 1 D calculations by Lee and Lewis (1974) . For a three-Iayer 
case, where the second layer is much more conductive than the others, (12/ (11 = 400, the 
thickness of the first one, h1 = 100 m, h2 not given, e.g., (A2) gave a depth of 70 m to the 
conductive layer; only 60 m was obtained from the nomogram with a large contrast. However, in 
the early channels, time 0.5 ms, the depth was 25 m more, which must be due to overshooting. 
If the contrast were about 50, the depth estimate would be correct (the conductance ratio is 50 
if h2 = 12.5 m). For a four-Iayer case, (11 = 0.1 S/m, h1 = 20 m, (12 = 0.01 , h2 = 155, (13 = 1, h3 
= 5 m and (14 = 0.01, the third most conductive layer is weakly observable from the bending of 
the DIT curve, starting at the correct depth when formula (A2) or the nomogram is used. These 
and other tests have shown that the use of DIT is not straightforward. 

Real massifs can seldom be regarded as 1 D models. DIT was also used on some 2D 
examples of small-scale model results by Ogilvy (1983) (Fig. 6). For a vertical plate, the upper 
edge of the inversed curves on both sides of the plate descends rapidly (>45°). The thicker 
the plate, the better is the depth estimate at the middle of the plate. The DIT curves incline at a 
much slower rate on the hanging wall and the depth estimates correspond approximately to the 
perpendicular distance from the centre of the loop to the plate. The more gentle the dip, the 
better are the estimates, and even the depth extension might be noticed. With a horizontal 
plate wider than the loop size, the estimates are surprisingly accurate and the boundaries are 
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Fig. 5. DIT nomogram for TDEM coinCident loop with derivation of apparent resistivity. The observed 

reading, Bz , normalized by current in pV/A, is multiplied by time t in ms and divided by the loop radius a in 

m. This value is plotted on the left-hand vertical axis and lined horizontally to intersect the Pa-curve (this 

is a late-time approximation). The apparent resistivity can now be read from the horizontal axis with the 
normalizing factors. At the same time, the interseetion of the desired curve, hR, for the formula (A2) or 

different conductivity contrasts, gives the depth in m from the right-hand vertical axis with the loop radius 
as a normalizing factor. 

clearly visible (Fig. 6d) . The conductive overburden does not jeopardize the DIT result, but it is 
almost impossible to estimate the thickness of the plate with this technique. Finally, the DIT 
result for the cylinder is shown (Fig. 6f) with a conductive overburden. These examples show 
that DIT can be used for 2D and even 3D situations to obtain the first estimate for the upper 
surface of a conductive body. Together with the plate approximation derived by Nabighian 
(published by Barnett , 1984 and McNeili et al. , 1984), it is possible to make serious and yet 
rapid interpretations. 

For the fixed loop TDEM, a rapid universal method for calculating the apparent resistivity 
does not exist, but again the late time approximation can be extended to the stations outside 
the transmitter 1000. 
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Fig. 6. 3D models of the small-scale measurements taken from Ogilvy (1983), and DIT results, hR-curve 

applied: a) corresponds to Fig. 15, b) to Fig. 5, c) to Fig, 6, d) to Fig. 24, e) to Fig. 23 and f) to Fig , 22 of 
Ogilvy (1983). The strike length is 2L (L is a loop diameter). 
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DOWNHOLE VARIANTS OF DIPOLE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROFILING 

by 

L.V. Lebedkin 

Lebedkin, L.V., 1990. Downhole variants of dipole electromagnetic profiling. 
Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 120-131, 7 figs, one table. 

The article presents the principles of the single down hole and interborehole 
modifications of dipole EM profiling (DEMPS and MDEMP respectively). The physical 
fundamentals of the method are specified and the technical data of the ASMI-40M 
equipment, now in serial production, are listed. Examples are given of the results 
obtained in physical modelling of the fields produced by layer-like conductors . The 
properties and distribution of the anomalous fields are explained from the stand point of 
the zones with aprevalent eddy current concentration. 

In the presentation of the practical aspects of DEM PS, emphasis is laid on the one 
hand, on the necessity of making 3-component measurements of anomalous fields, and, 
on the other, on the detailled information the DEMPS method yields concerning the size, 
geometry and spatial position of orebodies. The ASMI-40M proves to be most efficient in 
cases where the targets possess an intricate morphology of orebodies, or when the 
orebodies occur in a low-resistance host medium. Examples are given of using the 
3-component MDEMP method for ascertaining the continuity of orebodies in the 
interborehole space. Finally, the efficiency of MDEMP measurements below the bottom 
of the hole, is demonstrated. 

Key word,s: electromagnetic methods, electromagnetic induction, boreholes, numerical 
models, mineral exploration, metal ores, USSR 

J\.et.e.llKHB, J\. .B., 1990. CKBa)l(HHHl>Ie BapHaHTl>I .llHnOl\bHOrO 

Sl\eKTpOMarHHTHoro npO~Hl\HpOBaHHH . reOl\OrHqeCKHR geHTp ~HHl\HH.llHH, 

Pano pT HCCl\e.llOBaHHH 95,, 120-131. 11.ll.ll . 7. 
B CTaTbe OnHCaHl>I npHHgHnl>I oCYlflecTBl\eHHH O.llHOCKBa)l(HHHOrO 

(,Zl3MIIC) H Me)l(CKBa)l(HHHOrO (MZI3MII) BapHaHToB .llHnOl\bHOrO 

Sl\eKT pOMarHHTHoro npO~Hl\HpOBaHHH , Pacc MoT peHl>I ~HSHqeCK He OCHOBl>I 

Me T O.lla , IIpHBe.lleHl>I npHMe pl>I peSYl\bTaTOB ~HSHqeCKOrO MO.llel\HpOBaHHH 

nOl\eR OT npOBO.llHHKOB nl\aCTOOOpaSHOR ~OPMl>I . OcooeHHOCTH 

pacnpe.llel\eHHH aHOMal\bHl>IX nOl\eR OObHCHH~TCH Ha OCHOBe 

npe.llCTaBl\eHHR 0 SOHax npeHMYlflecTBeHHoR KOHgeHTpagHH BHXpeBl>IX 

T OK OB , IIepeqHCl\eHl>I TeXHHqeCKHe xapaKTepHCTHKH cepHRHOR annapaTypl>I 

ACMI1-40M H npHBe.lleHl>I npHMepl>I npHMeHeHHH ZI3MIIC. IIO.llqepKHBaeTCH 

Heo OXO.llHMOCTb TpeXK OMnOHeHTHl>IX HSMe peHHR aHOMal\bHl>IX nOl\eR, 

.lleTal\bHOCTb n Ol\yqaeMOR npH ZI3MIIC HH~opMagHH 0 paSMepax, ~opMe 

npOCTpaHCTBeHHOM nOl\O)l(eHHH PY.llHl>IX Tel\ . 

HaHOOl\ee cYlflecTBeHHl>Ie peSYl\bTaTl>I C ACMI1-40M nOl\yqeHl>I npH 

paSBe.llKe OObeKTOB, OTl\HqaIOlflHXCH Cl\O)l(HOR MOp~Ol\OrHeR PY.llHl>IX Tel\, a 

TaK)I( e B Cl\ yqaHX, KOr.lla PY.llHl>Ie Tel\a sal\era~T B HHSKOOMHOR 

BMelfla~lfleR cpe.lle. 

IIpHBe.lleHl>I npHMepl>I npHMeHeHHH TpeXKOMnOHeHTHoro MZI3MII .lll\H 

n O.llTBe P)l( .lleHHH Cnl\OIllHOCTH PY.llHl>IX Tel\ B npo CT paHCTBe Me)l(.llY 

HCCl\e.llyeMl>IMH CKBa)l(HHaMH. YKSl>IBaeTCH Ha BOSMO)l(HOCTb onOHCKOBaHHH C 

nOMolflb~ MZI3MII nO.llSaOORHoro npo cTpaHcTBa. 
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Introduction 

Single borehole dipole electromagnetic profiling with three-component measurements 
of the anomalous magnetic field (DEM PS) was suggested and developed in the USSR in the 
1960s (Lebedkin, 1971 ; Lebedkin et al. , 1971). 

In later years, this method of investigating the space surrounding to aborehole was 
extensively used in the USSR, initially while prospecting and exploring for sulphide ore 
deposits . 

When the DEMPS is performed, the transmitter coil , coaxial with the borehole, is moved 
downhole. At a certain preassigned distance (from several tens of meters to a hundred meters) 
in the borehole, three orthogonal magnetic field components , oriented relative to the borehole 
dip plane, are received. It should be noted that the coordinate system is coupled with the 
receiving device, which occupies a certain position in the borehole. One of the trans verse 
components measured is in the vertical plane tangent at the given point to the borehole dip 
plane (vertical component) . Another trans verse component is in the horizontal plane and is 
called the horizontal component. To convert the coordinate system, which is interconnected 
with the receiving device, into the geographical coordinate system, use is made of downhole 
directional survey data. 

The necessity of three-component measurements is determined first of all by the 
peculiarities of borehole investigations, wherein , unlike in surface observations, one cann0t 
randomly choose either the number of profiles or their position; again, the position of the 
objects being thus investigated is not limited by the lower half-space. 

The key feature of the DEMPS, as one of the methods of low-frequency induction 
electrical prospecting, is its capability of distinguishing with clear resolution objects of good 
electric conductivity. Thus, a rather thick layer of sulphide massive ores may be discriminated 
against the background of a string-impregnated metallization. 

Another, not less important, feature of the DEMPS is its capability of obtaining detailed 
information concerning the morphology and spatiallocation of orebodies. It is provided by the 
possibility of radial sounding of the space around the borehole as weil as by multicomponent 
measurements of the anomalous field, and by the nature of the magnetic dipole field. At the 
same time, the effect of the host rock conductivity is to reduce the radius of the survey area 
around the borehole. Thus we have to measure the anomalous effects in relatively weak 
magnetic fields. 

The main tasks resolved with the DEM PS are revealing the orebodies in the space 
around the borehole, evaluating their size and geometry, determining the spatial position of 
orebodies in relation to the borehole (distance to the nearest edges, azimuth to the ore body) 
and their attitude (dip and strike), deciding whether the conductive object is homogeneous in 
terms of conductivity, and ascertaining the way it crops out and the directions of the greatest 
variation in electrical conductivity or thickness. 

Description of instruments 

Most DEMPS measurements in the Soviet Union are performed with the ASMI-40M 
apparatus. Besides the DEM PS, the equipment is designed to carry out down hole 
observations using a surface field loop source. The ASMI-40M provides point measurements 
of the real (ReH2) (in-phase with the current of the field source) and imaginary (ImH2) 
components of the alternating magnetic field. 

The main advantages of the ASMI-40M , compared with the Canadian downhole 
induction equipment manufactured by McPHAR (D661) and SCINTREX (DHEM-%), are 
primarily the versatility and secondly the possibility to measure the magnetic field components 
orthogonal to the borehole axis. The latter advantage provides not only the possibility of 
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taking an azimuth bearing of the object causing the anomaly, but it also gives more information 

Table 1. Technical specification, ASMI-40M. 

Frequencies 

Spacings 

Measurement threshold sensitivity at 50 m spacing 

Depth of the bore hole being investigated (m) 

Diameter of boreholes devices 

Borehole deviation essential for oriented re
ception of magnetic field transverse component 

Operating temperature range 

125,375, 1125,3375 Hz 

25, 50,75, 100 m 

better than 0.05 % 
(of the primary field 
amplitude) 
1500 m 

40mm 

Note: Besides DEMPS, the ASMI-40M instruments make possible borehole induction 
measurement with a ground loop field source. 

concerning the orebodies as weil as extending the operating range of the equipment. The 
range of the ASMI-40M operation in the DEMPS version , however, still does not exceed 
50-80 m off the borehole under investigation. 

The ASM 1-40M (ASM 1-40) is commonly applied in prospecting and exploration of 
sulphide deposits in the Urals , in Kazakhstan , in the Altai and other regions of the Soviet 
Union. The most significant results were obtained: 

- above the deposits occurring in low-resistance geoelectrical sections; 
- in cases where exploration is hindered by complex tectonic features of the 

orebodies; 
- above deposits, where commercial ores with massive metallization occur 

among noncommercial string-impregnated ores or where the correlation between 
electrical resistivity and ore grades is observed. 

In all the foregoing cases , the DEMPS has been the prevalent method of downhole 
geophysics . 

The ASMI-40M is employed at different stages of geological prospecting. During 
preliminary prospecting, the equipment furnishes the data as to the strike, dip and size of the 
ore zone, and also enables the geometry, structure and dimensions of ore deposits to be 
figured out. During the exploration stage we use the DEMPS to discern the structural details of 
the orebodies, to outline these bodies and to bring to light the ones overlooked. Again, here 
we can prove the continuity of individual metallization areas or alternatively reveal the pinches 
of orebodies, barren areas and fault zones. In this particular way, the reliability of evaluating 
commercial mineral resources can be significantly increased. 

Estimation of parameters 

The determination of the spatial position of the conductive object in relation to the 
bore hole is based on the quasi-stationary assumption. Provided the conditions are such that 
the conductivity of the rock can be ignored, the pattern of the alternating magnetic field may at 
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any instant be replaced with satisfactory accuracy by the pattern of the direct current field . The 
down hole study of the spatial structure of the secondary field gives us an idea of the spatial 
position of areas with eddy current concentration, which in the first approximation coincide with 
the contours of the conductors sought. The azimuth from the borehole investigated to the 
conductive object (or, if the object is intersected by the borehole, to its main part) is defined by 
two mutually orthogonal transverse components . It is necessary to know the direction of the 
receiving coil moment (i.e., the sign of the measured signal in relation to the direction of the 
magnetic field strength vector). A right-handed system is used and the current in the source 
loop is assumed to flow in the clockwise direction as viewed by the observer. 

The interpretation of the downhole inductive measurements is performed by comparing 
the field curves with the modelling or calculated fields produced by conductors of different 
geometry. Detailed catalogues of such plots have been prepared . Evaluation of the size, 
shape and attitude of bodies is done using the relations connecting the amplitude or the 
frequency response of the anomalous field, or the width of characteristic intervals on the field 
curves (normalized in units of spacing, L) with the proper parameters of the object causing this 
anomaly. It is a common practice to make all the determinations on the basis of several 
cross-checking indications, which increases the accuracy of the conclusions. 

The arithmetic mean errors in the ASMI-40M measurements of the main parameters of 
massive orebodies, based on copious check drilling data, are: 

1 . For objects intersected by the borehole: 
- when determining the distances to the edges downdip (updip) and along the 

strike: 10 %; across the thickness: 2 %; 
- when determining the borehole-conductor intersection angle: 3°; 
- when determining the strike azimuth : 7-20° (depending on the borehole dip 

angle); 
2. For objects, not intersected by the borehole: 

- when determining the azimuth to the orebody: 10-20°; dip angle: 5-30° 
(depending on the dip of the orebody and the distance to the body) ; 

- when determining the distance to the edge: 10 %; and body size downdip 
(updip) and across its thickness: 10-20 %. 

Examples of modelling 

Shown as an example in Fig. 1 are the results of modelling the field of a thin conductive 
plate, its plane being orthogonal to the axis of the measuring array at various positions of the 
"bore hole" relative to the model edge. The curves indicate that the characteristic feature of the 
anomaly is the positive sign of the axial component when the borehole does not intersect the 
object , and the negative sign of the anomaly caused by the intersected object which 
corresponds to the primary field screening. 

The inductive coupling of the transmitting and receiving dipoles with the model is 
greater in the case of the intersected plate than with the same object located off the profile. 
Correspondingly, the frequency responses of the intersected plate field are shifted to the 
low-frequency region compared with the non-intersected plate, and the frequency parameter 
is approximately 2.5 tim es higher for the intersected plate than that of the non-intersected one. 

The effect produced by the boundary of the half-infinite plate intersected by the 
borehole is indicated in the anomalous axial field component as a decrease of the negative 
anomaly in the middle part of the plots. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that, when 
the array in symmetrical to the conductor plane,one part of the magnetic field flux, envelopes it. 
The nearer the edge of the conductor is to the point of its intersection with the borehole, the 
deeper is the "trough" in the negative anomaly, which corresponds to the primary field 
screening effect. 

The anomalous trans verse field component is caused in this case by the eddy currents 
concentrating near the edge of the half-infinite plate. The nearer the conductor's boundary is 
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Fig. 1. The axial (a) and transverse (b) components of the anomalous field of the plate orthogonal to the 

"bore hole" ax is at various spacings between "the borehole" and the model edge. Model: 4 mm 
duraluminium plate, frequency: 1125 Hz. 1 - a1 = L; 2 - a1 = U2; 3 - a1 = U4 ; 4 - a1 = U8 ; 5 - a1 = 0; 6 - <32= 

U8; 7 - <32 = U4 ; 8 - a2= U2 . 
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to the borehole, the greater is the amplitude. 
The fields resulting from a thin plate intersected by the borehole at different angles IV 

are shown in Fig .2. The most universal procedure followed in defining the borehole-conductor 
intersection angle is based on using the relation of IV to the relative width I/L of the initial part of 
the anomalous transverse field component curve. With an accuracy high enough for practical 
purposes, the intersection angle can also be expressed in terms of land L spacing by the 
formula IV = arcot (1/100 L), where the linear dimensions are given in meters. To make acheck, 
we use the recalculated transverse component amplitude, as usual, in terms of frequency 
response asymptotic values. With intersection angles of less than 50°, good results are also 
likely to be obtained from axial component measurements . The more acute the angle IV is , the 
more "withdrawn" into the region of positive values are the curve segments corresponding to 
the measuring array's approach to the conductor and moving away from it. 
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Fig. 2. The axial (a) and transverse (b) components of the anomalous field of the infinite plate intersected 

bya measuring array at the angle of 11-' and master curve (c) for defining the borehole - conductive body 
intersection angle according to the width of the transverse component profile: L = 50 m (crosses), L = 100 
m (dots). 

A missing asymmetry in the axial component in such cases indicates the wedging-out of 
the conductor down or up the dip, depending upon from which side the anomaly is reduced . 

Examples of applying the DEMPS method 

Let us analyze some examples of the application of the DEMPS. Fig. 3 shows a rather 
simple example of the DEM PS application for revealing the orebodies missed by the bore hole 
on one of the copper-zinc deposits in the Urals. The orebodies here are confined to the 
effusive rocks and the lens-like deposits are cut by porphyrite dykes into blocks of slight 
dimensions complicated by swells, pinches and numerous thin apophyses . The resistivity of 
massive ores is 0.5-10 Ohm· m according to the electricallog data. The resistivity of the host 



rock is 200-600 Ohm · m. 
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Fig. 3. Example of revealing a blind orebody with the DEMPS method. 1 - dacitic porphyrites, 2 -
sericitic-chloritic-quartz rocks , 3 - loose sediments , copper-zinc orebodies , 4 - revealed previously, 5 -
revealed with the DEMPS data, 6 - anomalous field profiles (frequency 1125 Hz, spacing 50 m) , 7 , 8 -
apparent resistivity and SP logging curves. 

During the dipole electromagnetic profiling in borehole 4, which did not interesect the 
metallization, a typical positive anomaly of the axial component was obtained with two maxima 
displaced relative to each other at a distance roughly equal to the array spacing. Usually such 
an anomaly is due to the effect of an orebody outside the hole. The distance to the object 
causing the anomaly, judging by its size, does not exceed 8-10 m, and the longitudinal 
conductance of the object is about 50 S, which fairly corresponds to the conductivity of a 
massive pyrite orebody10-20 m thick. The direction of this orebody relative to the borehole 
under investigation is determined from the signs and relations of the transverse anomalous 
field component. Borehole 55, used for checking intersected the massive copper pyrite within 
the interval of 128-148 m. 

Prior to the DEMPS application, the boreholes of this section had been examined by 
the electrical correlation and mise-a-Ia-masse methods, as weil as by the radio shadowing 
method (boreholes 6, 4, 7) . The anomalies were interpreted as the result of orebodies 
intersected by boreholes 6 and 7, adjacent to borehole 4. In fact, these anomalies were merely 
caused by the said orebody intersected later by borehole 55. Furthermore, from the DEMPS 
data it was inferred that the orebody intersected by borehole 7 is wedging out near the point of 
its intersection. Later on, boreholes 59 and 69 confirmed that fact. 

It should be noted that the foregoing example implies the initial stage of applying the 
DEMPS. Drilling with due account of the capabilities of the DEMPS enables under similar 
conditions considerably increasing the spacing between boreholes. 

In the same deposit, according to the DEMPS data obtained while examining borehole 
30 (Fig. 4), the intersected orebody proved to wedge out 5-10 meters east of this borehole. 
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This can be deduced from the sudden reduction of the negative anomaly when the 
transmitting and receiving coils are symmetrical to the orebody and also from the considerable 
amplitude of the anomalous field transverse component. Boreholes 39 and 39a, drilled later, 
were located 50 and 15 meters, respectively, from bore hole 30 without intersecting the 
metallization. On the other hand, borehole 30a, did as expected, intersect the orebody. 
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Fig.4. Example of verifying the orebody dimensions with the use of the DEMPS (frequency 375 Hz, 
spacing - 50 m). For symbols see Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 shows, as an example, the application of ASMI-40 (DEM PS) in exploring one of 
the polymetallic deposits in the Altai. The ore mineralization is represented by galenite, 
sphalerite, and pyrite. The richest massive orebodies, with which the basic reserves are 
associated, have the shape of steeply dipping veins and stocks of great length along the dip. 
In accordance with the DEMPS data, the borehole being examined intersected the 15-m-thick 
layer at 25-30°. This fact is indicated by a broad positive area in the upper part of the axial 
anomalous field component curve and also by the large width (about 2, 2L) and large amplitude 
of the transverse anomalous field components. From the asymmetry of the axial component 
curve, it may be concluded that the orebody is wedging out down the dip near the location of 
its intersection. The nearest lateral boundary of the orebody is 10-15 meters to the south. 
With the array spacing increasing up to100 m, the effect of the orebody's opposite, northern, 
boundary also becomes noticeable. The borehole seems to have run at an acute angle 
(30-40°) to the strike of the orebody. This can be judged from the large amplitude of the 
anomalous field component orthogonal to the dip plane of the borehole (horizontal 
component). Generally speaking, the orebody may be represented as an extended, nearly 
vertical band, stretching NE-SW for 40-50 m, elongated upwards and sharply wedging out 
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down the dip. These conclusions were fully confirmed by subsequent drilling. 
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Fig. 5. Example of find ing the shape and spatial position of the orebody on the basis of the DEMPS data. 
1 - younger deposits, 2 - quartz porphyres , 3 - tuffaceous-sedimentary rocks , 4 - copper-pyrite ores, 5 -
anomalous field , real-component curves (frequency 1125 Hz, L shown beside each curve) . 

The examples given, taken from routine DEMPS work, show good matching between 
the model and field results and the rather small effect of the host rocks . 

Interborehole studies (the MDEMP method) 

A new interborehole modification of dipole electromagnetic profiling (MDEMP) has 
been developed in the recent years in the Soviet Union (Lebedkin et al. , 1978). The 
procedure is as folIows : the transmitting coil , coaxial with the borehole being investigated, is 
moved downhole. In the adjacent borehole the downhole device with a receiving coil providing 
three-compollent point measurement of the total magnetic field is moved in synchronism with 
the transmitting coil. The field components being measured are oriented relative to the dip 
plane of the borehole examined, but as far as the MDEMP is concerned, it is normally i more 
practical to recalculate them with respect to the array axis (the array axis is a straight line 
interconnecting the field source and the receiver) . 

Considering the problem to be solved, the receiving and transmitting coils are located 
either at the same level , or vertically displaced relative to each other (the array with the offset) . 
That one can vary the coils' offset and substitute one coil for another in many cases increases 
the capabilities of the MDEMP method. 

The characteristic feature of the MDEMP as one of the low-frequency induction 
electrical prospecting methods is the high conductivity resolution of the objects . The 
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interborehole induction measurements can therefore be carried out in low-resistance 
geoelectrical sections where the radio shadowing method does not provide the required range 
and resolution . The MDEMP enables one to descriminate orebodies as zones differing in 
conductivity and to distinguish between the ruptures of the orebodies and their partial 
pinching. Unlike the galvanic excitation methods, the MDEMP yields results, wh ich are not 
affected by the electrically conductive channels. The MDEMP results are estimated solely by 
the absolute resistivity value of the ore objects occurring right between the boreholes 
examined or beneath their bottoms. 

What certainly restricts the efficancy of the MDEMP is that its results may become 
inaccurate owing to the borehole spacing variations, which are likely to occur with depth. As a 
matter of fact, such is the case when measurements are taken in the abrupt converging of 
diverging boreholes. The negative influence this has on the results can be essentially reduced 
by corrections based on directional survey data. Under such circumstances, the measured 
imaginary field component, wh ich hardly depends on the variations of the borehole spacing, 
should preferably be used for the interpretation. 

During several years of MDEMP applications, the most interesting practical results were 
obtained when the continuity of the orebodies were determined in the interborehole space. 
Let us briefly analyze the principles that constitute the basis for determining the continuity or 
discontinuity of the conducting body. The main portion of the currents induced by the 
magnetic dipole in the infinite conductive plate, with its plane orthogonal to the dipole axis, is 
concentrated in concentric zones with the centre located on the continuation of the 
transmitting dipole axis. Owing to the praperties of the magnetic dipole field and eddy current 
interaction, the maximum effect of these currents is recorded in the ring-shaped zones located 
in such a way that the higher the field source is over the conductor, the farther are the rings 
away from the centre. 

When the array is above an infinite continuous conductor at a height greater than 0.35 R 
(R - in the spacing between the transmitting and receiving coils), the radius of such a 
ring-shaped zone is greater than the bore hole spacing. In the plots of the Hz-magnetic field 
axial component (Fig. 6), one can see positive values amounting to 20-25 % of the primary 
field. The anomalous field component orthogonal to the borehole axis, Hx, and coinciding with 
the array axis direction when coils are moving over the conductor, does not reverse the sign 
and increases to 80 %. If the objects are not continuous but have a break between the 
boreholes, a significant redistribution of the eddy currents in the conductor results . The main 
portion of the induced currents is confined by the break and is concentrated near it. When the 
thickness of the conductor is smalI, the positive part of the axial component anomaly actually 
disappears and the Hx-component is reduced to half. 

In fact , locating the break in the conductor is possible with the Hx (transverse 
component) measurements only. Therefore the measurements should be done with the 
mutual replacement of the transmitting and receiving coils in the boreholes investigated. 
Additional reversal of the anomaly sign on the curve section corresponding to the array 
appraaching the conductor indicates that the break is somewhere near the borehole wherein 
the transmitting coil is moved. This additional sign reversal of the anomalous field results fram 
the concentration of eddy currents near the continuity break; and it will be the sharper, the 
shorter the distance is between the borehole and the break. 

Examples of applying the MDEMP method 

As an example of detecting a break in the continuity, let us consider some results of the 
MDEMP at one of the copper-pyrite deposite in the Urals. The metallization is represented 
mainly by continuous, gently dipping bodies of a rather large thickness (up to 50-100 m) with 
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Fig . 6. Results of modelling the horizontal plate field with the break of its continuity at mid-distance 
between the boreholes. Hz-axial (a) and Hx-transversal (b) components of an array with zero offset; axial (c) 
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Fig. 7. Some examples of detecting a break in the continuity of the orebody. While a down hole survey 
was done in boreholes 5-9 , the continuity was proved by boreholes 2-8 and 7-9. 
1 - copper-pyrite ores, 2 - break in orebody 3 - continuous orebody, 4 - borehole projection onto the plan, 5 
- location of the measuring array. 
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the resistivity ranging from some tenths to a few Ohm· m. Because of the low resistivity of the 
host rocks, the radio shadowing and electrical correlation methods were practically of no use 
here. 

With the use of the MDEMP, whenever the values ofaxial component positive 
anomalies reached 20-25 % and the value of the trans verse Hx-component was 80-90 %, the 
checking boreholes confirmed the continuity of the orebodies (for this , see the results of the 
measurements in boreholes 7-8 and 2-8 (Fig.7)) . The presence of a positive area in the axial 
component plot and a decrease in the transverse component value obviously suggest the 
remarkable break in the continuity of the object. Rather typical in this respect are the results of 
measurements done in boreholes 5-8. Replacing one coil with another in these boreholes 
produced practically no effect upon the amplitude of the anomalous fjeld and its distribution, 
which means that the barren area is somewhere halfway between the investigation boreholes. 

The breaks revealed in the continuity of the deposit correlated weil with each other and 
enabled tracing the fault zones, which had cut this deposit into individual bodies. 

With the use of the MDEMP at this deposit, other problems have been solved as weil. In 
particular, the flanks of the deposit have been outlined. The considerable width of the 
anomalous axial and transverse field components confirm the MDEMP capabilities for revealing 
large orebodies in the space below the level of the hole bottom at the depth of 0.7-1 .0 R. 
When affecting the MDEMP method was applied over this deposit, the spacing between the 
boreholes investigated amounted to 220 m. 
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THE ROlE OF ElECTROMAGNETIC METHODS INVOlVED IN GEOPHYSICAl 
PROSPECTING FOR COPPER-NICKEl DEPOSITS IN THE KOLA AND KARELlA REGIONS 

by 

G. Vargin, S. Shkorbatov, V. Kvashnin and A. Savin 

Vargin, G., Shkorbatov, S., Kvashnin, V. & Savin, A. , 
1990. The role of electromagnetic methods involved in geophysical 
prospecting for copper-nickel deposits in the Kola and Karelia 
regions. Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Tutkimusraportti 95. 132-142, 
6 figs. 

EM methods play a dominant role in geophysical prospecting 
for Cu-Ni deposits in the Kola-Karelian region . The efficiency of EM 
methods is shown through their application in the Kamennoozero 
zone, Soviet East Karelia. 

The EM methods, combined with other geophysical methods 
to locate Cu-Ni ores directly, are used at three different stages: 

a) Airborne electrical prospecting for geological mapping 
and for locating Ni prospects 

b) TEM surveys to detect good conductors in 
mafite-ultramafite massifs 

c) Various TEM modifications, dipole inductive profiling, and 
IP-field characteristics along with drilling data and borehole 
geophysics for estimating the location, geometry and dimensions 
of objects and for preliminary assessment of their geological 
nature. 
Depth penetration can be increased by using the TEM sounding 
method. 

Key words: electromagnetic methods, airborne methods, ground 
methods, boreholes, transient methods, induced polarization, 
sounding, mineral exploration, geophysical surveys, metal ores, 
Baltic Shield, Kamennozero, Karelia, Kola Peninsula, USSR 
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Introduction 

Electromagnetic methods prevail in combined geological, geophysical and geochemical 
prospecting for Cu-Ni deposits in the Kola-Karelian region. Generally speaking, all the methods 
of research used are based on utilizing the evidence and criteria established (Belyaev et al. , 
1980; Kratz et al. , 1983). Here are the most important of them : 

- genetic and spatial relation of Cu-Ni ore deposits with intrusive massifs of 
mafite-ultramafite of various ages and sizes; 

- single or swarms of mafite-ultramafite intrusions concentrated at the nodes or 
centres of plicate and fault-tectonics activity; 

- typical of certain areas is flexure bending of ore-producing horizons, often 
accompanied by plastic shear zones, and variations in the grade of metamorphism 
of rocks forming the massif; 

- epigenetic ores that are concentrated in large massifs of mafite-ultramafite are 
usually situated in the footwall, occasionally in the country rocks. 

The wide variety of prospecting evidence, indicators and criteria is indicative of various 
peculiarities in the Ni-ore forming process in the region and requires a whole combination of 
prospecting methods to be used. Again, the effectiveness of the geophysical methods 
decreases because of the complicated petrophysical properties of the bedrock, which again 
result from its inhomogeneity composition , faults and tectonically affected zones, which are not 
considered to be metallotect, and many other factors. Furthermore, much of the territory in 
Karelia is covered by an inhomogeneous Quaternary overburden attaining in thickness several 
tens of meters, which also impedes prospecting operations. 

Electromagnetic methods prevail among the geophysical procedures incorporated , 
because rocks and ores differ in their resistivity: for most types of Cu-Ni deposits in the region, 
the ore objects, or bodies, are better conductors than the country rocks (Vargin et al. , 1985). 
The main problem which decreases the effectiveness the EM methods , is the presence of 
electrical conductors of a non-ore character, viz ., black schists (phyllites) , zones of 
graphitization and serpentinization, etc. 

Based on the experience of Cu-Ni prospecting in the Kola-Karelian region , a 
geophysical research procedure, including the EM methods, was worked out (Vargin et al. , 
1977; 1983). At the first stage of preliminary prospecting, use is made of airborne geophysical 
methods (airborne electrical and magnetic prospecting) and a gravity survey in order to carry 
out the mapping of various rock complexes and to outline the nickel prospects in the 
complexes. At the second stage of op~rations , a loop version of TEM is employed together 
with a magnetic and gravity survey, as weil as mise-a-Ia-masse (CP) and IP methods. As a result, 
mapping of producing formations is accomplished, mafite-ultramafite massifs are outlined and 
preliminary prospecting is done to select the areas for further exploration. There are some 
localities where, at the second stage of work, the EM VLF method is used. Finally, at the third 
stage of preliminary prospecting, detailled investigation of previously found combined 
anomalies is made by various vers ions of the TEM method , as weil as by dipole induction 
profiling and estimating the properties of the IP field; also, along with drilling, the third stage 
involves borehole geophysics , viz., vector study by TEM , dipole induction profiling, 
RF-sounding and the mise-a-Ia-masse (CP) method. The results thus arrived at enable us to 
ascertain the morphology of conductors and their position in a geological section, and also to 
make a preliminary assessment of an anomaly from the geological point of view. Further 
detailled study of most Ni-promising targets drilling is then suggested. 
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Example from the Kamennoozero Zone 

Stage1 (airborne survey) 

The effectiveness of EM prospecting methods at various stages can weil be illustrated 
by the results obtained in the Kamennoozero ultramafite zone, which is in Soviet East Karelia 
within the Windy Belt synclinorium zone (Boigurtsev, 1974). 
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Fig. 1. Results 01 airborne electrical prospecting in two areas 01 the Kamennoozero zone: (a) map 01 
amplitude parameter A based on the rotary-lield method at a Irequency 01 1225 Hz (b) map 01 difference 

parameter I) based on the results 01 inductive dipole proliling at Irequencies of 312 and 2500 Hz. 
1 - boundaries 01 ultramalic massifs according to magnetic survey data; 2 - outlines of anomalously 
conductive zones according to ground TEM data; 3 - sulphide ore deposit. 

Airborne electrical surveys to map various rock complexes of the Kamennoozero zone 
were carried out in different years by the rotary magnetic field method and inductive dipole 
profiling. In the first case, the amplitude parameter, A, was calculated: 

2 ( IUyl - IUzl ) 
A ------------------------ . 100 %, 

IUyI + IUzl 
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where Uy and Uz = voltage values of signals induced in two receiving coils . In the second case 
use was made of the ratio of the minor semiaxis, Hb, to the major semiaxis, Ha, of the magnetic 
field polarization ellipse. The results were then reduced to the difference parameter: 

where (IHbl/Ha)1 and (IHbl/Ha)2 represent the field ellipse semiaxis ratio measured at two 
different frequencies f1 and f2 (usually f2 = 4f1) . Some fragments of the results obtained by 
these two methods in two localities are shown in Fig.1 . 

According to the airborne electrical data, the ultramafite intrusions produce positive 
linearly stretched anomalies coinciding with magnetic anomalies, wh ich is especially typical of 
the situation shown in Fig. 1 a. Variations in the intensity and the sign of the anomalies (Fig. 1 b) 
indicate a remarkable geoelectrical subsurface inhomogeneity. This was in due time proved by 
subsequent ground geophysical surveys. The most intense anomalies generally coincide with 
highly conductive zones (proved by subsequent TEM investigations) , where sulphide ore 
deposits have been found . 

Thus, airborne electrical prospecting at the first stage of work in this particular case 
enabled us to locate the areas of utmost geoelectrical inhomogeneity and the highly 
conductive zones, both of them being of considerable importance in the geological mapping 
and preparation of a so-called local prognosis for nickel. 

The very-Iow-frequency (VLF) method can also be regarded as a constituent part of 
geophysical investigations of the first stage; notwithstanding its limited depth penetration , the 
VLF method is affectively applied in some areas for making a prompt reference to electrical 
anomalies. 

Stage 2 (regional survey) 

Dominating at the second stage of work was the TEM , loop version (single or combined 
loop array), covering the prospect area. Till recently, the MPP equipment was used for that 
purpose. Shown in Fig. 2a are the results of effective application of the single-Ioop TEM array 
with a loop size of 400 by 400 meters and M PP-3 apparatus producing a map of isolines U/1 , 
where U - e.m.f. across the loop, 1 - cutrent) . The anomalous zone (the left one in Fig . 2a) 
revealed by the TEM underwent detailled study at the third stage, the loop sizes being 200 x 
200 and 100 x 100 (Fig. 2c, d). As a result , a drilling site was chosen and drilling in the chosen 
direction was performed in a test bore hole that struck a lensof rich Cu-Ni ores at a depth of 
more than 150 m. Subsequent study enabled this orebody to be traced as far as its outcrop at 
the erosion level (Fig. 2a). Another anomalous zone (the right one in Fig. 2a) is related to a 
graphitization zone. 

The TEM survey is also made in the areas comprising the conductive zones detected 
by mise-a-Ia-masse method. The TEM serves in estimating electrical conductivity, the size of 
conductive zones and to distinguish good conductors regarded as promising for Cu-Ni ore. To 
increase the depth penetration of this method, a "CYCLE-2" apparatus is used; with it , the 
transient parameters can be studied within the time range from 0.2 ms to several seconds. 
Such a long time interval for the equipment, along with its remarkable noise resistance and 
powerful source (Ioop current about 50A), enable the sounding to be made by TEM , thus 
obtaining the data on the distribution of the resistivity with depth. The depth penetration of the 
equipment is estimated at several hundreds of meters. 

In order to test the efficiency of sounding with the "CYCLE-2" equipment , 
measurements with a loop-size combination of 200 x 200, 100 x 100 and 50 x 50 m were made 
above the "Eastern" ore deposit. The ore object here is an almost vertical lenslike body of 
massive streaky-impregnated sulphide ores 7-18 m thick, traced along the strike for 400 m and 
down to the depth of 380 m (Fig. 3d) . 

On the basis of the data of TEM sounding, sections of apparent (Fig. 3a, b, c) resistivity, 
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Fig. 2. Results of single-Ioop TEM prospecting in one of the areas of the Kamennoozero zone; 
(a) map of U/1 isolines with a loop size of 400 x 400 m at measurement time 1 ms; (b, c, d) U/I plots along 
profile 1-1- with loop size (b) 400 x 400 m, (c) 200 x 200 m and (d) 100 x 100 m; plot index - measurement 
time in ms; (e) - schematic geological section of profile I-I. 
1 - Quaternary sediments; 2 - tuffites with intercalations of tuff and tuff-breccia of sedimentary rocks; 3 -
andesite -diabases; diabases and their tuffs ; 4 - diabases with green schists; 5 - rocks of 
metawehrlite-metapyroxenite-metagabbro composition; 6 - metagabbro; 7 - nondifferentiated ultramafites; 
8 - apooliv inite serpentinites ; 9 - apoperidotite serpentinites; 10 - talc -carbonate rocks ; 11 -
metagabbro-<:liabase dykes; 12 - tectonic faults; 13 - massive breccia-like Cu-Ni ores; 14 - ore impregnation. 

PT were constructed; also, the depth to the top edge of the conductive object was interpreted 
(Fig. 3d) . As shown by the graphs, the points obtained by means of interpretation and 
indicating the position of the object's top edge run actually along the projection that the 
hanging wall of the orebody forms on the vertical plane across the profile line. The direction 
and dip angle of the orebody can also be determined, but this is the subject of the third stage 
of preliminary prospecting. 

The so-called "Southern" orebody turned out to be another area covered by TEM 
sounding ; the ores there are streaky-impregnated, occurring at 150-200 m within the relict of 
volcanogenic-sedimentary rocks in the ultramafite massif (Fig. 5d). On the basis of the TEM 
sounding data, highly conductive zones were outlined (Fig. 5a, b) . The best conductors 
among these are two zones coinciding with the orebody (observation stations 260-280) and 
one zone (observation station 320) at the contact of the ultramafite massif with country rocks. 
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Fig.3. Results of sounding by theTEM method above the Eastern ore body (Vargin et al. , 1983). (a, b, c) 

sections showing PT (nm) with combined loop array (a) 200 x 200 m, (b) 100 x 100 m and (c) 50 x 50 m, (d) 

geological section. 
1 - sand, loam sand, clay; 2 - dacites, dacite-andesites , plagioclase and quartz-porphyries ; 3 -
metagabbro-diabases; 4 - andesite-diabase and diabase porphyrites; 5 - amphibole and chlorite-amphibole 
rocks; 6 - streaky-impregnated and breccia-like Cu-Ni and pyrite Zn-Pb-Cu ores; 7 - pyroxenites; 8 - tectonic 
faults ; 9, 10, 11 - position of the conductor's top edge according to TEM sounding with loop array 200 x 
200 m (9), 100 x 100 m (10) and 50 x 50 m (11). 
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The presence of the sulphide ore deposit here was proved by drilling. 
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Fig. 4. Results of geophysical prospecting in the Eastern ore area. (a) Results of vector TEM 

measurement at t = 1 ms, (b) tiZ plots according to magnetic prospecting data and Ihzl plots according to 

inductive dipole profiling data (r = 80 m, f = 2 kHz), (c) geological section. 
1 - position of ungrounded loop; 2 - vector Exz and anormal to it; 3 - approximate position of current li ne on 

plane XZ (intersection of norm als to vectors Exz); 4 - sand loam sand, clay; 5 - dacites, dacite-andesites, 

plagioclase and quartz porphyrites; 6 - metagabbro-diabases; 7 - andesite-diabase and diabase porphyrites; 
8 - amphibole and chlorite -amphibole rocks; 9 - string-impregnated and breccia-like Cu-Ni and 
pyrite-Zn-Pb-Cu ores; 10 - tectonic faults; 11 - pyroxenites. 
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Stage 3 (detail studies) 

The procedure followed at the third stage of work, as pointed out earlier (see Figs 2, 3) , 
involves the TEM loop version (sounding included) . Another TEM modification at this stage 
involves vector measurements, where an ungrounded loop serves as the EM field source. 
Measurements with the MPP-4 equipment are taken both inside and outside the loop. 

The measured vector data, drawn in proportion to the magnetic field intensity, give us 
an idea of the position of secondary currents flowing through the conductive bodies. Thus we 
can determine rather precisely the spatial position of bodies which are discovered or require 
further research . Shown as examples in Figs 4a and Sc are vector plots with space 
components of E = U/(IS), where U - e.m.f. across the receiving coil , S - area of ungrounded 
loop, I - loop current. Above the Eastern ore deposit (Fig. 4a) an anomaly above the orebody 
was defined rather easily using the components Ex and Ez; also determined from the vector 
plots was the position of a point (area) of the secondary current line section, coinciding with the 
top portion of the orebody. We failed to locate the other (Iower) current line point, for it is very 
deep below and has little influence,unlike the top one. As for the Southern ore deposit, the 
position of both current line intersection points was located making use of vector plots (Fig. Sc) . 
The left current line lies fairly weil within the known ore zone and the right point occurs in the 
hanging wall of the ultramafite massif and thus , apparently, corresponds to the conductive 
object that was revealed by the TEM sounding. Finding the position of current lines by several 
profiles enables the object to be spatially outlined. 

When the preliminary prospecting of the third stage is done, as far as relatively shallow 
objects are concerned, inductive dipole profiling appears to be the quickest and commercially 
most efficient method. It is performed in the frequency range of 500-8000 Hz and with 
vertically oriented axes of source and receiving loops (ZZ array) . Thus Fig. 4b shows the 
efficancy of this method in revealing and calculating the direction and dip angle of the object's 
top portion, while Fig. 6 is another example. An ore deposit was encountered in aborehole the 
site of which was selected on the basis of the results of dipole induction profiling that spotted a 
highly conductive ore object (using r = 120 m and f = 8000 Hz) and a conductor related with 
impregnated ore (using r = 60 m and f = 500 Hz) . 

The third stage of prospecting provides also for borehole measurements by dipole 
induction profiling and for vector measurements by TEM (in the second case, an ungrounded 
loop laid on the surface acts as an EM-field source) . These measurements yield information 
about the near-hole space, which is then used to verify the geometry and location of 
conductive objects detected by the ground methods, as weil as to discover new objects. 
Study of the space between the boreholes is managed through RF-sounding, which yields the 
most complete information about the object's shape and spatial position. 

Electromagnetic methods fail to shed light on the geological nature of conductive 
objects; therefore , during the third stage of work, use is made of electrochemical prospecting 
methods. Most efficacious from the standpoint of conditions in the Kola-Karelian region, are 
those methods that involve study of the characteristics of the IP-field. 

Same new develapments 

In order to increase the efficiency and depth penetration of prospecting, EM methods 
that previously had not been used here are now being tested and applied. previously have not 
been used here. To improve the geoelectrical section for making prognoses down to depths 
of several hundred meters, an experimental research program is being carried out using the EM 
frequency sounding method. It consists of measuring the strength of the electrical field 
created by an electric dipole at a constant distance (1-3 km) from the field source, with 
frequencies ranging from 1.2 Hz to 20 kHz (Pyatnitski & Malashev, 1975). Applying this 
method to selected profiles will help us to estimate on the spot the geoelectrical parameters of 
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Fig. 5. Results of TEM prospecting in the southern ore area (Vargin et al. , 1983). (a) U/I plot at t = 4 ms 

and Sr max according to sounding data, (b) section showing Pr according to sounding data, (c) results of 

vector measurements, (d) geological section . 

1 - Pr -isolines in Dm; 2 - position of top edge of conductive object according to TEM sounding with 200 by 

200 m loop array; 3 - position of ungrounded loop; 4 - vector Exz and normal to it; 5 - position of the points 

where secondary current lines intersect with the section plane; 6 - sand, loam sand, clay; 7 - serpentinites; 8 
- tuffaceous-sedimentary rock sequence; 9 - impregnated sulphide mineralization; 10 - impregnated and 
streaky sulphide ores; 11 - fault. 
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Fig . 6. Plots of Ihzl drawn according to inductive dipole profiling data obtained over the Cu-Ni ore zone. 

1 - quaternary sediments ; 2 - gabbro, 3 - peridotites; 4 - apoolivinite serpentinites; 5 - apoperidotite 
serpentinites; 6 - ore zone; 7 - streaky-impregnated ores. 

the prospeeting area and to seleet anomalies of enhaneed eonduetivity for subsequent study 
from the geologieal and struetural standpoint. 

Sinee the area being explored has an industrial noise level that impedes the 
implementation of the foregoing EM methods, we have eommeneed harmonie mode 
measurements with a eombined loop array and a frequeney range of from 17.5 Hz to 17.9 kHz 
(Laptev et al. , 1972). The equipment used in this method affords some ten times better noise 
proteetion than that of TEM. 
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Conclusions 

Summing up, it can be said that application of EM methods in prospecting for Cu-Ni ore 
deposits in the Kola-Karelian region makes the following possible: 

1. Highly conductive sulphide ores and ore controls , or metallotects, are brought 
directly to light (a so-called "Iocal" prognosis) , in three successive stages: 
(a) At the first stage, airborne electrical prospecting. together with airborne magnetic 
prospecting and ground gravity prospecting , is performed for solving the problems of 
geological mapping and locating nickel prospects. 
(b) At the second stage, the TEM survey (sounding included) , in combination with magnetic, 
gravity and mise-a-Ia-masse prospecting methods, enables1) good conductors to be detected 
in mafite-ultramafite massifs , and 2) providing the situation is favourable, the data to be 
obtained concerning the spatial position and size of objects (in some areas the survey is 
carried out by the VLF method to ensure reliable and prompt location of airborne electrical 
anomalies) . 
(c) Finally, at the third stage, as a result of detailled prospecting with the application of various 
TEM modifications and dipole induction profiling, in combination with research on IP-field 
characteristics, as weil as with drilling and borehole geophysics, an estimation is made of the 
geometry and dimensions of conductive objects, their locaiton is verified and a preliminary 
assessment of their geological nature is made. 

2. Maximum depth penetration of ground prospecting (several hundred meters) is 
achieved by geophysical methods, TEM sounding, in particular. 
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